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Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
At Fo. 89 Washington Bt,

aside from Gorkam

Dover, N H.

Subscribers in Canada and the other British Prov
inces, will he charged 20 cents a year in addition to
the pros of the paper; to prepay the pastage to the
Ministers

(ordained

and

licensed,)

dinner,

50 per cent. higher, and all other expenses
increased pearly in the .same ratio. The
guests at the Glen House-were few, and we
did not wonder atit.
~
The central object of this trip was to. be

For one year, $3,005 or iPpaid striotly in

advance, $2,50,

All

far, took

present

in

at the

International Convention of

good ghanding in the Freewill Baptist Connexion are
authorized and requested to act as Agents in obtaining
p Ra
Li Sallocring and Joy nding Moneys.
te are allow:
per cent, on
moneys '¢col-

the Young Men’s Christian - Association,
which this year was held at Portland.
Your readers have already learned that
this was a grand convocation, embracing

A Agents and others should be particular to give
the Post ¥fices (County and State) of subsoribers for

more than 840 delegates and corresponding

lected and remitted. by them,

whom

they

ey

make remittancs, &c.

Remember,

it

members.

is

not the names of the towns where they reside that we
want, but the names of the Post Office at which they
receive their papers.

think without exception the most impressive—I ever remember to have attended.
Well nigh three thousand persons were
present in that magnificent hall—*‘the City

The Horning Star.

Hall” of Portland.

tabernacles.”

STOUT.

A wild growth over path and stone,
A thousand reaching tendrils thrown
Over the brokén walls!
Here crystal cups of white are hid
In mossy niche, dark leaves amid,
And there the light doth fall

Through the veined purple.
1 lift the foliage, and I see

loved

and

society.

Bro.

And throw out feehle growth, in place
Of flu-hing to full life, and grace.
The-e flowers re mind me so

Common,

Of pure child-hearts that «till will hold
Yearnings for light, though near the mold
Each budding grace doth grow.
O plant and heart!
I see in each
The rrembling, clinging t+ n Irils reach
With here und there a flower,
_ Whose pensive beauty seems as if
"Pwere pleading for some haud to lift,
Above the mildew’s power.

with

its Public

dearly
Blan-

Garden, neater,

trian statue of Washington
lately been
This strikes us
added to its adornments.
as a work of decided merit.
The statue of
Everett never did.

The eollection gf birds in the possession
of the Society of Natural History is one of

0 Love, be patient!
Who ean tell
What strength in the erushed heart may dwell,
“Po lift above earth-blight
Fair leaf und bloom?
O blessed be

*

the finest in the world. - Tu a lover of benuty and especially of Natural History, it is

worth while to go frm Michigan to Boston
to see this alone.
g
Agassiz's cabinet has

since

- One flower toward the light!

Correspondence.

our

last visit.

grown

invalids

and

pleasure

seekers,

never heard the like during

years

residence

in

our last fifteen,

New

England,

we

would fain have indulged in the pleasing
hope—that, it being the season of cholics
some
sudden
pang
had jerked
down.

like

that of a -decanter.

perceptibly

this time we

By

had got our eye on a line with those
strange sounds, and there stood a laboring
man apparent’y, not three feet fronr us.
measurwith bottle and glass high-lifte d.
ing the quantity with his eye through his

fingers as hé poured iv; could it be?

We

metaphysically pinched ourselves to ascertain whether our identity was all right, and
brushed up our chronological reckoningto

see whether this

be, the year 69, and not

the year ‘29, of our Lord.®

This, for fi-hes, and

But

shells and coral. has no equal west of the
Atlantic; and few superior any Where.

t» put an

end to all these questions

to our disputed
8 epped up in an

senses, a second man
instant and went through

And then that last and hugest of all Yanwith the same motions; all, right there, in
kee Notions<<the Coliseum. The sight of the presence of witnesses. at an-open bar,
HILLSDALE, Aug. 1, 1869.
the empty building—with its big drum -and
duy, ard in the face of the sun!
Your Western correspondent has been hundred flags, and five acres of seats, (‘‘be "by
Well,
it was but a few days, at the most
trespassing again upon territory belonging
the same more or less,”) was itself pro- weeks, before leaving home,upon rummagto the “Department of New England,” and foundly impressive ‘and suggestive, —awaking a drawer filled with old manuscripts of
herewith submits his hurried notes.
ening regrets that the filling out of the pic- college orations, later lectures, addresses,
Our route eastward was through the ture must forever be left to our imaginings
and sermons, we fell on an old Temper«‘Kingdom of Canada,” and, whether owing|’ merely. Itis said that many, in their exultaddress delivered mare than twenty
ance
to a ehunze of government from a Province
ant enthusiasm, not only waved their hats,
ago in this same state of New York,
years
to a Kin zdom or not, we will not undertake but threw them up as high as they could.—
during a sharp election canvass, in which
to say, but ‘certsin it is, we never saw the Your correspondent very much fears thas he we fought bravely under the flag, motcountry leuking so well before. Our own
would havd® gone out bare-headed, had he
We flatBravely?
toed, “No License.”
impression is that political changes have been there to see and hear.—E. B. F.
success.
fought
we
that
ou-selves,
tered
°
had little to do with it; but the unusually
fully, for in several places we distinctly recfavorable weather had given an appearance
ollect that immediately upon the delivery
Towards the Adirondacks.
of freshness and greenness and beauty to
of said address the audiences voted to reeverything.
quest a copy for the press. But as it turns
The events and experiences of life, so
A stay of some hours at Montreal gave us
out, that labor of love was lost! Thena poor
—

an opportunity of seeing the city more freely

“than atany previons visit. A climb to the
“tip-top” of the bell tower afforded” me an
exercise of the

lungs

and

lower muscles,

and a most magnificent view of the city and
surrounding country.
Two thirds of the
way up the tower hangs the great bell,
weighing
almost
twenty-five thousand
pounds; and most persons stop at this
point and lose the far more impressive view
from the summit.

"Then we teok a little ride up the river by

E—

are concerned, are eminently

be wholly

relative—what in one case may

indifferent, in another assumes a very igoAs
portant and perhaps serious aspect.
from
rest
for
travels
one
if
instance,
for
whatever oceasions care,
mental labor,

anxiety or perplexity of mind,

less ‘‘grievous to be
more or
burden,
borne ;” whatever contributes to mental re-

lief and repose, on the other band, isin a
marked degree {@freshing and grateful.
So if ona goes abroad for health, changos

rail, for the purpose of shooting down the
Lachine Rapids. This last is a ride full of
excitement; and the skill required by the
pilot to avoid making

explanation

it

a perilous one, is

the ‘Victoria Bridge"—one of the most stupendousstructures known to the architecture
of the world, We never pass under or over
this bridge without feeling that it deserves a
prominent place among

‘the seven wonders.’

It is said thut this work cost the lives of the
two great architects who planned and execu-

ted it; both of them dying ultimately from

the softening of the brain, which had been so

fearfully taxed in meeting and overcoming
the. difficulties of the undertaking.
Oar stop at Montreal was at the American House; and we take groat pleasure in
recommending this hotel—kept hy Messrs.

Clark and Sanborn, formerly of New England—to all who'like good fare, and substantiul comfort, at a fair price. Hitherto
we have paid $4 a day at the Ottawa. Here-

after we shall never go anywhere else than
to the American, where they charge you
but half this.

The fact

that we

found in

Mr. Clark a sort of old acquaintance, has
nothing to do with this opirion ; ‘for we nad
formed it and expressed it, before discover-

“ing,#8 we did at hor
the
of our departure,
that he was a New ‘Hampshire’ man, who
had for many years kept up his acquaintance
with your corredpondent.
~
We had intended to" make again tho ascent of Mt. Washington, but clouds and

a

becomes

of weather, exposures, fatigues aod
like, become noticeable annoyances

just about enough to make it thoroughly exhilarating, Oa our return we passed under

F

far as effects

discomforts,

We

thus

premise

of ihe fact; that

the
and

much in

we may note

down a3 we go along matters of observation that without the considerations ahovepamed might seem hard to be accounted
for.
Well, then, to start on a journey of three

or four hundred miles, on the same general
line, though owned and run by as many
different companies, it is a relief to be told
officially upon entering a convenient and
capacious car, “This car goes through.” In
such a case there is some satisfaciion in
packing away one's trappings in the rack
above, and in depositing some articles of
property on the seat, which thereby is secured to him against all new comers and
intruders, women only excepted :
Whose “right there is none to dispute
From the center ull round to the sea.”

So we meditated when we found our seat
thus appropriated twice on the present

trip, after retarning from a hasty lunch !

So again, if riding in the cars be tiresome, and not particularly exhilarating to

the spiri's, as it is not in our case, expedition and modesate. expense are considera
tions of some moment.

In both of these

particulars our fortune has

been

favora-

ble. Through the interposition of our everyready-to-oblige Vermont friend, D. 8. F.,
we hold fure tickets on all the lines to

neat our journey's end.

of them to-day, are walk-

plan for our native preachers

statedly

THE CUBAN

among

inebriate

open

cast at the same poles with us an

vote,

“No

Upon

License.”

being

asked the reason for so strange an act, he
replied with the emphasis of a man lost to
but

one’

hope,

stuff out of my
of New

York,

“l want

sight!”
Christian

to

get

the cursed

them.

who

have

voted at the polls and in legislative halls, it

establish
Many

to visit them

class

"No.

REVOLUTION.

tured with arms in their hands be 00% on

meetings

more ofthe

the spot.

teachers

TURKEY AND EGYPT.
The Porte has prohibited the execution of
the orders for an armament by the Viceroy
of Egypt including one for 16, 000 breech-:
loaders in Beilin, and another for a shipof-war at Trieste. Public opinion in Europe
is, that the difficulties_between Turkey and
Egypt. will have no serious consequences.
‘The Patrie announces that through the good

self.

8.0 B.

——

re

THE SPANISH

Reading

Week.

of the

i Events

Henry Ward Beecucr, speaking

Connecticut

GUNBOATS,

and.

elsewhere,

This is the way some of you read the Bible:

were

recently seized by the United States author-

mission which he holds to prevent any violarion of the neutrality laws.
It is suspect-ed by some that the leaders of the Cuban
causein the United States exerted some in-

Reports from the Indian

=!

country

random.

say,

all

You

happen to stopin the book

of Acts,
When you have read eight or ten
or twelve verses, you think you will stop.

Then you say to yourself,
This is rather
pinching the matter; the chapter is not
very long, so I guess I will read to the
end.”

are

get up in the morning, and

start.” You do not know exactly where
you will read; but you must read somewhere.
So you turn over the leaves .at

low states that these vessels are notWaeized
under any writ, but under the general com-

favorable for peace.

You

The next day,

quite having forgot-

ten what you ‘read yesterday, you read a
chapter near the beginning of the gospels.

The policy of collect-

ing Indians on reservations is being pushed,
and very larze numbers are coming in and

Bat you do

not go

back

to

that

spot

for

lawlessness, and ended ia a transfer of most
of the goods to white traders and sharpers,
at nominal prices, has been broken up, and

months. You do not join what youread
to what you have read. Suppose aman
should read the life of Washington as you
read the life of Christ; suppose you should
begin the first of January to read the introductory, and read an account of Washington’s parents and lay the book aside,

distributions are now

and not touch

showing a disposition to adopt the habits of
civilized life. The system of djstributing
annuity goods at large towns, which led to

generally

the reservations, access to which
to traders.

made

on

is denied

it again

wards, and then
life;” suppose

say,
that

1ill two years after-

“Iam

reading that

then you should

;

‘A relative
‘No. k)

“Whose memory then do vou cherish A
ventured to ask,

After delaying a moment

and p iting down

a small board which he

held in his hand, he replied: ‘Well, I will
tell you.

When the war “roke

out Tlived

in Illinois. Iwanted to enlist, but T was
poor and had a large family of children de-

pending upon me for their daily bread.

Finally, as the war continued I was drafted.

No draft money was

given me; I was un-

able to procure a substitute, and made up

my mind to go. After I had got everything in readiness, and was just leaving to
report for duty at the conscript camp, a
young man whom I had known came to
me and said: ‘You have a big family
whom your wife cannot Support while you

are gone; I will go for you.’

In the battle

of Chickamauga the poor fellow was dangerously wounded. Owing to Bragg's offensive demonstration on Chattanooga, he,
along with others, was taken back
to the

hospital

at Nashville.

illness, he died, and

After

a lingering

was buried here.

read

Ev-

ersince hearing of his death I have been
desirous of coming to Nashville and seeing

that his

r mains

were

prope:ly

buried.

Having saved sufficient funds I came on
yesterday, nnd have to-day found the poor
fellow’s grave.’ On completing his story
the man took up the small board and inserted it at the foot of the grave. Turning
to look at it I saw this simple inscription,
<
and nothing more: ‘He died for me.’ ”
My

attention

was

called

to this item

on

whose

family I called to pay a pastoral visit, but
who himself, I believe, has never yet fully
discovered the power of that love which
God manifested in giving bis only Son to
die for him. May we not hope that the
deed of “wondrous love” wrought by Christ
on Calvary’s tree—in comparison with
which the noble deed of the soldier sinks
into

oblivion—will

awaken

only the tender respect

*It is the ealn of the morning, "and Iam
going over into the city where I shall be
tempted, aad I mustread a litle before I

ities, they having received information that
the gunboats were to be used against the
friendly vovernment of Peru,
Marghal Bar-

fluence in the affair.
INDIAN AFFAIRS.

ofread-

ing the Bible makes the following remarks :

which are being built by Mr. Delamater, in
Mystie,

of the Bible.
—

"

i

‘A brother?’
"No

last evening hy a gentleman

offices of France and England,
Ismael
Pasha has decided to concede the demands
of the Sublime Porte,

Quite a Jong paragraph for a journal, but
when the heart is full, the pen goes it-

soldier,

but

that

and induce not

bestowed

love

and

on the

faith

in

him

which “will secure eternal life. ¢Hereby .
perceive we the love of God because he
laid down his life for us.”
¢ Scarcely for a
righteous man will one die; yet peradven-

ture for a good man some will even dare to
die.. But God commendeth his love toward
us in that while we were yet sinners, Christ
died for us.’
* But how much easier for us to comprehend things natural than things spiritusl
!
«+ Ever since hearing of his death I have

been desirousof coming

to Nashville

and

seeing that his remains
were
properly
buried,” exclaims the man for whom the
soldier died.
How hard to prevail on men
to thivk on Christ.
I wonderif that same

man was as constantly exercised

about Je-

sus since he has heard tha$ he died for him.

The soldier made

little

sacrifice

until he

forfeited
his life; he lost no honor, no
friends, was not ‘‘ reviled” for his benevo-

lent act, and saved a father and husband
the pain of leaving his fumily for a little
while, and perhaps from physical death.
But Christ laid aside his glory, *‘ became a
worm and

no

man,”

was

*‘ despised

and

A Santa Fe dispatch says, that a party of
miners were attacked at Sulphur Springs,

half a page more; suppose that, a month
or two afterward, you should reada little

rejected of men,” proclaimed to be in league
with the * prince of devils,” denounced’ as

and their wagons and supplies

more; and suppose a few months later,
having become tired of reading by course,
you should begin atthe other end, and

seditious—a ** gluttonous man and a winebibber,” and died, not merely risked his
life, but died the awful death of the cross to
save us from * shame and everlasting con-

taken

from

them by the savages. A larze number of
cart'e and sheep have been driven off by
the Indians in Arrilo County.
Advices from,
Arizona state thatsince January 1,in Pima

county alone, 1690 hgad of cattle have been
stolen by th Indians. During the same period, out of a population of 780 whites, the
savages have murdered 52, wounded 18,and

carried

Think of it, men
men,

and

are all ready to make an open profession.
Oh, how can we express our gladness!
Among us, too, in the Training school, God’s
work is going on. About twelve attend
the class, who wish to consider themselves
eandidates for church membership.
The heat has been furious, or melting, for
the last four months, but the rains we hope
are near.

his throat the latter half of the innocent
dissyllabic gin-ger; in the meantime however, there went upon the counter a thump

The eques-

greener, handsomer*than evgr.

goodly _-

Number 33

18, 1569-

cen-

as the most respectable hotel in one of the
largest villages, standing one morning at
the clerk’s desk negotiating for a team to
convey us on our way, we heard from
some person coming partly behind us, a
call in quick and sharp accents for what
sounded like, ‘‘a glass of gin.” Having |-

brethren and friends of the Roger

Williams church

The hand that traineth prayerfully

many

the

of meeting

through

is concerned, to make the scales of justice
even.
While,at what was represented tous

chard. clected their pastor; is to be with them
a month hence.
Of course your correspondent could not
fail to spend a day or two in that city of
cities—Boston,—always old. always new.
Boston
Never did it seem so attractive.

a

Out to the light, the dew, the
White-fingered seems to cling,

Western

Con-

A Sabbath in Providence gave a pleasant
opportunity

from central New Hemp

who aspire not'to the swell of city nabobs!
Now we’ are on hotels, we must say
another thing so far as present experience

tain.

Tenderly

Pale tendril, flexile ring.
Each self-sown plant, no i

to say, by

Baptists,

Episcopalians,

union of

gregationalists, Presbyterians, and other
| evangelical denominations in such a Convention, was to us a delightful prophecy of
the coming day when the watchmen shall
see eve to gye, and there shall be nothing
to hurt nor molest in all God’s holy moun-

—

ADELAIDE

The

(regular and irregular) Methodists,

Neglected.
BY

Shorttalks, intermingled

with singing and prayer, filled up the time
from 7 1.2 until 10 o'clock.
And all
seemed to say—*Let us build here three

. WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 18. 1869.
rt

The closing meeting on Sunday

evening was one of the most impressive—I

A= All obituaries, acoounts of revivals, and other
matter involving facts, must be sccompaied with the
Proper names of the writers.
:

route’lay

over the Connecticut,

AUGUST

ing in the truth. Never in all our lives | Recent advices state that active operations
tral Vermont, round lake Champlain to ‘have we seen so plain and glorious a fulfillhave been commenced by Gens. Jordan and
Potsdam, northern New York, an exceed- ment of God's prounrise,—**My -word shall not
Quesada. The general points along. the
ingly pleasant route for sammer travel, return unto ‘me void.” Poondere was with coast are now in possession of the Cubans
relieved at every turn by mountain, river, Boodhoo a few hours before he breathed his with pow .r ro hold them against any land
intervale, or lake scenery.
last. At that time he had no hope of living. firce that can be brought against them. Tt
At Potsdam ends the railroad route for P. asked him how his mind ‘was. He said is reported that there is a serious difficulty
the'woods in this direction, ‘the entrance to he was in peaee, if he should now be sepa- in the volunteers’ organization, and numbers
which is some thirty ‘miles distant,to be ‘rated from the world it would be well. He are joining the republicans with arms ani
reached ‘as usual in such cases by sundry asked him ‘where he thought he should go; munitions of war. The Cubans are successarrangements and conveyances. as circum- he turned his eyes upward and said,
1 ful in every engagement,and are now in posstances may direct. ' As for ourselves, we shall go to the Lord Jesu«” His heathen se<sion of the entire territory, the wealthiest
are at the present writing sojourning a friends were making a great noise and car- and most productive on the island. This
few days in a pleasant country: region, rying on their superstitions around ' his greatly increases their strength, and affords
among the kindest friends,
some six body, but it did not disturb him, his mind: facilities for active operations, giving them
miles south of Potsdam.
:
was at rest. Poondere had to leave him, full supplies for their army. The Spanish
We have met with one disappointment. andhe breathed his lusta few hours after- troops are represented tobe in such a deAs we approached what is destined to be a ward.
moralized condition as to be almost beyond
great “watering place,” if ‘‘Marray’s Book”
If the sainted Father Perkins conld know control of their oflicers, who are fearful to
keeps up present - excitement, we caleu- of this blessed entrance, (and perhaps he trust them in an engagement.
lated on finding hotel and hack charges ap- does,) how happy he must be to see this
SPAIN,
proximating at least the fabulous figures at ripe fruit gathered into the garner! Last
A party of 500 Carlists have gathered on
other like places, but instead we find them month Poondere brou:ht in the glorious
the frontier of Catalonia, and it is reported
10 be quite within the means of persons of intelligence that two of the teachers with ‘that a great demonstration is aboutto take
moderate incomes. We are told that at an older brother, the parents and the fami- place. It is stated that the government is
the hotel pushed fartherest in this direc- lies connected with them, all, have come fully prepared to meet them all along the
tion, into the border of the woods, board out open Christians and wish to be baptiz- line.
Gen.Prim has gone to Paris. Before
| including trout and venison, can be. had ed.
his departure he left orders, which have
for less than five dollars per week! that is
Mr. B. is about starting an itinerating just been promulgated, that all rebels cap-

that our tarry was thus cut short.
We
thought. the expenses: large enough two
years ago; but now wa found the stage fare

All letters on business, remittances of money, &o
should be addressed to the Agent, and all communica,
tions desigued for publication should be addressed te
the Editor.

&

thus

shire,

and returned by next stage. Perhaps it
was well for the health of our pocket-book

LUTHER BR. BURLINGAME, Agent.

Tervs.

Our

darkness were round ;about it~and a pretty
fair rain kept pouring down upon those who
were at the Glen House below. We turned

WEDNESDAY,

two into captivity.
THE ECLIPSE,

The eclipse at Springfield, Ill.,” was

a

When
may .be again and again, that such uator- | grand and sublime phenomenon.
the
total
obscuration
took
place
the
heavens
tunate and pitisble men, lost to self-conand earth presented a scene of awful subtrol, shall not have the accursed stuff put
A brilliant amber

there; and suppose that

would
you

you

were

know
asked

about
what

Washington?
you know

of

If
him,

you could fay that he was a great man;
and that would be about all you would
know about him. © Who would form any
conception of a man's character in the way
in which you are attempting

to form a eccn-

ception of the Lord Jesus Christ's charac:
ter? If a man reads his Tribune or his
Times
before breakfast, he reads more

tempt”—the endless torments of hell.
If when this drafted man had heard
the death

of his substitute,

he

had

of

shown

no sign of appreciation,—or, if when the
grave of the soldier had been pointed out to
him by his father or others as the place
where the, soldier boy lay, he, instead of
stooping to * plant the flower,” had tramped
over it without notice,—or, if being asked
to respect the memory of the dead and bis
woh deeds, he had indifferently remark¢ Yes, it would

be a very good thing,”

colored coronf’ than the whole evangel of Matthew.
You
Xe the indignation of men would be exappeared around the sun and moon, shootcan read the evangel of Matthew in less cited against him ! how he would be shun’
ing rays of light outward in all directions, time than you can sit down and read a
ned as a cruel monster!
But when we tell
when the whole horizon was illuminated modern newspaper.
Ifa man should take men the story of redeeming love which onwith light of the same color. The planets, a whole evangel, and read it through at one ly can save them, and say to them, * Why
Mercury and Venus and a number of fixed time, he would say, ‘That is rather overwill you not love our Jesus ?” how often do
stars were distinctly visible, but no planet doing the matter.”
And yet the true way we hear them reply, «Oh, it would be a
promising no more moralizing unless the
orbs between Mercury and the sun were dis- to read the life of Christ is to take in the very good thing.” Paul speaks of some
good people of New York provoke it.— covered. A brilliant rose-colored flame or
fall portraiture ; to look at the whole pic- who ** tread under foot the Son of God, and
J. F.
protuberance was noticed on the western
ture; to bring the whole character up clear- count the blood of the covenant wherewith
Parishville, N. Y., July 81.
limb of the sun during the period of total ly before the mind.
No person cén form a they were sanctified an unholy thing, and
obscuration. The phenomenon known as distinct conception of ‘the Saviour, as he is do despite unto the Spirit of grace.” How
« Bailey's Beads” was also distinctly wit- inthe heavenly land, until he gets the data, different the treatment the deceased soldier
Mission Work.
nessed, At Mattoon the thermometer fell the basis, from the history of what he wan received !| How different the treatment the
—
W—
42 degrees in one hour; and at Greenbrier,
in his earthly state.
JOURNAL OF EVERY DAY THINGS.
erucitied and-risen Saviour should receive!
White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, it
Sinner, hast thou learned that Jesus died
Midnapore, June 22, 1869.
was +0 vo.d that (rost was visible the next
for thee ? ‘* Come, see the place where the
Poondere has just come in from the morning.
“IIe Died for Me.”
Lord Jay.”
:
monthly examinations of the jungle schools,
© ——
GREAT
BRITAIN.
tm
dies
sinners
of
Friend
and the intelligence he brings, is sweet
A TOUCHING WAR INCIDENT,
“He dies, the
and sad; Boodhoo, one of our very best
The Evening Te legraph of Aug. 9, contains
The following touching and. suggestive
Sinner! thou art in a more deplorable
That an editorial on the case of Mr. Haggerty incident, communicated by a New York state than the drafted man before the subteachers died suddenly last week.
is the sad part; the sweet, the inex- who was appointed consul at Glasgow
stitutd presented himself. He might have
correspondent to the Chicago Journal, was
pressibly sweet is, that he died in Jesus. The writer, after paying a tribute to the related by a prominent citizen of Brook- gone
himse;f and satisfied the law, but thou
For three years we have witched with deep uniform good faith of the American Execu- lyn at a Friday evening prayer meeting in art doomed to death, and Christ only can
save you, You must go to him or never
interest the working of God's word among tive, so faras Fenianism is concerned, justi- Heory Ward Beecher’s church:
It has been in their fies the refusal of the British Government to
the Santal teachers.
“Not long since I found myselfat Cin- enter into the kingdom of heaven. Oh, let
‘hands, and they have read it, without note grant the Exequatur. President Grant had cionati with a little spare time, and I me not say must—will not the love of Christ
or comment, or even explanation, and with no notion of the record of Mr. Haggerty, thought I would improveit in visiting some constrain you? See the man stoopingto
no human aid, and under many disadvan- and under the circumstances the Govern- of the Southern battle fields and burial ‘plant the flowers over the silent dust of the
tages; for a great deal of the New Testa- ment bad no option but to refuse to acknowl places. I first proceeded to Nashville. deceased soldier; he is not compelled to do.
ment Jangiage has no words in the Santal edge him, and the justice of the refusal On going out to the Soldier's Cemetery, I it—fond memo'y makes him anxious to do,
toexpress it. Yet the glorious simplicity would doubtless be récogunized at Washing: observed a man planting a flower over a it. Sinner, wilt thon love my Saviour?
of the gospel has come, plain and clear, in- ton. Mr. Motley, the American Minister, grave. I approached him and asked if his Remember, He died for you. Let this epitaph be written —not on a “small board"—
to their untutored minds ; its life-giving and has appointed Mr, Eastméin of Queenstown, son was buried there.
but on thy hesrt of hearts, CHE DIED FOR
‘No,’ was the response,
transforming power has also come into Coneu! of the United States at Glasgow,
ME.
"—ddvent Herald.
‘A
son-in-law
P
a
and
pro tem.
| their souls ; they have embraced ir,
out of theirsight! Think wherher God and
humanity do not demand of you to rally
once and forever under the banner emblagoned, !'PROHIBTIION.”
But we stop here, in harmony with our
caption “towards” and not “to the woods,”

limity.

read a paragraph

after a while, yoa should turn to the middle,
and read
something there; what
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~ Communications,
A

an

comes

a member

cf Christ's kingdom ; the

kingdom itself, as established by Christ and
his apostles,

has

been gradually develop-

Sermon:

‘whatsoever

seemed

they

to

were,

it

maketh no matter to me; God accepteth no
man’s person; for they who seemed tc be
somewhat in conference added nothing to
me.”
j

This text suggests for our consideration

worldly riches is to endanger souls and full glory at its beginning. Tkere shall be
corrupt the church; and while all must in -no more of sowing, and growing; no more
the end account to God for the use they
make of the *¢ unrighteous mammon,” yet
the church should understand that this is
:
not the “true riches.”
Is its strength in having the favor of the
world? Let the long history of the world’s
enmity to Christ and his cause answer,—*‘If

. several facts.

of Satap

or

tares,

but

it shall

be all one

way after that event.

:

“Another parable spake he unto them:

dences of the Saviour, witnessing his mira- | lovers to whom she has prostituted herself.
cles, and knowing him to be innocent,
It has been true thatas churches rise. in
could betray him to his worst foes for thirty popular favor and the world’s esteem they
pieces of silver, if apostles had occasion so become weaker in real piety.
often to complain of false brethren,” and
Is the strength of the church in worldly
seeming Christians, when persecutions, re-: wisdom ? Then it is in what Paul would
proaches, stripes and poverty guarded the not employ. The fewer ‘ Worldly-wisepurity of the flock, we may not wonder, men” we have in the church the stronger
that, in a day when church membership of- will it be.
:
The real strength of the church lies in its
fers many worldly advantages, there should
be many who seem to be somewhat, who purity, its spirituality and. other heavenly
add nothing to the strength of the church. graces. The branch is fruitful only as it

The seeming piety of this class may consist

i

A sanctimonious,

measures of

meal, till the whole was leav-

ened.”
A
:
"1, There will be no more leavening after the coming of Christ; hence his king-

outward

appear-

therefore

evident,

that

love to him; and the church which acts
most in harmony with him in this respect,

outward forms, it is not strange

places its prosperity upon the surest foundation, being co-workers ‘with him whose
power is infinite and whose word is sure.
If God be with us it matters not who may
be against us.

of

its unwarranted

Sea-side

your sin would be almost unpardonable.
3. Tithe paying. The Pharisee could
say, “I give a tithe of all I possess.” The
blind worshipers of pagan idols can say, “I
pay much to support my religion.”

The su-

perstitious Romanist can say,
‘I pay the
priest;” and some of our seemnng Christians are not behind these in paying to support the church ; while others of the class
are so thoroughly encased in covetousness
that they would not give a sixpence to save
a sow.
:

4, Their seeming piety may consist in
riding a hobby. Ignorant of that divine
life in the. soifl which hates and shuns all
_forms of evil, which delights in doing

will always, they are subject

God's

to thé:

eold-

ness of death,save occasional feverish heats

upon certain topics.” When
excitement
runs high upon some moral enterprise, they
will jump astride the hobby, driving like
Jehu, condemning to perdition every body

that cannot or will not
them.

But

the poor

keep pace with

hobby

is driven

to

3

death, the fever abates,
and
they drop
down exhausted or disgusted, to wait for
the next train.
i

Among the defects of this class may
be—
(1) Wrong motives. Religion to them
+is a mere

insurance

concern.

They

know much

‘abotit,”.

grees along with him to heaven.
of wealth,

here

so far

above

will

dethe

sons of need, does not relish the idea of go-

ing out of this world as naked and poor ‘as
he entered it. Too many, instead of having
the sure hope like an anchor within the
vail, have

only

fallacious

hopes

of selfish

distinctions and enjoyments in heaven.
(2) The many defects of this class

may

be all embraced in this: having unsancti‘fied

hearts.

shall see the

Without

Lord.

holiness

no

man

If the heart is not controlled by the

spirit of Christ,it willbe by selfish passions;

and all such will be defective in fact, however fair they may seem to be.
"II. The seeming Christians add nothing

tothe strength of the church.

And here

we may ask what is the church of Christ?
and in what is its strength?
~The churchis the united body of those
who beliove' in and love the Lord Jesus,
~ baying Christ alone for its head.
the
si +R

:4
F Sd

real

strength

of

? Isitin worldly riches?
st to be ranked with

SIROR

to whose
y

ta

and

thy field? whence then hath it tares? He
said unto them, An enemy hath done this.
The servants said unto him, Wilt thou then

that we go and gather them up? - Buthe
said, Nay; lest while ye gather up the
tares,

ye

root

up

the

wheat-also

with

them. Let both grow together until the
harvest; and in the time of the harvest I
will say to the reapers, Gather ye together
first the tares, and bind them in bundles to
burn them; but gather the wheat into my

barn.” Matt. 13: 24—30.
This parable, in describing the nature of
the kingdom of heaven, aids us in determining when, and where, that kingdom
was set up. A few points deserve our
present attention :
;
1. The kingdom of heaven js like what is
described in the parable.
2. The kingdom of heaven is so situated
devil

has

access to it, to such an

Throughout

the

whole

kingdom, no violence

duration

:

by

i

what

:

Thereis more of him ' than that. Where aman is competent to do a great and good
work thereis more of him than that mere
good work would indicate. The measure

is authorized in |

:

are

existence
indispensa,

id Christ count worldly riches ‘such
b 1

that Christ will

reign on earth, in

Unconscious

Influence.

———

:

*How feware aware of the influence which

Christ;

er, talents, wealth and position; for these
will be more or ‘less known and felt; but
we have reference to that secret, latent con-

he comes

he will sit in

template a thousand years’ reign, in person,
on earth, before the judgment day; for he

ject Henry Ward Beecher observes :

says,

thoroughly and wiselyin ®arnest for good
or for evil will carry power in his shadow—

“The

and burned,

tares

shall first be

then shall

gathered

the righteous shine

forth in the kingdom of their Father.”

that the kingdom is now established.
This position is strengthened by what
Jesus said, when expounding the parable;

“The Son of man shall send forth his angels,
‘and they shall gather out of his kingdom
all things that offend, and them which do
iniquity, and cast them into a furnace of
fire ; then shall the righteous shine forth
in
the kingdom of their Father.” “Pius it ap
Christ's

kingdopd,

there

is

much that offends, and such as do iniquity ;
but when these are gathered

out, the king-

Father.
‘‘Again, the kingdom of heaven
is like unto a treasure hid in a field; the

which when a man hath found he hideth,
and, for joy thereof, goeth and selleth all
that he hath, and buyeth that field.”
1. This describes the kingdom of heaven.

2. It does not describe any event that
can possibly take place after the coming of
Christ. It. follows, therefore, that that
kingdom is now establiched.

“Another

parable

put

he forth

thata man

weight from his position arid be a means of

is grown, itis the greatest among herbs,
und becometh a tree.” This parable, also,
describes such a state of affairs as now ex-

There is a progressive work in the

heart, or should be, of every one who beRL
:

comes

to explain

that

his little boy

is

If ever these lepers were brought

er-

into communion

oui feelings that can be the most easily ex-

with

the

priests,

their

grace

to his poor friend, such

as even the

dy
cannot employ.
But Mr. Gordon never thought of it. He gives $100 a
ear to the City Mission, and leaves Mr.

pressed. Bodily wants, physical traits, that access must be wholly and alone by blood. {tin
s and
staff to attempt on the
which is of the earth earthy, we can ex- The turtle dove, or the young pigeon, ‘neglected masses what he and the rest like
press without difficulty; but as we rise to- must; be slain; the lamb must be killed, him should doin detail ; and, meantime, he

the scarlet wool and hyssop must be used; reads an essay, nowfand then, on the probthere was no purging of the leper to Tem of our great cities; and how are they
to be evangelized? Build us more chapdiviner aspirations—expression
becomes bring him into communion with the tribes els, give us more preaching; but, meanmore difficult. Iv is difficult in proportion of Israel except by blood. And oh! we— time, Christian men and women, consider
as they recede from the material. It seems we n our filthiness so like the leper—we that, as the masses are fed by you and othimpossible for us to give these things any have to praise Almighty grace which look- ers like you employing and paying them
families and companies, so
” might
form of incarnation The subtle: influen- ed upon us when our natural depravity in ssibly
be evangelized, if you did your
ces of power—those which spring from stared usin the face, when it had become
uty ta them.
Do not fear being comdisposition, and taste, and enthusiasm,and apparent by our continued - disobedience promised
as an employer. At present,
| sympathy—cannot be marshaled, and drill- to God; we have to praise the mercy perhaps, you are compromised as a Chris-ed, and marched.
An
yet they have an which has brought us right away from the tian. That young’ man who travels for you
is wondering in his head if you really
-existence. ‘There is a great deal more of leper’s place
to as near to God as the ac- mean religion, since’ you never opened
man than that part of him’ which he shows cepted high priest before the veil.
your lips to him. Only have true sympain making a plan, in forming a volition and
Beloved, had the angel still continued thy for others. Make them feel that you
in pushing them into execution.
That his gaze, he would have observed that love them, and you may say anythingto
which he manifests is not the whole of him. even these lepers were far more favored them without loss of character, position, or
Books lent or given, introducOver and above that
there isa great deal. than the other inhabitants of the world, influence.
tions of a judicious kind, timely acts of
There is a great deal that lies behind it, for the whole world was lying in dark- good will, expressions of sympathy
in sea‘throbbing, and longing for expression, but ness,
thousand
. without God, without a revelation sons of sorrow: these, and a
getting it not.
of his glory. This. is our position, this things like these,—for which there is no:
It is from this radical fact that we say last; we were the ‘aliens, the strangers, room here just now,—may be means of
grace to poor human spirits, through which
that a man has more influence than that the. foreigners. A leper, though a leper, such ' thoughts may
flow into the soul, as
which springs from the direct execative ef- was still an Israelite; and if he could will terminate on God in Christ.
Too
ficiency of his nature. His unconscious in- not go up into the sanctuary of the Lord, many do not believe the best of all good
fluence is that which comes from the rich- yet still there was the mark of the cove- news, ‘‘for anguish of heart and for sore
ness and power of his nature, that is not nant of his flesh, and he was of the bondage.” He who lightens that anguish
may be their Moses, -leading them out of
represéntedin any definite and voluntary seed of Abraham, and the wing of God Egypt, and through the wilderness, and
course of action.
His conscious influence in the cloudy pillar covered him; he ate within sight of the promised land.—Ezj
is great ; but there is more than that.
the manna and drank of the rock; but change.

eye

would

have

rested

upon

them,

his

spot, the tabernacle, over which

Now, observe yonder select persons, clad
in fair white linen, who come near, very

near, to that great center—they are priests,
men who are engaged from day to day sacrificing bullocks and lambs, and serving
They

Shaking.

rested the

pillar of cloud and fire by day and night, as
the outward index of the presence of God.

God.

Hand

the central

are near to the Lord, and

en-

gaged in most hallowed work, but they are
not the nearest of all ; one manalone comes
nearest; he is the high priest, who, once

every year, enters into that which is within
the veil.

—

E—

I maintain that shaking of hands, rightly
administered,

my

dear

is a means

sir, are

one knows

of grace.

established,

you to

iy

and every

be a solid han.

There

is a man beside you just fighting his battle
and making his way.

You know him, and

nod to him. Take him by the hand, my
dear sir. It will do him good; andifhe
was cast down a little, as men will sometimes

be,

it may

encourage

him.

tmth is, for sensible

effect

him it was

street, he meets

rown, who is ‘‘boss”

Ah, what condescension ‘is that more than the sernion.
John Smith has
which gives us the self-same access to God ! been a hard drinker, but is trying fairly to
‘The priests are servants of God, and very get out of it. Going down the village
near to him, but not nearest;

and

it would

Jr.

—

A young

man

—

i

living in New York at

the time of the discovery of gold in California, was led by the prevailing excitement to sell all he had here and travel
to that land of promise.. He arrived safely, made his way to the mountains, and
worked hard for months, but with little
success.
Soon his money was gone, his
clothes nearly worn out, and he must either starve or find bis way back to San Francisco, and get employment there.
He
started on foot, and slowly made his journéy. One afternoon he came to the bank
of a stream which mustbe crossed. A
ferryman was ready

with a row-boat.

* What is your charge ?" asked the traveler.
.
** One dollar, sir.”
Se.
*“ Well, I shall have to foot it up the stream
till T can find a crossing place.”
«Are you hard up? asked the ferryman.
“I'm dead broke,” was the desponding
reply.
“Jump in; Pm not the man to senda
fellow adrift;” and with a few Vigorous
strokes they were soon in the middle of
the stream.
Here the boatman stopped rowing, and
looking in his face, asked:
¢ Is your name
Jones?
‘“ Yes,” replied the other,

with a

start at

finding himself recognized.
*“ Didnt your father belong to the church
in B
street
““ Yes.”

“I thought so;" and with"that
from

his

pocket

a bag,

and

think I'm

crazy,

perhaps,”

he drew

commenced

counting out gold pieces. “I have made
five hupdred
dollars by ferrying passengers:
here are three hundred
of them for
you. You can py me when you are flush;
or, if that don’t
happen, then all right. You
continued

he,

observing the astonished
looks of the traveler, ‘‘ but I was never in better senses in
my life. ‘When I was a little boy, and my
mother was a poor widow, many a time
has your father visited our home, and when
he was
ne, somewhere about the room,’

we ey
money for a barrel of flour,
or to
pay the rent, when we knew not
where it was. to come from: and as long
as I live, if I have only a crust, when I find
one of his

sons in

want,

he shall have

the

biggest half.”
2
he loan was gratefully
accepted; by its
aid the traveler was able to reach San
Francisco, earn enough to Yepay Mis benefactor,

and

return

safely

to

his

home.

This story, with the exception of the name,
is a true one, related by the traveler
himself, illustrating the precept:
*‘Cast
thy bread upon the waters; for thou shalt
find it after many days."—American Agricullurist.
io

The Prodigal Son in Chinese.

“Our

minister shook hands with
me.”
What
made that hulking fellow, too big to be a
boy, too raw to be a man, announce that
fact so loudly when he went home? The
on

Bread Cast on the Waters,
J

A young Chinaman, Choy Awah, a scholarat the Five Points House of Industry,
reads the Testament in English, and then
gives the sense in a dialect of his own; and
this is what he makes of the parable of the
Prodigal Son:

°

:

A man, hetwo sons, Son speak he to
father ; father got money ; give “some he;

at ‘“‘the works above.” Mr. Brown shakes father he take it all right.
just now
give
hands with “Mr. Smith,” in sight of the en- you half. He give him half; he go long
Does that do Smith any way—Ilike me come China to New York.
that name.
It is the shadow of a great na- we were not by nature comparable to the tire village.
good? Itell you it is as
good to him as No be careful of money, use too much;
ture; and there is good or evil in it, just priests; we were not the Lord's servants; one
of Mr. Gough’s admirable lectures. It money all gone; he very hungry.
He went
as there is in that which casts it.
we were not devoted to his fear; and the says as Plainly asif Mr. Brown had writ- toman.
He want work, he gay ; all right;
The fact is obvious, to every one who re- grace that has brought us nigh through the ten it: “Mr. Smith, you have only to take he tell him to" feed pigs.
He give pigs
flects a moment, that men live in a far precjous blood was much greater than that care of yourself, and you will be a respect- beans
;
he
eat
with
pigs
himself.
He just
larger sphere of influence than that which which admits a priest within the veil. Ev- able man in spite of all.” That makes pow talk: ‘“ My father he rich man—too'
Smith stronger; and when he goes to
is compassed by direct and voluntary activi- ery priest that went within the yeil entered church next Sabbath, and looks over at Mr. much money. What for me stay here hunty. The life of thought and feeling is ut- there by blood which he sprinkled on the Brown, he will find it easier to believe [24 ? I want Ee back and see my father.
say to him, 1 very bad.
He knows I bad.
terly untranslatable into the language of mercy-seat. If made nighest, even from God’s most loving word: Their sins and
Emperor
[God]
see
I
bad.
Nobe son, me
action. That person must be meager and the nearer stage, it must be by blood, and their iniquities I will remember no more.” be coolie.”
He go back; long way, father
slender indeed who is not conscious that in connection with the one only High Friest. So ‘shake hands and be friends" —at mar- see him. He take him on the neck. The
ket, on the street and, above all, at church.
‘I very bad.
I just mow no be
there is more of him than he has even exIf the angel continued-his gaze he would
presume the apostle meant something son say,
our son ; I coolie.” His father talkey to
pressed, and that the expression which next see lying all round the tabernacle the when he said: ‘‘Greet all the brethren
oy, and say, * Get handsome coat; give he
Some people quit ring
comes nearest to being perfect is, after all, twelve tribes in their tents. These were a with a holy kiss.”
he shoes; bring fat cow—kill
grace. him ;; give
halt and lame, a3 a true rendering of that people near unto God ; for what nation hath church for want of this means of
give him to eat.”
ey very glad.
Everybody
looks
as
if
just
returned
from
which is within him. There is no outward God so nigh unto him? Deut.4:7. But
He all same dead; just now come back
the North Pole and there had not been alive; he lost; he get back.” Number one
expression of conscience that equals the they are nothing like so near as the priests, time enough to thaw ; and the deacon, who
He hear musit; he tell servant,
magnitude of that feeling in a man’s soul. they did not abide in the holy court, nor “runs the church” (if anything so lifeless son come.
¢
What
for
they make music?” He say,
And, surely, there is no form which you were they always occupied in worship.
Is- can be said to be run), had been in com- ‘ Your brother come back; your father
can give to taste that will equal the sense rael may fitly represent the outward church, mand of the party. I suspect the boys very glad he no sick;he kil
fat cow.”
of the beautiful that flashes and glitters with- the members of which have not yet receiv- sometimes say: ‘Well, I guess I oughtto Number one son very angry;he no go inbe good, but if I ever do, it won't be "long side ; very angry. Father he come out; he
inus. And no man ever loved who did not ed all the spiritual blessing they might with the deacon.” They wait, poor boys,
say, ’ No, no be angLy Number one son,
know that that part which lacked expres- have, yetare they blessed and made nigh. till some one comes along with heart—
e say, *
y all time
father ; never
getting no
d in the meantime—whose
sion vranscended,
which had some

immeasurably, that part
symbol to represent it.

unto -After all, the plentitude of the man is that

them, saying, The kingdom of heaven is
like to a grain of mustard-seed, which a
man took, and sowed in his field ; which
indeed is the least of all seeds ; but when it

ists.

We may be sure of one thing;

for I choose to call unconscious influence by

As the parable describes such a state of
affairs as now exists, it is safe to conclude

pears, that in

tion.

he

dead, and talk to him straight out, asa
they could—lepers, unclean, driven with- man
who was also a Christian might talk
out.the camp. - This is more like our posi- to his fellow-man, his words would derive

nigh enough to come into communion with
It is only the coarzer part of the camp of Israel, much more to come

ness and all else that surrounded

they are exerting upon the world around
them! We allude not to influence of pow-

when

should take the porter into his office when

with good fishes, only; but a thousand
years afterwards it brought up the bad
sort, all of which were cast awayJ
Every one is satisfied of this in other as for the poor heathen, for them there
S. D.C.
persons. We call some persons shallow ; was no appointed way of access, they
we pronounce them to be superficial ; we were cast out and left to perish in their
say that all there is of them ison the sur- sins. The old covenant did not, so faras
Life.
face. But we often find that the hollowest its outward manifestation was concerned,
a word to say to us.
Far off, then,
The following well expressed fundamen- persons have some deep pools-—some Spots have
tal truths by Morris Cotton, Esq., from the where they are more than we thought; and with the Gentiles, is your place and my
New Hampshire Gazette, should be treas- we are conscious of a certain subtle invis- place; we are by nature out of covenant,
ured in the mind and heart, and have a ible influence that they exert from which and aliens from the commonwealth of Ispractical governing influence
in daily spyings our respect for them. Some per- rael. There are you
right
away
in
sonsin times of prosperity seem shallow the
life ;
:
dark
heathen
world;
and
what
“That life is long that answers life's and characterless, wi in times of trouble did God's grace do for you? Why, it
and a” courage that brought you first of all into connection
great end.” If it be allowed that the great exhibit a patience
object of existence isto experience happi- amaze you, so that you say, ‘I never sus- with God's people, and under™Mhe sound
ness, persons naturally will be interested pected them of possessing such qualities.” of the gospels silver trumpet.
You beto know how to obtain and secure it. If There is a hidden part of their life, and came like the poor ‘leper, but still you
the result of injury is unhappiness, the per- there springs from it an influence which you were near to:Israel, hearing the gospel,
son who desires to escape from it, natural- did not suspect belonged to them, and and learning the way of /salvation. Thank
ly will prevent himself from being injured which ou cannot measure. There are na- God for bringing you so nigh as that,
tures whose peculiarity we know is netso for there.is no small privilege in hearing
by himself or by others.
It may be said that persons do not agree wach to carry substantial visible influence the truth. But grace did not stop there;
in regard to what constitutes happiness, as to carry sort of atmospheric visible one. it purged and cleansed you, and you
and the means to be used, or allowed to be Some callit ¢ magnetie,” ¢ electric,” and were admitted into fellowship with the
became numbered with the
used to possess it; but reason and experi- so on. Itit pleases them to call it by ei- church; yop
'Y you pitched your tent
ence teach that he who would be the most ther of these, or by any other name,. let seed of 1
perfectly happy that his circumstances will them; but Thold that. the abundance of a |Bear the tabernacle, and partook of its
allow, should be righteous in thought, word man’s life cannot express itself; that he car- abundant blessings, but grace did not
and deed; that he must be governed by ries a certain influence which is notappar- stop there. It made you next a priest
truth, justice, and righteousness.
In order ent, and that persons often are conscious unto God, a consecrated servant of the
to be, and to do thus, he should earnestly that heis more influential over them than Lord of Hosts, and you have been kept
grace in the place of holy service.
labor, with a teachable mind, to know the his words would lead them to suppose he by
supreme laws, and implicitly obey them; could be. -A-person says but little; and You are still the Lord’s annointed priest,
hé must sincerely desire to learn his duties, yet he has great power. A man has the and your sacrifices are well pleasing in
appearance of not having much in him; {his sight. But here is the wonder of wonand diligently perform them.
when
the eternal love
of God
‘T® experience the highest quality and and yet he stands over against you a sphinx ders;
greatest amount of happiness, demands in magnitude and mystery. We are con- had brought you so near, so gloriously
it did not stop there; it did not
perfection of character, and an existence stantly running upon evidences that a man’s near,
unconscious influence is vast, over and content itself with making you a priest,
in a perfect state of society.
God’s will—man’s duty—may be learned above the direct influence of his life and but it said, you shall stand ‘in Christ
Jesus;” and,
beloved,
you know
that
from the many books of nature, experience, actions.
this means that we were made as near
and reason; from the comparatively few
Christ himself, who, as the great High
and less known pages of intuition and inNearness to God.
Priest, with blood in his hand, goes right
spiration ; from all the sources of past and
into the veil, right up to the mercy seat,
present revelation, by which our heavenly
Spurgeon illustrates this sentiment in one and talks with God.
Father manifests himself to those who sinof his late sermons in the following mancerely desire, and earnestly labor to know
ner:
him and themselves, and to learn their reIf an angel had poised himself in mid air,
lation to him and the consequent duties inand watched awhile in the days of Moses,
volved and required to be performed.
gazing down upon the people in the wilderM. C.

From which it appears that this kingdom
cannot be located after the second coming of
for,

formance.

you would have seen a company of miserable wretches who herded together as best

le performs.

Selections.

of

Without holiness of dom is passed over into the hands of the

heart no man canbe a child of God. If the
heart is pure, all the conduct will be cor-

rect.

This parable stands against the popular
heresy

trol which one has over another without
their knowledge.
Members of families,
neighbors, and associates have a hand in
preclude the possibility of evil entering molding each other’s characters and in detherein. 2 Pet.3:13; Rev. 22: 14,15. It termining each other’s destiny however unis equally obvious that Jesus does not eqn-- conscious of it they may be.
On this sub-

The man

exalted

ered of every kind ; which when it was fill,
they drew to shore, and sat down, and
gathered the good into vessels, but cast the
bad away.
So shall it be in the end of this
world; the angels shall come forth, and
sever the wicked from among the just.”

kingdom of the Father.
v.43; 6: 9—10;
1 Cor. 15: 24; and will be so situated as to

obliterate many of the honored distinctions
among men. The honored Professor will
very much want to take his chair and

wheat,

judgment, and sever the evil from among
the good. The kingdom, which «shall remain after that event, will be called the

What

death

the

secured.

It is hard for selfish

the fact that

among

4. At the end of this kingdom, the tares
are first destroyed ; after this, the wheat is

is mightier than the love of Christ? He answered, ‘‘That is something which do not
men to look upon

the

destroying the children of the wicked one.

I once heard a minister preaching upon the higher and lower seats in heaven to
- be occupied by the redeemed, and afterward asked him whether he thought he was
employing the best motive power? Said he,
I replied,

tares

appeared the tares also.
And the sqtvants
of the householder came, and said
unto
him, Sir, did’st thou not sow good seed in

this

selfish end incites them.

no other.”

sowed

went his way. But when the blade was
sprung up, and brough forth fruit, then

3.

as they from time to time pay their insurance
bills,not always without grumbling.
Their
religion
is but selfishness intensified.
They were never much grieved over their
sins ; they neverlearned to hate sin; they
never knew what it was to really love God
or his commandments. Selfish considerations are the spring of all their religious
works, and they go no farther than some

of

and

extent as to sow his seeds among the good

policy ; they perform their religious duties

know

to a man which sowed good seed in his
field ; but while men slept his enemy came

seeds sown by the Sor of man.

brace religion as they receive an insurance

“1

Teachings.

he: “The kingdom of heaven is likened un-

that the

em-

until

Jesus should have said, The first time
the net was drawn to shore it was filled

Jesus sat by the Sea-side and taught in
parables, concerning, his kingdom. Said

tenets,

endure

fore thé general judgment. To construct
this parable consonant ‘with that notion,

It is

© 2. A strict observance of religious forms.
As they know nothing of religion save the
You might object to the truth of the Bible
without offending them, but just question
the propriety. of their particular religious
forms and they will manifest high resentment. You might blaspheme God’s name
in their hearing and they would smile, but
should you speak evil of their particular

will

only as she walks with God and leans upon

these seeming Christiana are no addition to
the strength of the church, and the history
of many churches will show thatthey are
tor studies to deceive, and for a time. may | really the greatest impedimentsto the work
:
be far more popular than the honest man of God.
IIL ¢ God accepteth no man’s perscn.”
whose faults are superficial. Whited sepulchers often contain dead men’s bones, and He does not esteem men according to the
the basest hypocrites affect the greatest weight of the purse, or outward appearance, but according to their sincerity and
sanctity.
3 4
;
that they

kingdom

whole world is converted.
=
‘‘Again,the kingdom of heaven is like unto a net that was cast into the sea, and gath-

person, a thousand years, with the just, be-

her beloved.

should attach to these great importance.

Christ's

abides in the vine, and the church is strong

ance. The cup that is most unclean within will sometimes be attended with the most
scrupulous, outside neatness. The impos-

seet, or of some

:

merely

The kingdom of heaven is like unto leaven, ward the supernatural—toward the finer
which a woman took and hid in_.three “sentiments, the nobler imaginations, the

“I. ~ That there have been, and still ‘are it hts hated me it will also hate you.” The
those who seem to be Christians, who, after. church, Which supposes that it may really
all, lack the essential elements of true add to its strength by courting the favor of dom must be established before that event.
2. The leaven is the truth; the meal the
this fallen world and forgetting her esChristian life.
:
:
:
If among the chosen
welve was one, pousals to Christ, violates her solemn cove- ‘pecple; the three measures of meal the
who, after enjoying all the sweet confi- nant, will in the end be despised by the world which contains the people; hence

1.

n

measured

how easily may they obtain standing in the | ing its ‘strength ever since ils establish
church ! and how very necessary they seem ment; but the kingdom, that shall be after
to be to its existence! The tendency of the coming of Christ, will enter upon its of the man i3 greater than’ his outward

Gal. 2:6. ¢ But of those who
somewhat,

of his

kingdom? How hardly shall rith men enter his kingdom! yet at the present day

BY HERMON,

be

essential élement to the success

by

a

which lacks, and waits for some mode of
disclosure. . The features cannot give it;
the eye cannot; posture cannot; gesture

be great grace if God permitted the priests
to enter into the most holy place; but,

Ifever an Israelite advanced into the court

man

is.

And he is not to be

|:

breth-

ways

make

them

‘‘feel

‘the

make ni

angry, “M father never kill one

fat cow for me. © My brother he very bad,
he ise money too much ; he have fat cow and

. Kindly words are a means of grace;
when any Christian speaks them. They do

he just dead; he now come to life ; he, lost,
he now come back.”— Harper's Magazine.

music.”

Father say, * You no understand ;

good like & medicine, all the more if spoken unofficially, naturally, feelingly, One's
Tue SHELVING of the Astor Library, if
place sometimes gre unusual weight to placed in a continuous line, would extend
one's words,
. Burton, for example, ‘about four miles; the hoo oN laid end to

Outside the camp. of Israel altogether,
ye

life-like

ind o good,” and they catch the inspira

tion “and run with gladness in the way of
God's commandments.”

Israelite to comé into the cogrt of the priests

and partake in divine worship ;but,

cannot.
Neither word spoken nor deed ren, yon and I were farther off than Israel,
performed ean at all fill up the measure of and it needed more grace by far to bring us
the reality of that inward life which every nigh. By blood alone are we made nigh,
man has within him. So that there isa and by blood displayed in all the glory. of
Sia
vast disparity between what a man ‘does its power,
and whata

enial,

of the priests, it was with blood; he came
with sacrifice ; there was no access without
it. It was great favor which permitted the

eminent lawyer, should inquire about

end,

would

“oe
Yh ok

reach

about

thirty

miles.

the ‘interests, for time and beyond, of the Their cost isa
quarter of a millionof dolwoman who cleans out his office;if lars, their weight is about 200 tons, and
. (Gordon, the great dry goods’ man, their number 187,000.
¢
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And so, without enlisting,
‘Was reckoned with his foes.

Time flew, and I grew older,
Days, months and years went on,
My once warm heart grew colder,

no doubt that
bearing down
tions of truth;
ing it, I should
medicine, and

-

Until my hope was gone.
Then days and months succeeded
_ Of thoughtless, careless ease,
Religion’s claims unheeded

ease; and Ishould take that which would

affect the system most favorably.”

For things to charm and please.

—

And for my soul when dying,
I saw no heaven beyond.
‘What can I do~I pondered—
Of hope and joy bereft?
Go back to where I wandered,
Return to Him I left.
I went, and lo! He beckoned,

that this matter of inheritance

Sweet as a sire unbends,

And now I'd fain be reckoned

Among His open friends.

4

pe

Password.

the recent American

war,

ble band
of Christians, called the
tian Commission, at the head of

was Mr.
wherever
wounded

a noChriswhich

art, accompanied the army
ent, and, amidst the sick,
dying, did a great work for

Jesus. Late one night, Mr. Stuart had to
pass the lines of the two armies, and be-

fore starting he .askad the colonel of the
regiment for the
word. . “C
i
was. given him, and away he rode, feelin,

all safe.

At the lines a sentry challenge

him with the usual, “Who goes there?
friend or foe?” ‘A friend,” said Mr. Stuart. The sentry presented his rifle, and
demanded the password.
¢‘Chicago,” was

the confident reply.

Ep

by

is governed

law ; that its obedience secures

Amd

all the

which naturally flow therefrom,

Health is a duty ; disease is a misfortune, to

call it by no
Scriptures are
they command
our bodies ** a

harsher term. Reader, . the
sustained by science when
us to see to it that we present
living-sacrifice, holy and ac-

ceptable unto God.”

Can the drunkard

this ? Can he whose

very

with filthy tobaccodo it?

bones

do

are

foul

Let us consider

our duty in these respects, not only to ourselves, but to our descendants and to our
God, and do it.—Phrenological Journal.

An Efficient Ministry.

Without moving, the

To churches seeking 4 minister, indeed
to all churches we commend the following,
clipped from the Christian Inteligencer :
‘“ The best pastor is not the minister who
Mr.
Stuart turned his horse's head, gal- has under bis charge the wealthiest and
loped back to the colonels tent, and rush- most fashionable people, nor is he necessa0 has the largest crowd
ing in, said,» Colonel, you gave me the rily the bes
is ministrations, nor yet he
password,
‘Chicago,’ and it is wrong.’ waiting up
t liberal provision is made
“How could Ibe such a fool?” said the for whom the
colonel ; “‘that was the one for yesterday— by his parish; but, as we understand the
to-day’s is ‘Massachusetts.’ I am deeply matter, he is the best pastor who gets out of
his people the greatest amount of work for
sorry for ‘the mistake, Mr. Stuart.”
Again
he approached the lines, and again the Christ. The great secret of success in the
challenge met him, “Who goes there? ministry, after all, is putting the material
friend or foe?”
¢‘A friend,” said Mr. Stu- which the providence of God had laid to
art. “Have you the password?” ‘‘Massa- his servant's hand to the best possible acchusetts,” was the reply. At once the rifle count. The church is God's husbandry,
as a skillful and practical farmer enwas lowered, and the word given, “Pass.” and
As Mr. Stuart rode up to the sentry, he deavors to make every piece of ground as
said, “Well, you have asked me for the productive as possible, and secure as much
Spassword twice; once I gaveit wrong; it fruit from every tree as with God's
might have been fatal to me. Let me ask ing in rain and sunshine, air and fegiNzers,
you, my lad, do you know the password it can be made to yield, so all#he applifor heaven, which will only be asked for ances of spiritual husbandry are to be dionce?” The sentry replied, “I thank God rected to the promotion of every good work
Ikdo, sir; I learned it from your lips in a that will bring in a revenue of glory to the
New York Sabbath school—‘The blood of great head of the church. It is doubtless
Jesus Christ cleanseth {from all sin,’ that is true that much of the minister's efficiency
_ the password, sir.”
i Aletha depends upon his power in the ining it
7 of utterance, which ena e him to
Oh, see to it that you have the right “he has gifts
password at heaven's gate. The blood, arouse the affections and convince the unand only the blood of*Jesus, is sufficient derstandings of “his hearers, he possesses,
there.
Jesus only in life and after this in such talents, a large endowment which
inn all must be done with reference to
im. Let this be your motto, as it was of
many a martyr who, for his faith, suffered
death by burning:

Future

“Jesus

only.”

Punishment.
BR

Doubts of Mr. Beecher’s orthodoxy in
respect to the doctrine of future punishment, have been expressed by some of his
brethren, * He says:
‘ Inreligion there is supposed to be an
outgrowing of the doctrine of future pun-.
ishment.
It certainly is not preached as
much as ithsed to be. But let a man go
out. into the outskirts of society, where
the Bible is the bowie knife, and where men
drink, race horses, swear, and roll ic debauchery, and undertake to preach, and I
do not care if he be Mr. Chapin, in less

than a month he would preach hell fire and
damnation to those people. He could not
help himself. Why? Because he has common sense; and beginning
at the top and
trying to find something that would touch
them, he will

go down

and

down,

till he

comes to something
that will touch them,
and the first thin
at would be like mustard, would be
the doctrine of future punishment. And you will find that wherever
there is a low, coarse,

animal

community,

the doctrine of eternal future
punishment
- flourishes. Not only that the lower they
are, the more physical do their beliefs
become. If they are low so that they are
the next things to animals, not only do they
believe in the general doctrine of future punishment but they believe in a doctrine of future punishment that is actual and material.
They believe in a punishment that consists

in the roasting, the scorching, the singeing

can beemployed

inbuilding up
deed, in

the

with

glorious

church

these days,

advantage

of

Christ.

In-

a certain measure

such gifts. is beginning

to be

deemed

of

in-

dispensable
to success in cities or large
towns; but, after all, unction is the source

of power,
We have known men of very
ordinary intellectual endowments and rather slender attainments, whose ministry was
nevertheless a constant triumph.
Their
harvest was like that in some regions of the

tropics, all the year round.

is a constant ingathering.

With them it

The reascn of

all this is obvious. The power is not theirs
and in the conversion of souls the power
never is man’s, it always belongs to God,
and he can take the weak things of the
worldto confound the mighty, andshe does
it, that we may

learn that the excellency of

the power is not of man but of God.
The grandest mistake which churches
make in these days, is in imagining that
they must
have
a man of wondrous
strength of intellect and with brilliance of
oratory and rhetoric, inferior only to the
biggest star in the the atricalfirmament, in
pi.
to be able to draw. The sooner they
get rid of this notion, and learn to depend
on the power of divine grace and truth, and
to look for divine blessings upon faithful
pastoral effort in the Bible class and in tamily visitation, as well as upon earnest, pungout preaching of the gospel; the sooner
ey lay aside that trusting in man upon
which the Lord’s curse is denounced, and in
humble faith look for sone who will know
nothing but Jesus Christ and him crucified,
the better will they be prepared for the very
blessings which attended the niinistry of
Christ's own apostles. If the objector all
ministrations of the preacher is:to educate
men and women and children for hedven;
if the church is the school which is to prepare disciples for the glory that shall be
revealed, and for the grandest service in

of human bodies. They believe there isa "another world, then, by the mercies of God
veritable sputtering hell. But as men rise they should be implored not to imagine
up out of their degraded condition, and be- that the design of the church as a divine ingn to be brought toward
Conscience and stitution is to furnish people with amusehe higher feelings, what do you find? ment on the Lord's day.
When Christians
A modification of men’s belief of future are anxious to know the truth of the Holy
pusishment ? No, not that.
You
will Scriptures and take delight in learning it,
d that they will, in talking about it, em- they
soon grow into a spiritual temple,
ploy figures of speech. They will come to which is filled with the presence and blesssay that there is no punishment in the na- ing of the Lord.”— Chr. Intelligencer.
ture of literal fire,

but that

ishment that smarts like fire.

there

is a pun-

“If aman is an animal, they treat him as
an animal ; and if he is an intelligent mor-

al creature, they treat him as such. If he
is low downin the scale of being, they open
hell and take medicine from that; and
when heis more developed,they open the other medicine chest, and take something from
that. In their lowest states of development, all sects jpresth hell and damnation ;
and in their highest states of development,

all sects lay aside the preaching of it.
Why? For the same reason that when

He

Didn’t Mean
—

It.

—

Certainlyhe didn’t, though he was ludicrously unfortunate in his use of language
—namely, a well

meaning

and really

very

sensible brother, a member of my church.
Every Sunday evening, at the prayer meeting, after my work

wus over,

he used

to

ray with great fervor that the Lord would
Bless the gospel that had been ‘‘ dispensed
with” that day.

I, poor man,

had done the best T could

your children are twenty-one years of age, ‘to preach the gospel, and there week after
ou dispense with the genuine switch, say- week, I had to listen to that defamatory

, *

They have outgrown

filled to aid in making out the statistics

2

for FARMERS and others.—The Grafton

Mineral Paint Co.

are now

manufacturing

the

Best,Cheapest and most durable Paint in use; two
coats well pus on, mixed with pure Linseed oil, will
last 10 or 15 years; it is of a light brown or beautiful
chocolate color,

and can

be

changed to green, lead,

stone, drab, olive or cream, to suit the taste of the
consumer, Ii is valuable for Houses, Barhs, Fences,
Carriage and Car makers, Pails and Wooden-ware,

challenged by the deacon, who said he could Agricultural Implements, Canal Boats, Vessels and
run to Springfield quicker on foot than the Ships’ Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and. Shingle Roefs, (it
horse and his rider could. The test resulted being Fire and Water proof,) Floor Oil Cloths, (one
Manufacturer having used 5,000
bbls, the past year,)
in the triumph of the.deacon; distance ten ‘and
as a paint for any purpose_is unsurpassed for
miles time not stated. He would lift a body, durability, elasticity, and adhesiveness. Price
$6 per bbl. of 300 1bs., which will supply a farmer for
cart-Toad of hay by getting his shoulders Fei
to come. Warranted in all cases as above.—
under the axle, in a

throw
taking
When
& bag

stooping

posture, and

nd for Circular which gives full particulars. None
less branded in a trade mark, Grafton
genuine
ineral Paint. Persons can order the Paint and remit the money on receipt of the goods. Address
6m3] DANIEL BIDWELL, 254 Pearl 8t., New York,

an empty cart over with one hand by
hold of the end of the axle-tree.—
loading grain in a cart he would take
by the teeth, and with a swing and

the aid of a push from the knee, throw it
into the cart. He had double teeth in front,
by

10.00

toes, and

added,

could doit now?”

He nsed

could not

A

‘I wonder if IL

Thereupon

he jumped

a stamp to gd
78 Nassau St.,

the hat on the nail, turned to the table, ask-

|

:
bi

told

Allegory.

him by a dervish, and

which

man,”

said

the

seals it, because

and the beloved
der weeps.”

midnight he

HARD

AND

JOEN

Water

THE

they evaded it.”
A CLERGYMAN once traveling

in a stage

coach was asked by one of the

passengers

3m28.

BERESRORN'S,
=F

PTET STEEL LIARS

the re-

GAS, Railroad, Gas and Fer-

Cos.,

ouses, owners of Market
Houses, Large Storehouses,

=

the

many

MINERS STREET AND
DEPO LAMP give s amuck
urable, and zor Ssonout:
al every way
than any
lamp
now in use. Testimonials
of the BEST kind will be furnished in abundance.
Send for Pamphlet and
Price List.

if I

had a

thousand

SALESROOM,

I

could now trust them all on one single
romise of God!
But instead thereof I have
Put one soul, and a thousand promises.”
TAKING

THE

POOL.—Good

conduct

Sunday school seems to be differently
warded in different localities.

at

re-

In a certain

Episcopal Church in San Francisco, for instance, each scholar thatigin his place before opening school receives a ticket for
Panctuality,
Our correspondent having, Vr
as was his habit, come early to school oné
Sunday, observed a class of six or seven’|
boys, aged from seven to_twelve years,

all

of respectable parentage, throwing dice for
who should win the whole lot of Punctuality tickets. He stood aghast at such depravity, insuch a place, on such a day—
especially when one urchin roared out:
“Sixes! I've won;
give us the pool!”
“ He LEFT a large property” was the
closing sentence of a recent obituary, How
many reflections it suggests! Whata pity
he was obliged to leave it! He was tak
greet Jeligh in- collecting it. It was a

are above fifty, would be profited by sound
treatment
such as they received in child-

ier circumstances ay i
life saved
rom linguistic blunders, tbe Lord, who

ou. +¥ a.
The © tnge, then, is not is very merciful to our infirmities, has
necessarily a change that is significant in taken the truer, deeper meaning of our
the matter of theology. It may or may not hearts, which our’ poor ‘words had failed

indicate a modification of belief.
In my
own case, I believe there is a ‘punishment
«in-thefuture. Ido not believe that there

«is a future punishment that

is material.

There je many difficult questions. connected with
the doctrine of future punishment,
which it is not my purpose now to discuss.

to express. We, no doubt, have blundered in our applications. The wisest as
well as the weakest, the most cultivated
as well
as the rude, may well thank God

that the Spirit helps our infirmities, and
makes intgrcession for us with groanings
which cannot be uttered.

»

!

ery cup of water given to a disciple, every
tear of pious sympathy for the suffering, every
gift of his kindly chafity to the needy,
would have been treasured—laid ‘up 5
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& Co..

Wholessle

Drs gista,

35 Barclay St. and 40 Park Pisce, New York
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VIAN SYRUP,” (not
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Apply

A.B,

New

EARLY
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New
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York,

WANTED

—FOR—
The Cheapest and Best Religious Book now offered.
aa Immense Sales!
cular,
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Meservey, A.

to the Principal.

E. C. LEWIS,

Hampton,

M.,

P,

DINS1y40

Cures

SCROFULA

in

all

its forms!

Curés CONSUMPTION by Inhalation!
Circulars free. J.P. DINSMORE, 86 Dey &t., N. Y,
GALES from Araby the Blest, freighted with the
breath of oriental spice flowers, are not so entranc-

ing as the perfume .of PHALON’S
MAYO,” the new perfume for the
Sold by all druggists.

TO OWNERS

‘ FLOR DE
handkerchief.
=

OF HORSES
CATTLE.

AND

Toi
DERBY CONDITION POWDERS ARE
warranted superior to any others, or no
pay,
for
the cure of Distemper, Worms, Bots, Sod
Hide.

bound, Colds, &c., in Horses; and Colds, Coughs,
Loss of Milk, Black Tongue, Horn Distemper, &c., in

Cattle.

They

are

perfectly

safe

and

innocent;

need of stopping the working of your animals.

no

They

increase the appetite, give a fine coat, cleanse the
stomach and urinary organs; also increase the milk
of covs.
Try them and you will never be without
them. - The late Hiram Woodruff, celebrated trainer
of horges, used them for years.
Col, Philo. P., Bush,
of the Jerome Race Course, Fordham, N. Y., would

.

not use them until he was told of what they are composed, since which he is never without them. He

r twenty running horses in his charge, and for

no other medicine

‘He has kindly permitted me

to refer

for

any one

3 him. Over 1,000 other references can be seen atthe
epot.
y
Sold by Druggists and Saddlers. Price 25 cents per
box.

Depot, 10 Park Place, New York.
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MIDDLETOWN

HEALING
SPRING

WATERS.

These Waters are performing the

cures yet known in the

most

shortest time,

wonderful

and

are UN-

RIVALED for all diseases of the blood and skin;
ure all scrofulous
Salt Rheum,

tion; alco,
Diarrheea,

affections,

Tumors,

Rheumatism,
Liver

including

Dyspepsia,

Complaint,

Urinary Diseases;

Erysipelas,

Ulcerous and Cancerous

Gravel,

Uterine,

Diabetes,

Affee-

Constipation,
Kidney,
Piles,

and

Female

Weakness, General Debility, Catarrb, Incipient

Con.

sumption, Neuralgia, AND EFFECTUAL WHENEVER

THE

SYSTEM
AND

of

REQUIRES

BUILDING

cures,

SEND

Large Profits! Send for a Cir
W.J. HOLLAND,
+ Springfield, Mass.

eow13tl9

UP,

FOR

PURIFYING,
Hundreds

of

PAMPHLET,

Middletown,

C. PRAVEY,

SEMINARY,
IOWA,

M commences Sept. 1.
ted

miles distant.

by

at

the

the Markets,

the junction

LAPHAM

INSTITUTE.’

HE FALL TERM will commence on MONDAY, Aug. 80, and continue Sn weeks,
No. Scituate, R, L., July 98, 1869.

COBB, Esq, or, during term time, ‘to Mrs. C. L

METCALF, Principal,

:
of Railroads,

Iowa City; easy of

Mississippi

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
Wedmesdayy
THE FALL TERM will couniencs
Ho LONTON.
Aug. . 35, and d ¢ continue 14 weeks.
New Hampton, N. H., July 26. 1869,

HEATON
FEMALE
SEMINARY,
NORTON,
The fall term will commence September 9, to’ con.
tinue 14 weeks. Application may be made to H.

—

ALhon ry

Street, Dover.

President,

WARREN FOSS, Secretary.
Centre Strafford, N. H., July 21, 1869.
§ 3130

access by rail and

Central

They do every variety of work, and come Twenty
Dollars Cheaper than any other First Class Machi

JOY, & COE CO,, Publishers’ Agents, Tribune
Buildings, New York, Brown’s Iron B
, Phila.
delphia, are authorized to contract for
advertising
n this paper,

H.

A. NN. MARSTON,
Principal,
WITH COMPETENT ASSISTANTS.
Mr. Marston was educated at Bates College, is a
thorough scholar, and experienced teacher.
4
TUITION,
Primary, $3,50.
Common English, $4,00
Higher English, $4,60,
Languages, $5,00.
Board from $2,23 to $3,00,
i
Rooms can be had for those who wish’ to board

half way between Davenport and

AT J. H. WINSLOWS,

J. G JINKENS

Mr.

WILTON

Shuttle Sewing Machine

4130

ACADEMY,

GEO.

WILSON

Sec’y of Trustees,

WHE FALL TERM of 11 weeks will commence
TUESDAY, August 24, under the instruction of

themselves.

Vt,

CALL AND SEE THE

Principal.

N. H., July 15, i869.

AUSTIN

GI¥FT,—80 pages. Dr. B, 8,
IC
WAMILY
PHYSICIAN”
8 14s. eaeir Remedies. Sen!
714 Broadway,

J.

Address,

INSTITUTION.

At Centre Strafford, N.

WALTER HOLT,
NO: 102 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK,

‘A VALUABLE
FITCH'S ‘DO
describes all

free,

DR. H. ANDERS’
IODINE WATER,

testimonials

GEORGE C. CHASE, A. B.
Miss Lizzie COLBY,
JOHN H. RAND, A. B.
Miss T. A, R. Dow,
J. 8, MONTGOMERY,
Miss L. D: MOORE,
Mgrs. H. M. P. MILLER,
Miss MARY KF. GANN'
There are three departments, Classical, English,
and Commercial.
Students contemplating either
course are ‘entitled to a corresponding diploma. The
Trustees are confident that the Institution has never
been more worthy of a liberal patronage than at pres.
ent. Send for a circular.

HAIN DYE.

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world;
he only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, instantaneous ; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints,
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes ; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown,
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly
applied at Batchelor’'s Wig Factory, Ne, 16 Bo?

Sme7

genuine has the name * PERu.
‘‘Peruvian Bark,”) blown in the

glass.
A 82-page pamphlet sent
MORE, Prop’r, 36 Dey st., N. Y.

REGULATING

HAMPTON

1y9

BATCHELOR’S

Debility.

Vitalizes 8nd Enriches
the Blood.

TERM Begins August, 24 1869,
BOARD
OF INSTRUCTION.

Rev.

Mrs. 8. A ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUNM, another
preparation for the Hair ; clear and transparent,
without sediment, * is very simple and often produces
acknowledged

RR

WITECUT ALCOHOL

them,

on the same

Price.
P:
.
1,00 ba
9,60
2,28
1,10
,16
10,56
1,96
,85
,08
8,18,96
1,60.
,—
15,36
3,26
1,20
20
11,52
2,40
25
,04
240
48
,15
,02
1,44
28
1,00
,20
9,60
2,40
,30
,08

ozen,

upon Thought,
do
do
do

single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
gingle,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,

NN

Tonic,

the last three years has used

oF reewill Baptist Books,

and

NEWMARKET,

GRAYS & CLARK,

It will promote luxuriant growth,
FALLING HAIR is immediately checked.

as

;

SECOND-HAND

as ov

Prices

NEW

it is a most delightful Hair Dressing.

lis great supeviovily

;
f

ofa|

~ Adberfisements,

Will Restore Gray Hair to its
Natural Life, Color and Beauty.

heaven. - How much more blessed to go to, mall, free. Address DIE.8. 5. FITCH,

than to leave, a large property ?

4

Amn Iron

ver, N. H.
TERMS.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy

ozen.

the need of petition. So iy might seem to ears unaccustomed to his philological exploits; not the fruit of his own energy, industry and
1y2
80 to me. I knew his meaning, and so good judgment ; he had to leave it, and he street, New York.
than that, but that yours have come into a did the Lord; and I dare say, that in went out of the world as poor as he came
PARLOR
STEAM
ENGINE:
realm where higher motives are demanded. answer to his English, many a bless- in. Hemighthave taken it with him-—or
Made entirely of Metal; Boiler and Farnace comIthink that we make mistakes sometimes ing followed the gospel which I had ** dis- rather he might have sent it forward in ad- lete:
will work for hours if supplied with water,
in this matter.
Ithink that many men, peated with.”
c.; free from danger; a obild can work them. Sent
: 3
vance. Everydollar
given in humble faith
{ree
with
instructions for $1 00.
Address,
that are above twenty-one, and some that
many of us,
perhaps, whom
hap- tu scatter the glad tidings of salvation, evthis.” You think that your neighbor's
children need it even when they are older

diameter.

PERUVIAN SYRUP,

The Myrtle.

45%

Miitx S, A. ALLENS
HAIR RESTORER

vesulls.

Boilers

each 4 x 20 feet, with two Flues 15 inches

Combined in One Bottle,

wonderful

yi

THE

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT
to Sunday schools.

Minutesof General Confer
ence,

New Style.
impersant Change,
A ®¥.1 HAIR RESTORXER AND DRESSING

Has'been in
Also,

Steam

16tf

i

of decay at the roots.

Mill,

Stones 80 inches in diameter, manufactured

TW

ces we make

Communionist,
0
Choralist,

«RAY HAIR
Is a certain indication

| Grist

‘

bought elsewhere in New England. HN . Steam Boiler,
In addition to the publications of oth- 81-2x20 feet, with two Flues 13 inches
ers, we offer our own prize books which in diameter,
iv
Above Boilers in excellent condition. Ap
are not excelled by any other books
i
;
| of their class. In another column,
see plyto =
SWAMSCOT MACHINE CO.,
list, and retail prices. From these pri»

do

Yuu Must Cultivate it

ON

schools at as low rates as they can be

Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
:
0
do
do
dozen,
Appeal to Conscience,
single,

Nature's Crown.

-

woe

: SECOND-HAND :

SECOND-HAND

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

(i)

SEAUTIFUL HAIR,

.

‘a

SABBATH
SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
At Wholesale Prices,

Story

OFFICE AND WORKS AT PORTLAD, CONN

6ml7

|-

use about two months only.

_

]

SALE.

the line.

The Book of Worship,

44 Murray Street, New York.

of His

Bouls,

Manf’g Co.,

Heath & Smith

The

Popish

word. Consider His ability, willingness
and’ tinthfulness; and trust Him with all
your interest for time and eternity. Said
a dying sister, who had been very timid in
health, O

will find that this is exactly
what they need for an outdoor or street Lamp.

superstiwith en-

promises

ufactories, Hotels, Restaurants, also Churches, Phy-sician’s country residences.
and all others interested

better light, is cleaner, more

thusiasm ; and it is said that the government begins to grow alarmed at the whole
affair.
IN sPiTE of the world, the flesh and the
devil, have faith in God. Trust in Him;
for in the Lord Jehovah - is -everlasting
strength. Think of past experience of His
recall

supply

Depots, Skating Rinks, Man-

lected twelve followers, who go aboutthe
country with him as apostles, and he pre-

mercy,

Railroad

D. LOTHROP& CO.
38 & 40 Cornhill,

by HoLmEs & BLANCHARD.

TOWN and COUNTY COM
MITTEES on LAMPS and

his appearance in Poland is creating a
great sensation there. He declares that he
isthe Saviour, and that he has come again
for the salvation of the world. He has se-

peasantry, who are
singularly
tious ‘and ignorant, receive him

quite small letters, and the P. O. address on

Veron

MINER'S

who has just made

The

by placing the name a little higher up, in

or any nimber between-one and 8, when
sent to one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The
volume begins - with the

EVERL om, THE Costs

sult will maintain an eleventh family, viz:
the pastor. Any church of ten families is
therefore demonstrably self-supporting.
A CORRESPONDENT
of Zion's Herald
states that in a manufacturing village not
a hundred miles from Boston, the priest
of the Romag Catholic church boasts that
he is collecting, and using for lighting
fires, the Bibles which an. agent of the
Bible Society distributed last fall among
many of the French and Irish operatives of
the mills.

miracles.

space in which they put the name of the
Pastor, &c. The latter can éasily be done

Assortment and Lowest
Prices,
:

FOR

us the case may be, in the samg blank

first number in April.

you ever go to heaven you shall either find
them there or a good reason why they are
not.”
SOME CHURCHMAN has accurately computed that if ten families consecrate one-

work

POWDER

Complete

20

Minister,

put the P. O. address of either of the above,

should be sent to L. R.

ments of Physicians in circular, sent free on applicationto ~ \ CHAS. A. DUBOIS, General Agent,
P. 0. Box 1659.
182 Pearl 8t., New York,

man, “I am not app®inted judge of the
world, and consequently cannot tell; but if

income to pious uses,

MISSISQUOI

or Licensed

All orders and remittances for the paper

Boston.

And Religious Publications,
_ The most

as the case may be. Q.M. Clerks will please

to REv. J. M. BAILEY, EDITOR, Dover,N. H.

Agent,

actually cures Cancer and Scrofulous diseases of the
Skin.
See Report to L. I. Medical Society, and state-

if he thought that the pious heathen would
go to heaven. . “*Sir,” answered the clergy-

thé Pastor, Ordained

BOSTON.

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARIES

dress of each; and church Clerks are hereby requested to give the P. O. address of

very superior quality,
excellence is equal to
per of its class.
All
tended for publication

FAOES.

Street,

Licensed Ministers have

IN

sufficient length in which to give the ad-

first of April.

TYPE,

K. ROGERS,

and

ies

FREE BAPTIST BOOK STORE

for

This semi-monthly, published by the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged and much improved aboufy the

Aa The Morning Star type is from this Foundry,
18

should
die now?”
‘qo hell and - be
damned.”
“Well;
that's
frank.
I've
asked several preachers-that question; and

to

are

Address orders to

shouted a little boy.
'
Ruskin lately asked Spurgeon: ‘“‘Spurgeon, where do you think I would go if I

tends

JOB

NEWSPAPER

seals it,

celebrate Washing-

A RELIGIOUS tmpostor

Machines

adapted to every variety of Fam.
ily Sewing EE
in oil
:

And lately for its unrivalled

ton’s birthday more than mine ?” asked a
teacher.
¢‘‘Because he never told a lie!”

tenth of their

RENOWNED”

These

1D TOUGH METAL,

BOOK

~~ Varieties.
we

#9

And its large varieties of

angel on the right shoul-

SHOULD

“WORLD

‘AYS NOTED FOR ITs

85

“WHY

J, H, REEVES,
1y24

57 & 59 Bromfield 8t., Boston,

what

has been well done is done forever. When
he does evil, the angel on the left writes
it down, and he waits till midnight. If before that time the man blows his head
and exclaims. ‘ Gracious Allah! I have sinned; forgive me! the angel rubs out the
record ; but if not, at

Address

BOSTON TIPE FOUNDRY,

‘has

one on his left. When he does any thing
good, the angel on the right shoulder
and

MA-

First Letter Foundry in New England.
OOMMENOED IN 1817, —

two angels, one on his right shoulder and
writesit down

SEWING

PLUMMER
& WILDER,
12624

seemed

dervish,

THE

MACHINES.

even more beautiful than Sterne'’s celebrated figure of the accusing spirit and record-ing angel.
.
‘‘Every

ostage.
New York.

ELIAS HOWE
Sewing

ed a blessing, and ate of the repast then

Beautiful

SHUTTLE

VOID QACKS.—A
victim of early indiscretion, causing nervous debility, premature decay,

from the floor, took off his hat with his toes,

A

GUARANTEED

&o., having tried
in vain every advertized remedy,
has discovereda single means of self-cure, which
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt of

came down on his feet like a cat, hung up
ready.

DAY

CHINE, It makes the LOCK STITCH, ALIKE ON BOTH
reSIDES, has the under-feed, and is equal in ever,
spect to any Sewing Machine ever invented.
Price
$25. Warranted for 5 years. Send for circular, Address JOHNSON, CLARK & Co, Boston, Mass., Pitta.
burgh, Pa., or St. Louis, Mo.
10t24

whip or run away from! The day he was
seventy years old he remarked to hig wife
that when they were first married,he was
wont to amuse her by taking down his hat
with his

PER

Agents tp sell the HOME

them

A traveler who spent some time in Turkey relates a beautiful parable which was

sentry said, ‘Mr. Stuart, it is my duty to
shoot you, for you have given the wron
password. Ride back to headquarters wi
get the right one, for it would be death for
me to give it you.”
:

life. Luther, whenever he wrote a letter,
headed the sheet ‘‘Jesus,” as if to intimate

AINTS

he was at work,

and that its infringement is punished as and would hold a tenpenny nail
herein indicated.
What a blessed thing it and break it off with his fingers.
is to inherit a full, vigorous, healthful con- | to say he did not know a man he

‘| stitution ! and what a misfortune to be.born
of a sickly, puny, or corrupt parentage !

MEDICINE,

ed Ministers

and boasting of the speed of his horse, was

Go to the schools and asylums for idiots
and imbeciles ; to the reformatories for juvenile delinquents ; to the mad-houses for the
insane, and ascertain the causes of these human miseries. -Is idiocy, imbecility, or insanity to be charged to the Creator? Is
God the author of these imperfections? or
do they result from a violation of His laws ?
It must be clear to every enlightened mind

Of which I was so fond,’

During

riding by the field. where

RUMBUT

KINGSLEY’S BITTERS are made from Mandrake,
the Register for 1870, were sent to all the
Dandelion, Dock, Wild Cherry, Golden, Seal, Prick.
ley Ash, &e. Eight years’ trial proves these the
Q. M. Clerks. Inthe same package were
best bitters for Dyspepsia, Liver troubles, Jaundice,
Headache, Disordered Stomach, Biliousness, and to | enclosed blanks, for each church Clerk.
In
relieve that Springy feeling. Sold by Druggists, in
large bottles, at 50 cts. C,
. Kingsley, Northampton, | those which
were sent to. the latter, the
Mass. G.C. Goodwin & Co., M. 8. Burr & Co,
08
lines for the names of the Pastors, Ordainton Agents.
17 hes

is related of him that on one occasion, a man

. Parental Responsibility.

"At length God’s spirit filled me
- With terror and alarm
A Jiope no longer thrilled me,
And pleasure ceased to charm.
Earth proved unsatisfying,

The

I should feel the need of
with more terrific exhibiand if I felt the need of dodo it.” All truth is.like
medicine is relative to dis-

NOT

count of a rare man of muscle in the late
century—Deacon John Hitchcock, of South
Wilbraham :
, He is well remembered by Hon. Oliver B.
Morris as occupying the deacon’s seat at
meetings,
his whitened locks giving him quite
a venerable appearance.
Duringa long life
he was of wonderful Seng, agility and
endurance, and had he lived in the palmy
days of Greece, he would have been a worth
competitor in the games of those days.
It

Forl87 0.
mi
On March 23, the requisite blanks to be

TREE

to other places, under different circumstances, in this community, to preach, I have

Springfield, Mass., gives the following ac-

Adbertisanents,

Statistics for the Register,

LG

But did not tell him so.
I thought to livea Christian,
the way I chose,
But

Dr. Alfred Booth, in his reminiscences of

-

LOE lr

years ago,
he was precious,

~ Boivertiseemns.

Clhittian .

an npwe

O many
“+ I felt that

Muscular

ROO.

.

Scag

I found the Saviour precious

A

18, 1869.

pics pe

!

Sofaras niy preaching is concerned, the
reason I do mot preach it more is, thal
can make better headway by the application of higher truths to higher sentiments,
than by the presentation of lower truths
to the element of fear. If I were to go in-

Convert.

Unprofessing

The

i
-

A
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.

Si

-

TT

r

ale

To

>

he

river

my

. E. BAKER.
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8. M, PETTENGILL & 00,, Newspaper Advertisng Agents, 10 State street, Boston, and 87 Park Row,
New York, are authorized to contract for advertising
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to sell a thoroughly good
family. Ex.
usiness pleasant and Jespoe,
d 360in one
one small town; one 000
in five towns; ove, 31 in calling on 88 families:
36 Jor day for anys in succession, upon w!
per day; an
1
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sign:
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classes, but where the road to preferment will not be lowered, though B may be ren- | : The sons arrived at Salt Lake City a short they appoint each a committee of three
time since and announced their intention to This beinhg. done the Com. of Conference is
is free, schools are free, and men are free, dered more practical.
constituted
as follows-~and the whole matWe are pleased to see this announcement reorganize their church. They are said to, ‘| ter is submitted to them for report to Conour honor, and increase in wealth while the to find the gospel free also, In some places
‘have
had
an
interview
with
Brigham,
i
in
work goes on. We shall not distrust our jtis so, and in others it is far otherwise. on the part of Bates College. It is an actof
ference; FKor3Y. M.—I. D. Stewart, G,
republicanism, nor give up consistency to Where the ambassadors of Him who ‘was justice to woman, to man, to the institution, which they proposed to argue the case in W. Bean; Weare Bid M.,—Moody, Jones,
original Mormon Morse ;- Rock Q. M’—Dorgin, Burbank,
oppress our Chinese immigrants, but set ‘more destitute than the birds and the foxes — which a discerning public will not fail to the tabernacle, from the
and not only Moulton; Belknap Q. MM.,—Smith, Park, :
ourselves at work to Christianize and assim- and who subsisted on the voluntary chari- appreciate; and which will have no small books. But he became angry
* * *
ilate them. We shall tolerate rascality in ties of fishermen, common laborers and influence in solving some of “the most dif- refused the tabernacle, but issued orders for ‘Anderson,
“The report on the Weare Q. M. was
them
to
be
excluded
from
the
ward
meeting.
office orly till a better public sentiment women—receive salaries of eight,ten, twelve ficult problems of the day.—J. J. B.
made from the Committee of Conference by
houses.
hisses artful knaves into contempt, and puts thdusand dollars a year, and perquisites
I. D. Stewart, Chairman, which after disThese men denounced polygamy as an cussions was adopted by a full vote—no one
the diadem upon capacity and integrity.— enough for a princely iincome, the poor have |Current
Topidg,
innovation
introduced. since their father’s voting in the negative. tis just in these
We shall learn economy after extravagance no pice.
’
day
who
never
practiced it. This they stat- words, namely :
has whipped us out of our follies, and coa‘Would itnot be better that such costly ——A QUESTION.
“Your Committee having conferred with"
A correspondent asks ed on the authority of their mother whom
Committees ‘chosen by the delegation of
mon sense has shamed us into modesty.—
worship should be more benevolent ?' Could whether it is right to teach vocal music on
Brigham pronounced a ‘liar’ and a “‘thief.” the Rockingham and Belknap Q. M’s.,
There will still be sin to protest against, a poor man like Paul, whose hands ministhe Sabbath for money. The question as
Brigham’s rage is sufficient to exterminate would further report that—
:
temptation to wrestle down, pride to con- tered to his own necessities, that he might
it appears before us without any limitation these sectarians-ind crush out all rebellion © “In view of the decisive record of this :
quer, and great and growing trusts to be preach the gospel free of charge, find a
Y. M. touching the disorderly action of the
or modificatiqn can have but one answer.
in the bud; but he «dare not let loose the |
guarded ; but we believe the call of God seat in such a‘ house of God?”
‘Weare Q. M.—the
faithful admonitions
Teaching
a,
singing
school
does
not
differ
Nauvoo legion upon them. The Utah Re- hitherto administered—and the confessions
will not be unheeded, and we know that his
Itis doubtful if the entire salary of Jesus materially from teaching any other school
porter says: ‘Nothing more than petty per- pow made*—we recommend that the adaid will be freely given to us if we set our of Nazareth would suffice to hire a pew in
It is secular business with a pecuniary secutions will be attempted at this late day, monilion be now withdrawn, except what
hearts upon building up a nation whose laws such a synagogue.
Would he whom they object in view, just like any other worldis implied in adhering to our vote in 1866,
embody his justice and ‘whose life is the ex- professto worship in those sanctuaries, be ly avocation. The teacher does a piece of and we earnestly hope the young men will by which the name of Rev. J. A. Knowles
succeed
in
their
enterprise.
Of
their
religpression of his will. Faithful labor and invited into the desk, or even givena | work which could be done just as well in
was suppressed from our Records and the
patient waiting will not miss their reward.
seat in a pew? Heand his disciples could the week with precisely the same object ious principles as opposed to Brighamism Register, on account of our want of confiwe know little, but recognize in them toler- Aence in his Christian character. .
Nom
neither affordto hire a pew nor move ina
he would have on any other day, viz., the
+ A true copy, Attest,
ant men, good citizens, and loyal subjects |
“| circle that would secure to them a welcome
pay.
P. S. BurBank, Y. M. Clerk.
“ Candidating.”
of
the
United
States.”
- among
the wealthy, fashionable worshipers
Danville, N. H., Aug. 2, 1869.*
——
We do not say that no one shall receive
On the Sunday after their arrival, the
in those gorgeous temples. Should he who
*Kept on file with Y. M. Records.
pay for services
on the Sabbath. Works
It is a very cominon cusfom for our
once whipped out the brokers and spec- of necessity and ‘religious services may brothers held a meeting in Independence
churches in want of a pastor to invite some’
Hall, which was crowded, and David is reulators from the old Jewish temple at JeNorthwood, lowa.
have a pecuniary remuneration. * They portedto have spoken acceptably in sab- |
one to preach a Sabbath or two as a candirusalem, chance to enter some of our
date.
The consequence often is on the
that preach the gospel shall live of the gos- stance as follows:
modern temples, adorned with gilded emI desire to say shrongh your excellent colpel.” Paul says again, ‘If we have sown
part of the church and people that they ob' *‘He claims, and probably firmly believes, umns that the Lord is still blessing the lablems of the Christian faith, what would he
unto you spiritual things, is it a great thing thas his father was a prophet and received.
tain a false idea of the man, resulting in’
say and do? Would he stand forth and prothat we shall reap your carnal things.” The the ministration’ of angels, had visions, bors of his people in this country. Daring
his rejection when he is just the man they
claim, ¢¢ The poor have the gospel preachgospel is to be preached on the Sabbath dreams, _ete., and was tke living oracle a part of last winter 1 labored as missionary
need, or in giving him a call, deceived by
ed unto them ?” Should he scourge out all
in the Blue Earth Valley Q. M., Minn. The
and
provisions are made for its support.
first impressions as to his talents, to be diswill be gradually achiéved through failures.
We shall pay the national debt, preserve

18, 1869.
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Editor:

GEORGE T. DAY,

All communications designed for publication should

_be addressed tothe Editor, and all letters on business
ramittances of money, &o., should be addressed to
he Agent.
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American politics are still.on
- pide

of the millennium.

the hither

The currents

of

our public life generally do not flow with
even

movement.

The

machinery

of

the

government does not run’ without friction.
Anarchy and strife have not wholly disappeared from the Southern states. The President fails to please everybody. Mr. Bout~
well's management of the finances calls out
complaint as well as congratulation. Men
fret and fume, now because too much le-niency is shown to Englandon the Alabama
question, and now becanse she is not
promptly shut up to the alternative of pay-

ment or war.

There

is contention

over

both the meaning and the results of the
election in Virginia, and the terms ‘‘treachery” and “cowardice” are bandied abeut
freely.
It is not strange that men suffer disgniet.
There is not a little ground for fear that a
false conservatism may be popular for a

act themselves.

will inflict Andrew Johnson upon the U. S.
Senate and the country for six terrible years.
It is alleged that the colored people are
being cheated, or scared, or dragooned into

of the

country

emolument.

The

for

the

military fail-

sake

poNot
the
are

are
ests

of personal]

Democratic press bewails

Wendell Phillips is filling whole columus of

the Anti-Slavery Standard with terrible invectives against the Government because it
does not take proper care of the negro and

strange. congregation

And many good, patriotic and

Christian citizens are tired of waiting for
peace and unity, lighter taxes and cheaper
food, and are at times half ready to despair

Speculation is said

to be

meaning the ministry.

putting up

any

Neither

mora) nor political quiet is yet to be looked

passions

of men,

fanned

into

by the

triumph

and

flame by the war, and

a

It is too. much

at auction

and

to the highest

bidder.

The

such

manner,

that ministerial

dignity

and purity should not thus be compronfised,
and the settling of a pastor reduced to a
mere commercial transaction.
When this
is done it amounts to nothing but distraction, the society, being farther from an

agreement at the end of the catalogue than

up a new,

noble

and

free

and

good

nation, such

men

as

Every day has its own

duties and

struggles. We cannot buy a life-time of indolence with a year of heroism. A true life
knows no cessation from

conflict on

candidates they could not come to an agree-

ment on either of them, but gave a man a
« call” who had never condescended to be
a candidate; and he proved to be the Highs

earth.

Till they pass over the river, Christians belong evermore to the church militant.

“They

man

are soldiers while busy at their daily labor,
‘ in hearing of the sentinel, and sleep rest-

*‘ But” says

“ing upon their armor. *“The price of liberty is eternal vigilance.” The strife against

victory

over

one

growths.
were

Many

down

leaders

overpowered,
not convinced of their

fallacies, and they still hug them as though
they were precious facts instead of cheating
phantoms.
The. defeated politicians can
hardly be expected totake their defeat kindly, bat will remain on the watch to recover
gome portion of what has been lost. The
negro is still ignorant and trustful and timid,
and can not be expected to use his new pow‘er with aniform discretion.

The old hatreds

of classes and races will not die out at
once. An extreme in mutual resistance is
likely to be followed by an extreme in mutual coacession. Many experiments will
probably be tried, many errors committed,
many backslidings
suffered, before
the
great problems which the war set us to
solve will be fully worked out. We shall

see much to complain of, much to bewail,
much adapted to dishearten the timid and
‘the faithless; but if we keep charity, and
exercise eourage, and cling to patience, and
look up for light, and remember how God

has ld us on even through the darkness

and the desert, there will be found much to

cheer and assure the spirit

in: what

The worst

should

of itis, you

less decide,

pecially if there is a large

number

in

review.

es-

of othYou

are

straight but

not per-

ing a crooked stick at last.

the obvious

of the Southern

whether we

feetly so, and he passed on. hoping for a
straighter until he got almost through, when
he found himself under the necessity of tak-

did not root up all the false theories of life
broke

a minis-

cannot tell then, and much

some that were quite

Southern states, must needs be a work of
difficulty and time. The plowshare of war
it

hear

in the predicament of the man who was to
select the straightest stick in the woods by
once passing through it. He saw at first

the society and reorganize the labor of the

when

must

tell

ers expected to pass

hostile force is meant to strengthen and
cheer and guide us to a still greater conquest. We shall not keep what is already
gained except by an effort, and only as we
go bravely every day to the battle shall we
see the right on the way to the highest vietories.
To reconstruct the governments, refashion

even

can

like him or not.”

sin, in the heart and in the world, ends only

The

one, ‘* we

ter before we

. with the call to go up.and take the crown of
triumph.

for the place.

This species of church gambling should
be done away with as soon as possible.

they must pray with girded loins and with-

eternal

first.on

the list. We have seen an account of a
large, influential church that thought they
could command the best talents in the
country, and after hearing more than fifty

hope and

ray for, is not the work of a year or of a generation.

is

around and before us.

One thing is certain,a competition of candidates shonld be scrupulously
avoided.
No church should have more than one candidate at a time.
They should dispose of

the first before they
for his sake and their

invite

a second, both

own;

and

then

if a

*¢ crooked stick at last” comes, it is good
enough for them. They are too mercenary
or too fastidious, and in either case no min-

their eyes.
The poor, he said,
gospel preached unto them,

had

the

seth-

and ; wealth

ground

while

d¥%n

to

eh

b 8s

in

luxury

ministers

the lowest

are

pittance,

or

who'let the house of God crumble and decay
while they hoard for coming generations.
But we
would have the worship of God and

all the privileges of the

sanctuary

as free

for the poor as for the rich.—aA. x. i.

Admission of Ladies to College.
|:

. Although it is known that Bates College at
its recent

Commencement

had a lady in its

graduating class, the first ever graduated
from a New England college, it does not
seem to be generally understood that the
college is open to all, gentlemen and ladies, on the same terms. Some suppose
the case this year is exceptional. But it is
not.
In Pres. Cheney's closing address to
the class we find this explicit statement :

“« At the time of the founding of the college, the trustees could see wisdom and
the highest success of the college in adopting but one rule for the admission of students;

and that

good

mora!

rule is,

that all persons of

character who

quired examination, may

pass

the

re-

enter the college

and enjoy all its privileges. But this early decision of the authorities of the college
to admit ladies as well as gentlemen to its
privileges, does not necessarily enter-into the discussion of certain’ other ‘questions
now dgitating the public mind, relating to
the proper sphere of woman. Neither do
we say, by admitting ladies to the college
that we believe phat

the

curriculum of our

New England colleges is the

in general.

We

who desire to

only say

pursue

an

best for girls

that those ladies
extended course

of study should not be denied

such a privi-

lege, believing, as we do believe, that wom-

an has onlyto be thoroughly educated to
understand from the light of reason and
the Bible what her proper sphere is; and
that the good sense of the educated, refined
and Christian woman will lead her to take
and

keep that sphere.”

This is placing the matter

on its true ba-

sis. Bates college des not undertake to
determine the sphere of woman, nor what
course of study is best adapted to her.
It

extends to hera simple act of justice. If
any one or any numberof ladies, posses-

losing desirable patronage, from
simple justice to a class. Woman

doing
as the

Six days ahalt thou labor and do

all thy work.”
labor

if

Man is positively forbidden to

the Sabbath.

In

the

New

tamentVit ig written,—**
The Son

Tes-

of man

is Lord of the Sabbath,” and he -does not
abrogate the law of its. ebservance;
so
that it remains
in foree.
¢* lu it thou
shalt not do-any work.” "Then we can not
hesitate to say that in our opinion teaching

a singing-school on the Sabbath for the pay
is wrong even though nothing but sacred
music is taught.
——Samasi urs.
We have altogether more
of these than is agreeable to the traveler to
think #bout.
The Erie Railroad comes in
for its full share, but it is not alone.
Other
roads are better represented than is desirable. A late special train from Sacramento to
Omaha in which was George M. Pullman,

celebrated for his sleeping-cars, with

some

invited guests, came to grief.
This train
kept-14- minutes ahead of the regular-train;

and all seemed to move on pleasantly

until

within twenty-four hours of Omaha, when
running at the rate of twenty-five miles an
hour, there was the sudden, sharp whistle
tor ‘down
brakes.”
‘A
trembling—a
bumping up and down, a bewildering, - terrifying crash came—and then 4 dead stop”
followed.
The train was off the track, bad-

ly smashed ; one car telescoped
er,’some

bottom

up and

into

the train

anoth.

complete-

express-cars—upside down in the ditch, utterly wrecked.
Until then I never compre-

hended the force
off the platform.”

the

Pullman

‘of the injunction, ¢ Keep
The platforms of all but

cars—which

are unusually

strong—had been shattered into

fine

ters.”

splin-

.

was

cleared

away,

and

Men should not be employed at all who use
intoxicating drinks, and the strictest vig
lance should be observed ; for a little care-

of a living pyre.
Sach a mistake ought
never to be repeated, or anything like it.

There seems to be

from the fact that two sons of Joseph Smith,
the Mormon prophet, have gone to Salt Lake

large a pro-

portion of its arrangements should be such
as virtually to exclude the poor fromits

benefits.

By the expensiveness of its mag-

nificent edifices, the cost of the fashionable
music, vocal and instrumental, with which

ted, they must sustain their position inthe

the fashionable attendants

class.

are

regiled, the

andiences,

the poor

are ex:

cluded from the ¢* house of God.”
They are not Roman or Greek churches

Unless

prepared to do

this,

they

need not seck admission. = They have a
wide choice of other schools of various
grades and

adaptations,

The

prescribed

course and design of the college are well
understood.

Ir ig to

furnish

liberal and

thorough training in the ancient languages

in this land where there

privileged

er subjects

are

incidental.” This standard

having no rightto the place he occupies, receiving no revelation and leading those un-

among

the Mormons

to set up their claim to power, and to reorganize an anti-polygamy church. There is
a singnlar interest connected with the
younger,David Hyrum.
Joseph, before his
d-ath, it is said, ut'ered the following pronhecy: “The man was not born who was to

lead this people, hut of Emma Smith should
be born a son who would succeed in the
Pregidoney after a season of disturbance.”
Joseph Smith was

killed

in

June, and the

son named according to his father's direc.
tions,

David Hyrum, was born at the Man-

sion House, Nauvoo,on the fillowing November. Those thousands who are sick of

all

and error. He denounces the doctrines of
polygamy and Adam worship, and the arguments used by him to prove his proposi-

of

which

I

west

=

etn

TE

toa

of Freeborn,

fill every

two

weeks,

making about 100 miles travel every fortnight. Our first Q. M. was organized

three years ago, composed

of four small

churches.

and the errors they had been taught, for he

aY.M., chose a council and delegates which
met with the Prescott and Guthrie church,

be for the

David Hyrum Smith will doubtless prove

pered

of David,

the deliverer spoken of by Isaiah.
[He is
‘a young man of pleasing address and prepossessing appearance, about 22 years of
age, and a fluent speaker upon the subject
of his religion.”

the surfeit of matter

PRESENT.

controversy,

Manchester

to

denomination

nearer,

In

than

I am doing more

Northwood,

be a church’
some

Towa,

1 think

gathered.

Mos-

15 miles north from here,

as the biz

woods, a village

place last week and

on the

found a

number

element.

These and. other points of interest in
ern Minn. ought

he, if we

to be occupied,

live.and

south-

and

prosper us we

must

might.

Now is the time for action. = The rich ,prairies, and beautiful groves
ot Minn. are
fast being settled, and those settlements must

have the gospel preached to them, and
we may as well do it as any other denomination ; but who will come to our relief ?
Our Y. M. intendsto employ a missionary.

That will help

some,

men to feed the flock.

but

we

must

have

We want ‘men who

have a good report from the brethren where
they have labored. We want able men
but must have good men. Dear brethren
in the ministry, l am in earnest about this
matter, we want you to come to Minn., not

as farmers or mechanics but as ministers.
Oh ye farming ministers! can you
be at
ease in Zion wlile sinners are unsaved?
Have you been called of God and yet'do
not feel + woe is me if I preach not the
gospel?” Remember your ordination vows

this

said, ** Go into all the

etc. with

the

east,

river, has quite a Freewill Baptist

+

Rev. C. H. WEBBER of Taunton,

churches,

the word.” But perhaps you say no man
bas hired me. God has called you and

Yosemite

has accepted a call from

here

and heed the command of Paul.

their brother.
week,

world

the promise

and

of His

** Preach

preach,”

presence.

Can you not trust God ? , Young men

Mass.,

who

are just entering the ministry, make that
your calling. The brethren here are wish-

church in

Charlestown,

ing to do all they can and would not let
‘| a minister want for the necessaries of life.

°

-

Denominational News and Notes.

We want a man located at Freeborn to
preach there and
to the churches in reach

Ry the special request of several brethren
of Manchester,I forward for the Star verbitim extracts from the Records of the N. H.
Yearly Meeting at its late sessi m—and I
wishto add the reason why simply a general statement was made in the Star before

on this and several other items was, that
the Minutes in full are sent to the press to
appear in pamphlet form,
Here follows a

“full copy uf the records touching the matter, as [ am requested to communicate, and

which will appear in just these words in

the pamphlet :
suhjeet

of

m8

Weare

Q. M.

was

ealled up. nud soecial prayer was offured by
K. Moulton.

C immittee

address me at Northwood, Towa,
J. C. ROBINSON.

Maine State Seminary.
This institution has completed one year
of successful opera'ion under its new char-

ter.

Its recent graduating class number-

ed nearly or quite thir4.

ladies,

including

vight

Their performances atthe anniver-

sary were

pronounced eminently creditable

both to themselves and to their instrnotors
It is the determination of its managers
that this Seminary shall not only mnintain

A.

kB

rewart—in which wu snggestion is
for a Committes of Confer ente—

‘but surpass its former, excellence: affording the’ best of facilities
for a'thorough preparation. forco'lege and inoredting the com-

huckinghun und the Belknap Q. M's, that

ary Hudies, and in the solentifo and dlas-

in part,

chosen

of that point. We want one at Janesville.
We want one here. Who will come?
Come with your wives and litile ones.
Any one wanting farther information can

Rev.

hot b oar makes uw report

thrangh

.

Mansfield

30

this

of

Bensley, Esq.,

“The

and

for the

and

‘wife are the guestsof John

visit

be
and

of F. W. Baptists. They want a church.
Mankato, a thriving town on the Minnesota

We have found Rev. Dr. Ball a most
agreeable man, and his preaching, and oth-

They

souls,

‘our

known

of a long

Himself

save

ex-

to

railroad running from Wasceca to Mankato,
should be occupied.
By request I visited

"Sal 8;

profitable character.

work

has some F. W. B. element that should
be looked after. Janesville, 60 miles northwest of here, in the beginning of what is

A California paper speaking of Bro. Ball

a very

to

preaching

Nunda

cow, Minn.

least

er exercises, with our people, have been

sanguine

there is not another minister belonging

occupied.

PHILOSOPHY.—

results

this country

there might

Messrs. Harper & Brothers are soon to issue
a new and thoroughly revised edition of this
well known and excellent work, in three
volumes. Theauthor has now wrought inthe best

most

is much

“self ‘and the people. But still we cannot
occupy half of the ground that ought to be

We despair of getting the drawers cleaned
out by callingin the aid of the compositors,
and so are shut up to the necessity of piling

to his treatise

our

There

miles, and west,50 miles.

ber of articles of a similar sort; while the
storm keeps on with an increasing energy
that threatens an avalanche or a deluge.

MENTAL

form

than I ought to do and do justice to my-

the last three months, we have received
and have now on hand a large num-

ZUpPHAM'S

in

and

and criticism upon *‘ prophecy,” *‘ the millenniom, ** the kingdom of God,” &e.,
which has appeared in our columns during

at

to

Nichols, who is located 17 miles from

Besides

up the papersin the editor's room,

beyond

temporarily

in the form of theory,

statement, counter statement,

of the cause

but few to do it. What we need most is
men, earnest, soul-loving, God-honoring,
men. We need money to support missionaries build churches, ete., but still I repeat, men are first. The cause. must suffer
unless we get more help. Except Rev, Mr.

the influence of the latter, who is styled the

YOR THE

far

done

and mother, the prophecy of the former and

ENouGH

interest

pectations,

prestige of father

Prince

‘and

July 2, and organized a Y. M. to be known
as the Minnesota Southern F. W. Baptist
Y. M. Asa denomination we have pros-

a troublesome opponent of Brigham Young ;
for he is already rooted in the affections of

and himself the

Ms,

hundred. The two Q M's, thinking it would

subject.”

Ie has the

we have two Q

ours, the Blue Earth Valley, has some 15
churches, with a membership of about three

had read the published sermons of Brigham
and his satellites and understood the whole

the people.

Now

pleteness of ftw instruction, hoth in element-

0

3

of

of Alden.

tions were forcible and pointed, and drawn
from the standard Mormon works, such as
the Book of Mormon -and the Doctrine and
Covenants, as well as the Bible.
Ie told
the people that he knew their grievances

the tyranny of B-izhim Young and yet hold which ig 8a)
far acoepred that
Y. M.
the faith of Joseph Smith, hail this as a hat- ‘votes to request the Delegntes the
from the

binger of better days.

the town

appointment 6 miles

der bim into ways of darkness, ignorance,

N.H.Y. M. Records.
—— Tue Mormons.

the organization

Minn., March 10, the other in the town
of London, Minn., March 21.
I am
now
preaching to 4 churches, london, Prairie,
Alden, and Ereeborn, and have
another

the rightful successor to his father, and that,
per consequence, Brigham is a usuarper,

the

On the M2mphis and Louisville Railroad,
by the late accident the destruction, of the
train was more complete.
The whole train
and contents except one sleeping car were
burned.
Several persons were killed and
many more wounded.
The greatest care should be exercised by
all concerned in the management of trains,

was

two churches, one in

-| course of study, as well as of an ample experience in the instruction and discussion of
single car which had not left the track was the class-room. As a text book, Prof. Upattiched to the regular train and came on ham’s work has been extensively used, and
to Omaha.
he is bent on making it still more valuable.
The wreck

blest of which is that of education broad and
liberal. We have no fear of allowing her
to exercise ‘it, unrestricted except by the
voice of God and her own convictions.
Nor is any injustice hereby done to others.
Here is no lowering of the standard of
scholarship.
Ladies, on entering, must
pass the usual examination; when admit-

go

result of which

He bears testimony to the fact that his elder
brother, Joseph, now at Plane, Illinois, is

ly ‘ demoralized.”
A correspondent of tor the present, in order to allow our readers both variety and afwespite.
Meantime
the Tribune gives the cause as follows:
A herd of cattle just from Texas had been ‘the controversialists can spend their strength
grazing several yards from the road, but at and time in laboring to bring in the millenthe last moment they stampeded and tried nium, which they have been using over the
question of its approach, its nature and its
to crass in front of the locomotive.
The
result was, eleven killed and wounded cat. fruits. - The articles will keep, and change
of occupation may be advantageous.
tle, six out of seven coaches thrown from
the track, and three of them—baggage and

through Christ, professes to be a system of
benevolence; * Freely ye have received,
freely give,” is one of its mowoes. ' How
unfortunate it is then, that

through which God spoke to his people.—

Elect Lady

a prospect of trouble

ms and
prej) Now will holon of which wé Spefik.’ bit Protestant, and that and literature, mathemarics, ‘natoral 80i, and the
false policy
will not be sir too in our own conntry. One would
expect, ence, metaphysics, and civil polity,
Oth

endorsed» second time. Success

holy.

equal of man has her rights, among the no-

tertain their

iy

with thag piety which would roll

Abstractly considered if one is right the oth-

Our gospel, the glad tidings of salvation

thin to he adopted, and so themain question

pie 80 that appeals

[level

to read and write and cypher for the pay.

er is.
The Bible enjoins upon us the duty to
up
* remember the Sabbath day to keep it

meek. Christ intimated to the disciples of ing singular, or taking a stand in advance
John that this Scripture was fulfilled before of older institutions, or being unpopular, or

of sullage will be seitled on a uniform ba-

‘ Every year will add somethingto the

and

'In connexion with this there are labors
to be performed which may deserve and
require a pecuniary consideration.
If the music were sacred and the teaching a preparatory rehearsal merely,it would
alter the case. But the question contemplates
no such conditions. It is really teaching
persons to sing for the pay which does
not differ materially from teaching them

ister of Christ should ever stoop to pander sing the requisite qualifications, desire to
‘lessness, a single mistake, not only jeopardto their wishes.
‘become members of the college, to bear izes the property of the company but the
its equal burdens and enjoy ali its privileg¢s with others, they will be
admitted. It lives of those on board. It was but a little
Gospel for the Poor.
error which overwhelmed the Erie train in
is for them to decide whether
they will
A
——
destruction, and sent the relentless flames
It was prophesied of the coming Messiah seek this position. The college is not to be
through
the demolished cars as if greedy
that he should preach glad tidings to the prevented, through any appearance of be-

extravagant salaries paid to fashionable orators, who, in the most artistic manner,
perform their religious ceremonies, and en-

The fifteenth amendment is morally cer-

itn

haves apd

It is fot our object tg speak words of
cheer tasyghns echo the’ sentiment of the
apostate disciple, and exclaim, «To what
purpose is this waste ?” when thousands or
even hundreds of thousands are appropriated “to Christ.
We have ‘no sympathy

like

candidates

they were when they had heard the

or

the

ren?
Ig this the gospel which should bring
down the lofty and lift up the pocr from the.
dust and set him among princes?

is de-

defeat which followed it on the one side or
the other, do not readily sleep. To build
patriots

for

the valleys, fiHl all mankind should

pastor,

ministers are scarce, we opine, who would
be willing to place themselves in any sch
category.
Self-respect demands that the
ministerial profession be not degraded in

the evils that exist on all sides, there is not
much wisdom in filling the heart with de-

The

the

selling them

to

in person.
But while no one should blind his eyes to

for.

looking for

for them and then taking their pick,

overthrow the evils that only he can master

spondency or the air with wailing.

all who follow

to level down the mountains

Thisidea of a society inviting all the
«¢ smart” men they can hear of, to preach

_rifer than ever before, extravagance to be
running riot where prudence ought to rule,
and not a few students of prophecy find
proofs that the abounding iniquity betokens

the speedy coming of the Son of Man

rebuke

and carried by storm they will hastily decide by acclamation, ¢ He- is the man for
us.”
Thus the wrong “m am gets theagall
and the right one is left to suffer and#ferhaps,bave the same game played over again
upon him. .
.
9
:

aid hif in throwing a free and’ honest vote

of the republic.

can

that they aré

*¢ brass” and impudence, shrewd and«'selfsufficient, will cram himself for the oceasion,and, if he has obtained a few discourses
of merit, he will make an impression which
it will be impossible for him longo perpetuate.
Such
a candidate will take, in a

the misfortunes of the old Southern leaders.

for liberty.

circumstances

Knowing

speculations with them, should he pointedly

fishes, should he denounce all who devour
watched and criticised, if sensitive, they
pwidows'
houses, and for a pretense make
will of course be unnatural and embarrass:
long prayers, how many of that audience
ed and really meet with failure in their perwquld he have on the Sabbath following ?
formances, while the congregation will re.Is\qurs the gospel-that-i imijtates the sacrigard them as fair- examples, never gream:
. fices”
ur Lord, or is it that\which' says to
ing of the real, genuine. merit which lies;
hfih-with
a gold ring and goo
apparel,
back of them. On the other hand ‘a bold,
Sit
thou.
here
in
i
a
good
place,
and
to the
conceited man will do his best and make ath |
impression beyond his real caliber. Thus poor man’ in vile raiment, Stand thou outIS*ours the gospel that was
a man wanting in sensibility, but not in side the door?

the support of the men that brought in and
- + ure, while they confidently plot for the
litical triumph, of the great rebellion.
a few prophesy fearful disasters from
4 influx of the Chinese. Office holders
charged with peculation, and’ politicians
suspected of bargaining away the finer

who have brought their worldly motives and

appointed afterwards.
Few men under such

time, and that the Legislature of Tennessee

sustained and still mourn the

>

4

National Disquiet:

B—

rr

|

Wt

.

ley of Bates College; to these it is expected others will be added in'the year to come,
including lectures, or a course of instruc-

tion, for those who are preparing to teach
The trustees have decided to erect anoth-

er building for the accommodation of stu-

dents, which they intend shall be ready

for occupancy at the begining of the Win-

ter term. The next term will commence
on Thursday the twenty-sixth of the present month. We bespeak for it the co-operation of ministers and friends of education,

especially inthe Maine Central and Maine
Western Yearly Meetings.

Home Mission Report.
ar

1

All churches, Q.

—

- have received

M's or Y. M’s which

m the

Home

session

with

the

German

Hill

Qo,

N.Y.

E. S. Nicnaous,

‘John

Sec. of the Parent Home

church in Alton, to take effect the first of

Sept.

:
Na

Some copies of this Star are imperfect
in consequence of the press drawing out
the type.
:

The Hennepin

Q.

a
has received

M.

one

church and there has been a gain in some
of the older churches.~
Reports indicate a great demand for
ministerial labor in different portions of
the Y. M. We have calls from places quite
remote from any of our churches.
There
is great encouragement to undertake the
building of churches in some of our larger
towns if we had the men adapted to undertake

such

enterprises.

The

feeling

all seemed to be that the fields are

of

white,

gave the hand of

the time, three by
tism.-

The

fellowship to sixteen.

G.

A.

efficient ‘measures

Hubbard fromi

Johnstown,

are

The next session * will

Croix Q.
Wis,

M.

probably

¢

be held in

the St.

at Diamond Bluff,

H. N. HERRICK,

man may

ganized into a Yearly Meeting.

. The council consisted of Rev. A. Wheeler, and Rev. S. A. Stow, of the Blue Earth
Brackett, of
:

Order of exercises as follows: Hand of
Fellowship by Rev, S. A. Stow; Consecrating Prayer by Rev. A. R. Brackett. After

do unto

us.

. conference proceeded tothe election of officars, &eo.
j
The Home Mission Circular was presentthe Conference, and

the following

resolation was adopted :
Resolved, That. we request

Mission

Board to appoint a

:
Home

the

missionary,

tbat the meeting may suggest, to labor as
Jol ssivnry and agent,in this Yearly MeetRev. 8. A. Stow was appointed Chairman of Committee to correspond with the
Board in regard to appointing said mission.
ary. The various religious exercises of the
meeting

were

truly

soul-reviving,

Union

A. TAYLOR,

Yearly

Clerk.

Meeting.

SA

Held its June

session with

the

Oxford

church, Called to order by the clerk. Chose

Rev. B. R, Clark, moderator, and Rev. A,
1

M. Tulmun, missic nary agent.
“
Withdrew the hand ot fellowship from
the Chenango Union Q, M.
A good religious interest was feli, The
meeting closed with! the Lord's Sapper,
which was a blessed seasonto the Christiun,
ow

i

an

excel

opposition to
we have the

We

hope

what
to

see

very

Nuxpa, MINN. The Lord is sending some
‘grace

upon

Mansfield church.

The

the

Nunda

covenant

-and

meeting

last Saturday was attended by a good congregation of brethren and sisters upon

3

£3

:

Rev. A. Strout ofthe:
and

Haggett

fio:

Sabbath P. M.iBro.
work

of~the

Is the pure peachy

Complexion A hich follows the nse

of Hagan’s Magnolia Balm.
Beauty,

Fashionable

Friday at 1 o'clock, P. M.
S. M.

+
HaGGETT, Clerk.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY."

in Society understand

;

j

;

UL!

In Wakefield, Aug. 7, by Rev. XH. P. Manson, M+

changes the rustic Country
more rapidly than any other

Mat hewC. Férnald, of Kliot, Me.; and Miss Augusta
H. Leavitt, of Wakefield:
In Middleton, July 81.- by Rev. Seth Sawyer, Mr,
Musk F. Cook and ‘Mrs. Fannie M Dayis, both of
ton.
¥
ae
effects of the Sumer Sun disappear when it is used,
In Vinalbaven, Me., July 4, by Rev. T. Steven, Mr.
and a genial, cultivated, fresh expression is obtained
ThomasJ. St. Clair, of Rockland, and Mrs. Kita A.
which rivals the Bloom of Youth. Beauty is possible | Tobin
of Vinalhaven, Me, July 81, ry the same Mr,
Ivory W, Littlefield, of Gardner, and Miss Mary A.
to all*who ‘will invest 75 cents at any ‘respectable
Vinal, of Vanalhaven.
store and insist on getting the Magnolia Balm,

|. one thing.
Redness, Sunburn, Tan, Freckles, Blotches; and all

Use
Hair.

GENERAL.

Marg

1fis the True Secret of

Ladies

nothing

but Lyon’s
)

. Special Notices.

Kathairon to dress the
432

little book in the Bible before him.
And when,
at the close, he said, * I will pursue the subject
no further,” she cried out, * Ye canna, the paper
is oot!”

Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those
sending them.
:

Henry Ward Beecher said in his free-trade
speech, in Brooklyn, that his great-great grandfather.was a blacksmith, his great-grandfather
a saddler, his grandfather also a saddler, and his
father was a farmer until it was discovered that
he was not fit for that occupation, and they then
made a minister of him.

Miss SAWYER’S SALVE, advertised in another column, is prepared on philosophical principles, and o.
great value in such cases as are referred to. It has
been fully tested, and found to work remarkable
cures,

A brother and sister

were

playing

in

the di-

* Butperhaps God did,”

sister.

Donation,

Rev. B. F. Zell and wife would return thanks
to the congregation at Newton for their very liberal donation of $46 in ‘money, and other gifts,

recently left for their benefit at the F. W. Baptist parsonage.

Quarterly

:

that I had deliberately determined
duty in the circumstances.

upon

*

The Corporators of thé

Several little girls at Lowell, Mass., saved
their Fourth of July spending-money and got up
a fair for a sick soldier, which was held on
Wednesday afternoon and evening, realizing $52
for the sick and destitute man.

sion with the Mountealm ehureh, July 2—4,
The
business was transacted with harmony and despatech. The pext session will be held with the
Evergreen church,Friday before the first Suhbath
in October. G. W. Morrarr, Clerk.

Q.

W—Held

Conn.,

to become

their pastor, at a salary of $2.400.
A little girl who was watching the balloon
ascension at Lewiston, Me., on Monday, sudden
ly exclaimed,
** Mamma, I shouldn’t think God
would like to have that man come up to. heaven
alive.”

ep
> le
Ld

Hair

Renew-

veyy uvbstinate ones.
IT have ured the medicine myself, and have administercd it to my friends with the
best results.

verticed for the cure of various diseases; but which,
when tried, ard “found wanting.”
We have \et to

however,

of the

Balsam or Wild Cherry,
pulmonary diseases.

FREEWILL

Clerk.

and in

any

and

obtain Books

de~ired

quantity;
on

D. Lothrop & Co., 88 & 40 Cornhill, Boston,

Q.

M. Reports.

N. H. Y. M.

the first Sunday in Sept. next.

Clerk pro tem.

NEW DURHAM Q. M.— Held its last session at
unusunl interest attended

(dey,

Lagrange

ME. CEN, Y M,
Farming on

Freedom

Salem
Putnam

PENOBSCOT Y M.

Exeter
Aroostook

.

’

Y M.

MASS & R. 1.
Western R I

HOLLAND P. Y M,

Cattaraugus
Cattarsugus Cen

Wayne

Ea

GEN. Y M.

SUS. Y M.

Gibson
Walton

Conference

Baume

OHIO & PA. XY M,
Ashtabula

I, a. BTOCKMAN, Clerk,

Lorain

Miami

Preceptress,
Associate.

&5 50.

’

Higher English, 5,00.

LEBANON,
——

will hold its next

GG.

=~

EE.

GAY.

NORTHWOOD
THE

FALL

Aug.

TERM

will

commence

Mes.

E. ROWELL,

ERIE Q. M., N. Y., will hold its September
Swith the White's Corner church, commencing
day, Sept. 11, at 103 o’clock, A. M

\,/

V. R. CARY, Clerk.

CORRECTION.
ROCKINGHAM
Q. M. will hold its
nest session with tue church st Candis, Aug. 18, instead of 14 as the ty pe of last week had 1t.

Preceptress.

OHIO Y M.

Letters

Balcom—A

BY

Mrs
Rev
Mrs
Rev
*
*
J B

Burdiek—M

A

WHITESTOWN

Principal.

SEMINARY,

UO

Wheatland,

10

W R Wadsworth, Constable, N Y

Ch, Compton. P

North Berrien

Ch,
H 8
Sub
Fem

Gennesee
ST, JOSKLPH'S VALLEY ¥ M.
Steuben
ILLINOIS Y M,

Ist ch.

Hatley,

M

;
GRANITE STATE
MILITARY & OOLLEGIAI'E INSTITUTE,

Prairie City
WIRCONSIN

Y M,

MoeHenry
MINNESOTA

Y M,

.
oe

eh.

teschers;

1,50

instruction, ¢to.

Send for Circular, 2
[%

4.64
43.

R Gott

7.00

Wash, St. Dover, NH,

per M

A friend, Wash, 8t. Dover,
¥N H.per
Hutehins
MM Hu chive, Wash, St. Dover,N H
Ch, MeHenry, LiL per R Cooley

M

M

M

A PURELY VEGETABLE

4.4
o>
3,00

:

5,00

1.00
510
7.80

CATHARTIC.

Dover, N. H.

OU,

LIBBY,

wa

MISS

.

a

x

Bible & Tract Cause.
H 8 Benedict, Underhill, Vt. per D H Adams

Dover, N.H,

=~

the

money

wlll

pr fesgiomal

Anti-Bilious
Strengthen

the digestive organs,

Pills
co-tive-

a word

enabling the ditdere ot orguns of the hody to

perform
mwner.

thele
functions
1 a nstaral ant hoalthv
They op rate in harmony with the laws of

C. 0, LIBBY,

1.60

160

Treasurer,

ployea in various forma’ of diseases,
They are
recommendable f+ ¥ Liver Compl ta, Jwmdioe, DysLW,
Fev ra, Piles, Hlesdache, Cou. he, Neuraigis,
orms in Chilir n, N rvous disorders, Female dis.
onsen,

&0.,

&0.

For #1l

diseases

of the

Klood these

Pills should be used, 1. t the cuuse be what it may.

-

among the

| ecame

State in the Un-

r0~Xtepsive

that

be refunded,

Full

directions

with

RECOMMENDATIONS.

[From

Mrs. Elizabeth Coombs, Brunswick, Me.]
Brunswick,

April

4, 1867."

Miss SAWYER —I received your lett r last evening
and was very glad you concluded to let me take your
Salve.
I think I can do well with. it, and it will be

quite an accommodation to my husband, as he caunot
along

without

and

ha<

it.

never

He

"has

found

tried

eve ythin

anything

that

h ale

his leg
as that Sslve of yours . and we -have
both found it to be all aad even more than you recommmend is to be.
We have had it it the family 6 or
4 years, and have used it for everything,and ean truly
say we have vever found its equal
I use it for a
weak back'ana it acts like a charm
Mr. Coombs has
had a Fever Sore on his leg for thirty vears, and
wou d be a cripple to-day, if he had not found a rem-

It keeps it healed

for nm

all that he can ask.

and

swelli

I can

takes out

g,and does

recommend

ir for

a good many things that you have not, for I use it for
everything.
I consider it invaluable in a family.
If
you ‘can put this testimony together, and it can be of
any service to you, you are welcome.
You.can send me large boxes if vou please, and a
few small ones
I can do better with the Jarge ones,

Yours, &c., ELIZABETH

[From the Rev. Mr.

COOMBS.

Helmerchausen, now

of

port, Maine.]
This certifies that I have used Miss Sawyer’s

consider

January

it su.erior to any other.

it to all in want 0’

y

E.

25,

A.

Burks.
Salve,

I cheerfully

a good Salve.

HELMER~HAUSEN,

1867,

;

[From Mr. & Mrs. Wm. R. Kendall, Freeport, Me.
Among the many Salves now in use, Miss Sawyer’s
stand. pre-eminent for almost #1 the aches and pains

the hiiman

family

are sfflicted with.

For Rheuma-

tism, Lame Joints, Nerveus Headache, it gives instant relief.
We have used it for several years, and
find it an unfailing remedy for Bains, Scal’s Sore
Throat, Salt Rheum, Swelled Joints, &c., &e.
We
cheerfully recommend 1t to the public as being per-

"

good

MR.

for many

more aches than we

;

& MRS.

WM.

R.

KENDALL.

Freeport; March 17, 1865.

avout

size, till I
I wot a. box
thought of
and before

peared.

three

years?

JOHN

It

It kept ipereasing,in

was advired to try Miss Sawye)’s
ani carried it with me, and every
it I would rub the tumor wi‘h the
I used one tox the tumor entirely

G.

i

i

i

Salve.
fime I
Sulve,
d.rap

DILLINGHAM.

5

p

[From Dr R. Richird Clay, Boston, Mass ]
This 1s to certify that T have kuvown Miss S wvyer’s
salve for more thn five years, and of its hsving b en
succ<ssfu Iv used inmany cases. I consider t a superior article, and well worthy the confidence of those
requiring suc: aremedy.
R. RICHARD
CLAY, M.D.
Boston, Dec. 10,18 7.

:

[From Rev. Nsthanicl Butler.]

It is simply an act of justie and pec h ps it will be
a favor to the public to say that 1 h ve u~ed Miss
Sawy:r's Salve for ten years and believe i110 he a
most valuable remeay for the purposes for which is is
recommended,
It is most effective for avimals 1m
cages where a salve is ever used for thm
Jt has
proved an almost cértain eure for ordmary servstches
in horses
NATH'LL BUTLER,
Camden, Me., Nov. 15, i867.

[From the Patten Voice, Jan. 1869.] ~
As we

said

knowledge

last month,

every

few

eases. are

days

of cures

com

ng

to our

performed

b

Miss Sawver’s Salve.
Not a person that hax tried it
has expressed the least dissatisfiction.
Mauy have

for the

second

box

Read the advertisement

neighbors wuld add to the het ot
gia.”
she trid it oun her head and

ing greatly from

Necura'gia, ad was

Que o ous,

cures, “N ural.
face when suffer.

relieved by one

apoiic.tion.

[From the Watchman snd Reflector of Jan. 28. 1869. ]
M188 SAWYER'S SALVE, so lmigely advertived in our
columns the. present avd past weeks, by L. M.
.

bins, Rockland, Me, is no quack nostrum, but, made
by an excellent Christian lady well qualified for the
service, is u preparation of real meriv
No such demana as exists for this could be ereated for an inferior article,
It is, in fact, what every family wants.

We, the undersigned.

have been

acquainted with

Mine Sawyer for many
years, ane belie ve her to he a
Chri tian lady and a skil fal nurse, snd haviog used

her Salve in our fumilies, it gives u< great pleasure
i: saying it is the best general medicin: we have ever
nse!
Hon N A Burpee,
Rev K F Cotter,
Fraueis Cobh,
Rev WO Holman,
John T Ferry,
Rev Jo-eph Kallock,
Wm H Titromb,
Kev Gi ree Pratt,
»en J P Cilley ond wife, Mrs Chas Snow,
rs Alvx Snow,
Capt J Crocker and wife,
E P Chase und wife,
Capt 1 Ames and wife,
J Wakenéld and wife,
Win Wik on and wite,
WKS

a

avoiding

or

The fullowing sre a few selected from the multitude
of recommendations in the posseseion of the Agent.

Wm

el

Besttie and

wife

J ucoh Shaw and w fe.

Rew, |

‘ R He

SAWYER'’S

the human system, and muy, therefore, be sufi ly em

(

England,

each box.

Geo W Kimball

y

Knox

been consulted in more cace= of
Burns, Scalds and Bruis«g, than

in New

The demand finally

AN

nerd, pro ueing » m 1st condition of the skin, and in

C,

Y M,

Q M's NaT CONNECTED,
‘Root River (Mion)
uth River (Iowa)
oulton

Thorough

Pupils received at any time,

5, 0

“

Hutchins

. Livingston

be.

weeks, closing on THURSDAY, June 15, 1870,
3133
L P. REYNOLDS, Sec. J Treas.

franc

Stanstead, PQ,
"
Benedict, Underhill, VE, per DH Adams
sch. Pu tere N Y. per LB Starr
For Miss Soc. El sworth Q v, Me, per M

Mrs 8 Coffin

Fox River

Q,

in

TERM

continues twelve

REE8 FERRY,N. H , on Nashua & Concord R R,
REV. 8. N. HOWELL, A. M., PRINCIPAL.
Advantages,
— Retired location. yet easy of access:
Nu sloons or paces of idle resort; Kull corps of

Q. per Jd Brick

I"

WINTER

Dec. 7, 180), and

Vacation of two week«, nnd SPRING TERM begins
on TUESDAY, March 15, 1870, and contipnes thuteen

?

Revd Brick, Compton, P Q,

River Raisin

ion.

come

Hillsdale College begins

PKS,

weeks.

:

Wis,

of

Vacat'on of two weeks, and

gins on TUESDAY,

Lawrence, 11

Reynolds,

1869-1870.

ou TUESDAY, Aug.81, ‘869, aud continues twelve

We

NY

piece gold, per R Cooley
Col by € ~5to alts, Hillsdale College and
Mich, per © Jordan

TERM

oF

of Rockland

and you will know what it clums'to do,

HE FALL

D Lothrop & Co. 38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston, Mass
Rev LB starr, Cangpdaigna,
NY
HF South, Waterbyry Center, Vt
J L Meloon, Centér’Efiugham N {
& R ¥ Barrus, Pike, Wyoming Co, N Y. To Castle

Kev E Crowell, Urita,

Year

CALENDAR,

MAIL,

M Shimmel, Evan's Mills,
NY
P Smith, Biddeford, Me
A H Cooke. No Foster, RI
A G Hill Buxton Center, Me
W Whitefield, Pierpont,
NY
J Marler, Haverhill, Mass
Lockwood, Germantown, Pa

Rev R Cooley,

d

HE 28th Academical

$utler—

Foreign Missions.

MICH, Y M.

CANADA WEST
London,

M

EXPRESS,

Mrs

Apple River

Berry—C

Books Forwarded,

IND. Y M,

Mich Cen
Hillsdale
Oxto

Buzzell—]

city

[From John G. Dillingham, of Fresport, Me.]

at reasonable

E. C. COGSWELL,

Received.

SAWYER?

the

This is to certi'y that I had a tumor on my face,

liesfrom $2 00 to $3.00 per week.

rates.

’

has

che was unable to meet it, and she madi
anrangement with L. M. ROBBINS, a dru. git of Rock'and,’
to tuke charge of the bu iness and sur ply the trade,
The agent is so well sari. fled with the merits of the
Medicine that he guarantees it to cure all diseases for
whi-h it is recommended, and any one who vives it a
tr14) aecordin to directions, and is not satisfied, 43
invited to return the box, with hilf the contents, ‘and

was there

Instruction in Sacred Music furnished gratuitously,
ve had

Bruises

ell as in private families and

fectly safe, and

TUITION.
Common English,
$1,00.
Higher English,
$500
Latin & Greek, 6,00.
French & G: rman, (extra) 2,00
Instrumental Music, 8,00
Use of Pianv, (extrz) 2,00

can

in

ders for it from nearly or quite every

C. Cogswell, Principal.

Board in good fam

or

Sores

is invaluable, and

only put=ap in old mustird boxes, without labels or
the help of advertisements. Miss Sawyer. rereived or

Sept.

Miss ELIZA L. RAND, Preceptress.
WITH A COMPETENT BOAKD UF ASSISTANTS.

Rooms for se/f-boarding

For

hundreds of 1
engaged at Rockland and vicini'y in
the h=zardous bubi
quarrying rcek and burning lime, and also among the sewmen along the coast,
of Maine.
So popu'ar did it become that while it was

have mentioned.

Rev. E.

charm

otherwise.
She has competed successfully with the
most able physicians in the States, as well 4s with
norses and Indian doctors.
From time to time she
has comoounded remedi+s for use in certain diseases
in her own practice, Among other eompounds she
has f.r many years mace a Salve, which soon 0 tain.
ed an extA\nslie sale and is now in great cemand

Tuesday,

ALL TERM commences WEDNESDAY,
1, under the instruction of

session
Satur

IS MISS
lives

has also
such as

recommend

NORTHWOOD ACADEMY.
NORTHWOOD CENTER, N. H.

session in

Sept. 4 and 5. Conference
L. DD. JLRFERS, Clerk.

WHO
Mise Sawyer

and

A. B. Principal.

J. E. ROWELL,

like a

the inflammation, proud flesh, and

SEMINARY.

31, sud continue eleven weeks,
JAMES

WENTWORTH Q. M. will hold its ext session with

acts

For HORSES AND CATTLE.—~For

edy in your Salve,

Preceptress.

Clerk.

Clerk:

this

astonishing effe 't in curing scratehes on horses. This
Salve has worked its own way into notoriety, and is a
safe and sure remedy for all the-above ailments.

get

Principal.

Miss A. E. LYrorp,

Clerk.

N. H. FARR,

Pimples

day.

else

ME.

Any furfher information will be furnis ed on appli
CHENANGO UNION Q M. will hold next session with
cation
E. 8. TASKER. Sec.
the Sherburne church, commencing Sept. 8. Session
S
|
Northwood, July 26, 1869.
3w32
two days:
B.S.
DART, Clerk.
ASHTABULA Q.
I.
Hartsgiove, Aug. ?

For

abroad, #8

INSTITUTE,

Principal of Commercial Dept.
Teacher of Vocal Music.
'e
Drawing § French.
“
Waxwork, §e.
vi
Ewcution.
o4
Instrumental Music
Full courses of study
The Commercial Course is
thorough and prac
. Send for Circular.
3w32

~

N.Y, & PA, XM... 8t Croix
Yates & Steuben Ki
Wivonn & Houston

session with the First
24-26
The Ministers Washington
OHIO NORTHERN ¥ M.
Gi Aug, 2th, st] “+Huron
+ M..of the

com

RORERT GIVEN, JR ,
G. G. ADDITION,
Mis. €.
COWELL,
Miss NELLIE BERRY,
MRS. H. M. MILLER,
Miss A. E. LYFORD,

session with

8. NICHOLS,

Atheos
Tay lor (W Va)

ME. W. Y M.
Otisfield

Next

, M.

P. SmurH,

Seminary

under the present Instructorsy

Sept. 1, and 2,

McDONOUGH Q. M. will hold its next
the German Hill chureh, Sept. 4 and 5:

State

Common English, $4,50.
MUSIC, PENMANSHIP AND BOOK-KEFPING EXTRA
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
accountof sickness,
Half terns to commence at the
beginning or middle of the term.
\
Board andiRooms at Reasonable Rates.
_For further particulars address Jesse C. CONNER,
Esq, or Rev. A. L. GERRISH. Pittsticks, Me.
© UBED FOSS, Secretary.
Pittsfield, July 30, 1869.
3w32

York Co. Q. M. will hold its next session with the
|

known.

bd

Burns and Seulds—apply, the Salve at once and it
gives immediate relief,
For Old Sores, apply once a

cers,—and
accidents,

Mr, NELSON MILEEYT, T%aclerof Penmanship.and Book-Keeping.
|
Prof. L. A. LYNCH,
Teacher in Mugic,

\

Clerk.

4
if properly ap-

Rub it’on well with the hand three times a day.

County, Maine, Shehas devot
dtheb st yesrs of her
life to vursing the sick. and has had more «Xperience
iu the cures of obstinate diseasss—old ores and Ul-

HE FALL TERM of tiis institution commences
TUESDAY, Aug. 31, and continues eleven weeks,

CLEVELAND Q. M. will commence its next session
Friday, Sept. 3, at 2 o’clock, P. M. A change of two

Lips, and Sores on Children.
t never fads to cure Rheumatism

plied.

sup

SEMINARY.

of Maine

WEST

Conference called at 2 o’cloek, P.
W. H. H. DAVIS, Clerk.

R. R. WALTERS,

Bond

LEBANON ACADEMY,

LAKE GEORGE Q. M. will hold its next session with

OHIO RIVER Y M,

New Durham
Wolfvoro

session to be held with the
‘Thomson church,
Couterencs at two o'clock. P, M., Friday before

church was appointed Clerk tor one year.

STATE

Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON,
Miss AROLINE M. FERNALD,

R. M. MINARD.

EXETER Q. M.,Me.. will hold its next session at the
Lower Snakeroot School-house in Pittsfield, excepring the Sabbatn meetings, which are to be held at the
Maine Central Institute Chapel at Pittsfield viliage.
©
N.F. WEYMOUTH Clerk.

church in Holus,

trade

THE FALL TERM of this Ivstitution will commence THURSDAY, Sept. 21, in the new building, ani continue ten weeks, under the instruction of
GEORGE
B. FILES, i
B. Principal,
WITH AN ASSOCIATE FRINCIPAL.
i]

OHIO N. Y. M. will commence Friday, August 20,

weeks 1ustead of one.

The

TERMS.

next session at
ro’, on the first

of sects, Ca cers, Toothache, Eara: he, Sore Nipples,
bi sn ‘Swollen Breasts, Itch, Scald Heud, Teething,
Chapped Hands, Scalds, Cuts, Bruises, €roup, Cracked

fm10

MAINE CENTRAL

instead of the 27th, as befdre published.
J.B. La RUE:

the IL gue enurech.
M., Friday, Sept. 3.

THE

PIMPLE

B. C. Perry, 49

everywhere,

HE NEXT TERM
mences Aug. 26.

2133

to have them appearin the next Register.

Gennvaer

Next
Aug,

HUNTINGTON Q. M. will hold its
Huntington, Vt., instead of S.ark:b

their Reports immediately, or they will fail

VT.

MAINE

Languages,

J. I. PORTER, Clerk.

Sores, Felons, Pimples, Erysipelos, Sere Eyes, Barber's Itch, Deafness, Boils, Ring- Worms, Corns, Bites

any other person

of

of Nova Scotia, will

Saturday in Sept.

ON

of this Institution will
W srunger—J) Crowley—=M E Chatto—S8 8 Cady—H J
open aAngust 24.
[is siy courses of sturly are
Carr—E Dexter—P Davis—S
Dudley—J
Full
CW
complete. its buildings new and commodicus, and it
Furnald—¢' L -Farrington—A M FKFuiler—T Flinn—M B
is educating anvual y over 500 students.
Terms
Gove—S B Goff - D W Gammon—I C Guptill—C W Grit=
moderate. Send for Catal gue.
’
fin—J Harris—T C Hoyt—( M Hur/burt—E
A Houghton—
2w33
J.
W
GARDNER
Principal.
Eliza A Hill—~G H Hubbard-0 8 Hasty—mrs 8 C Howe—
T
L Hanson—G Hawkingss) Hubbell-M A Howard—S B
Hayward—I Hyatt—
C Harper-a E Houghton—G 1
PIKE SFMINARY
dJordan—) Kinnan—E Kneelan ~G Lufkin—dJ A. Lowell— |
J B Lockwood—B 8 VMoudy—B McKoon—C W_Villard—E
HE FALL TERM will commence TUESDAY,
Osgood—Ruth ¢ Odell—G W Ordway—T F Palmer—i
H
Phelps—A A Parker—A W Puriugton—J J Payne—WVrs A
Aug. 24, and coutinne ltwe ks,
8 Place—M Phillips—T Parsons—dJ L Parkyn—L H Rov =
WM. W. BAN, Principal
er—L M Robbins—M™rs R B Russell—A stoddard—S SawPike, N. Y., Aug. 7. 1869,
2wi3
er+-Miss K J Smith—Mrs J stanton—J Scott—N P Sanorn—A P Tracy—Mrs Henry Utley—Jennie E Vickery—
HILLSDALE
COLLEGE,
J L Van Epps—C Wlinship—Wm Wiliiams—T W elis—
Mrs H White—R H Wilkinson—D G Young—B F Zell.

coughs, colds,

specially favorable tims, by sending their orders to

Union PQ

Arsovintion will meet o ho
nine o'clock, A, M., nnd the
‘Will convene at two o'clock.

Conference

AND

R C Anderson—S Aldrich—J M_Allen—A B Brown—N
Brooks—MrsJ K RBurby—S P Baker—E 8 Brupe—J F

cure

BAPTIST MINISTERS can

in alt departments,

GInsoN
Q. M., PA.~Held irs last session with
the West
Lenox church.
Nearly
all of the
churches were represented bv letter or delegates, The reports show the Q. M. to be in a
prosperous conaition.
A good feeling was munifebéd during the entire session.
An enrnest
prayer as¢ nded from many
that God would
send us more faithful laborers to go forth and
gather sheaves into the srore-house of
the
Lord,
Bro. 0. C., Whitney of the Jacko

‘ull the dervieen.
Dover church,

Free Baptist

PIMPLES

( OMEDONE

first failure of Dr. Wistar’s

We print below a list of the Quarterly
joyed. Licenses of Bro. Austin Jefferson and
Meetings that have net, as yet, sent in their
Bro. Franklin Jefferson were renewed.
Resolved, That we devote Saturday A. M. of reports for the Register for 1870.
each session to the Sabbath school interest,
In order to be properly represénted in the
Resolved, That each church in the Q.M. take a
collection within thirty days for N. Y. State Home forth-coming Register, they will have to
and Foreign Mission.
fend in their Reports within the next three
Next session at Pierepont Set. 17-19.
weeks, as we intend to
get the Register
.
D. 8. Smith, Clerk.
GENESEE Q. M. N Y.—Held its last session ready for delivery by the fo of Sept.
with the Bethany church.
There was a fair atThe Clerks will, therefore, please send in

Wekt Lebanon, An

interest

hold its next annual session, with the Free Baptist
church at Beaver River, Yarmouth County.
ecommencing Thursday, Sept. 9, ai 10 o'clock. A. M.

|

Sold

President.

Notice,

He

weather,
Successors

to

LAWRENCE Q, M.—Held its June session at
Ellenburgh.
A very interesting season was en-

H. C. BAgrrrT,

the

L. SARGENT,
Starksboro, Vt., Aug. 9, 1869.

warm

PERRY,

AND

PERRY’S

demand.

the church in Hanover,
the 4th at 11 o’clock.

A. F. SHERMAN, Apothecay, I.udlow, N, H.,writes:
‘‘ I have known of Dr. Seth Arnild’s Ba'sum curing
hundreds ot casés of ordinary Diarrhea, and many

1. W. BixBy, Clerk.

8. C, ARCHER,

may

in

&

Adbertisemnts,

annual

are potiied and requested to meet at the Library
Roomy in the Seminary Bubiding at Waterbury Cea
ter, Vi, on Tuesday, Aug. 31, at 10 o'clock, A. M.
1. To hear the report of the Gommittee on the aceeptance of 4he Semiunry Building and to act on the
the Seminary

Tube

BURR

WORMS,

use

Printing

SEMINARY.

pumMe.
2. To transact
any other business

the

especially

REMEDY, Drepared only by Dr.

Green Mountain Seminary
are
meet at the Library Room in the
at Waterbury Ceater, Vt., at 7
30, agreeably tr adjournmeut.
D. S. Frost, Chairman.

|

The principal dis
for which this salve is rec.
ommended are, Chilbld¥ns,
Rheumatism, Pyles, Scrofula, Old Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Sprains, Burns, Fever

puri-

fn

The use of Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian
er will keep the hair from falling out.

learn,

acid,

St.. New York,

at

twenty-six

The
First Congregational society in Dover
¢ extended a unanimous call to Rev. George

of Hartford,

MOUNTAIN

AND

Prepared
m

plied by Wholesale Druggists.

Notice.

gust, and think it works well ,

B. Spaulding,

FACE,

The Corporation of the Green Mountain Seminary

Many churches have adopted the plan of omitting the afternoon service during July and Au-

its last session

with the church at Harmony Village, June 25—
27. The weather was fine and a blessed season
Was en jo¥ed.
The sum of $19.11 was raised for
Home
Missions, The next session will be held
with the church in Cornish.

;

GREEN

The death of Rev. Mr.
Halleck on the Erie
Railroad took on it not a few of the features of
amurtyrdom.
He was unhurt by the crash, and
only helplessly enclosed by the crushed framework of the car.
He conversed
calmly
with
those outside,and directed them to get un axe and
cut him out,
They sought for and found one,
butit was too blunt for service.
Meantime the
fire rushed swiftly towards him from the burning car in front, leaping along the combustible
kindlings piled like dry split faggots all around
him, in which he was confined as in a baskes of
shavings. “All efforts availed nought, and the
spectators turned away from the auto da fe of
the Erie Railroad, while the minister calmly met
his fate. The days of the stake and of martyrdom
will not have eaded#as long as ‘the Erieis conducted as it it is at present.
:
z=
re

church

~

The Trustees of
hereby wnotitied to
Seminarv bunding
o'clock, P. M., Aug.

:

the

Baptist

MOTH

twenty years With greht success.

on Horses or Cattle this Salve

meeting of said corporation will be held at its office,
in D ver, N.H., on A eanenins , Sept. 15, at 11 o’clock,
A. M.
1. D. StEWAKT, Secretary.

The United Presbyterians report 18 missionaries,
40 schools,
and -1.080 scholars.
The
receipts for last year were $58,824.
Their main
missions are in Egypt, Damascus, and Sealkote,

Rev. Geo. F. Walker, pastor of

Freewill

hereby notified that the

FRECKLES,

PERRY’S

13

:

specifics, when so many worthless medicines are ad-

MONTCALM & TONTA Q. M.— Held its last ses-

WELLINGTON

Establishment are

Rev. Dr. Todd, of Pittsfield, was offered a
salary of $6.060 in gold a year to remain in California, but he declined.

India.

free from

PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT.

as m

-

use

to M. S. BURR & Co., Wholesale Druggists, 26 Tremont 3th Boston, Mass. Sold by all Druggists.

Noticesand Appointments.

Among the most striking remarks of Dr. Peters
on his death bed was: IT never regret anything

65.0¢

er severe.
:
It is prepared by Miss Sawyer, who has used it in
her own extensive treatment of the sick, for pearly

in several cases it has cured paleied limbs. For Piles,
it has heen discovered to be a sure remedy. Persons.
that have been afllicted for years have been rélicved
fe the Blood, Curing Liver Complaint, Jaundice, by a few avnplications. For Erysipelas it works woniliousness, Headache,
Dizziness, Loss of Appetite, ders, allaying the inflammation and quieting the paand all Spring Complaintg ; tor Cleansing, Strengthen - tient
For Chapped Hands it produces a cure immeing, Invigorating and
gating the Human System, diately.
Let those with Salt Rheom obtain this Ralve,
has noequal in_the Wo~
old by all Druggists. apd apply
iu freely, and they. will find it invaluable.—
BURR
PERRY, Wholesalex
Druggists, General It is good in cases of Sexofula snd Tumors. Cancers
Agents, 26 Tremont St , Boston.
13123
have been cur. d with it. The best Salve cver invent-_,_
a BURR'S PATENT NURSING BOTTLE—The
ed for Swollen Breast and, Sore Nipples
No way inmost Perfect
and Convenient Nurging
Bottle in the jurious butsure to-afford relief Sore or Weak Eyes
world, We sabply the trad
—Rub it on the ligs gently, once or twice a day.—
Bottle separately when required,
Cures deafness by putting in the ears on a piece of
Silvered Wire Brash, which is of i
cotton. For Felons this 18 superior te anything

OR BLACK

aL

PATCHES,

face,

to the Infar t, as it keeps

where, join in recommending Juohnson’s Anodyne LinThat’; our experience.

A.M.

<@4DR. WARREN’S BILIOUS BITTERS. for

and

iment to he vhe best internal and external family medicine ever invented.

the

Price of Brush 10cts.

cians, surgeons, and eminent men and women e. ery-

thie Bible says the hairs of our head are alf num-

bered.”

they

Officers and soldiers who served in the army, physi:

and, sitting down, seemedto meditate.
** You
are right,” replied he, looking at her, with a
cheerful yet serious air;
God does. count, for

It 18 NO WONDEIvthat invalids lose all faith in all

Meetings.

.

All the year round, Sheridan's Cavalry Condition
Powders should be given to horses that are “kept up.”

So he withdrew’ from the temptation,

MOTH

and Tan from

sick and

To horses and cattle that graze in Summer,
should only be given in Winter and Spring.

answered the

That season will not be forgotten,
Our following Sabbath services were ‘ate adies of his church and congregution, all of whom
were over seventy years of age, to an ‘ old ladies’
tended by many who could not get into the party” at the parsonage.’ Nine were present,
house. Sabbath school at 10 o'clock, preach- eight of them widows. Four of them were over
ing at 11,communion at 12-1-2, after which eighty, and one, eighty-seven; ‘has her: second
we repaired to Bear lake and baptized a sight, and can read without the aid of glasses,

pressive by the presence of-the Lord,and we
feel encouraged and strengthened.
i
Ww. HL Nicos.
l]

the

0 REMOVE

the afllicted; and this preparation is the resuit of
much experience and observation.
Its- superior
character has created for it a great demand.
t
should be kept in every house to supply constant

one. His sister earnestly objected,
and even
drew back his hand, repeating that it was against
their mother’s direction. * She.did not count,”

Little Compton, R. I., lately invited

brother and his wife who urited with th
church..
This day’s services was made im-

She has spent much of her life among

For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8. 10,55

P. M,, and on Monday, Wednesday, and friday at 7.88 p.m
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.30 A. M.,12 M,,3, 6 P.M
and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 P. M.
i
‘WM. MERRITT, Supt.

I'ReCELE LOTION. Sold by all druggists,
-ualy by Dr. B, C. Perry.
ik

ning-room, when their mother placed a basket of
cakes on the tea:table and went out. ‘ How
nice they look 1" said the boy, reaching to take wants.

said he.

fe

i

Rev. B. 8. Moody, So. Wheelock, Vt., via Lyndon.

\ “Fresh ns a Maiden's Blush’?

preached
the word!

Haggett;
Charge by Rev, A. Strout:
Hand of
Voluntary hy the
Fello yship by Rev. J. Knight.
choir. Collection, $21.25.
Next session with the
church in Chester, October 9—10.
Conference,

whom the love of God was freely Destowed.

tendance Revs, G, H. Ball and D. M. L. Rollin
were present giving us Christian cheer. Next
‘session to be held with the Varysberg church
commencing Aug. 20, st 2; P. M.
Opening sermon by Rev, D, Jackson.
Rev. J.
B. Smith was appointed to conduct 8. 8. exercise.
and Collection for Missions, $15.00.

many Were led to ‘exclaim, * It is good to
be here.”
Next cession Friday before the fourth
Sabbath in June.
GEO.

and

G. SAWYER,

which a song of praise was sung, and the

to

school,

We

Rev.
J. F. Inskeep was publicly set apart to
the work
pf the ministry the first Sabbath in
June, in the usual form.
;
vB. F.ZeLyL, Clerk of Council.

the Prescott and Guthrie church, July 7 and
after examination by the council were or-

ed

bap-

many brought into the church of God

The delegation from the Blue Earth Valley und the Chain Lakes Q. M's met with

R.

by

united.

Ordination.

—

Valley Q. M., and Rev. A.
the Chain Lakes Q M.

well

Lord on our side, so we will not fear

Clerk.

Minnesota Southern Y- M.
SR

Sabbath

”Wis.,

was with us, rendering us aid and giving
us encouragement in view of the prosperous condioftion
the Wis. Y. M.

is

lent library.
We have also
contend with, but we- trust

showers of

die .uniess some
adopted.

leiter and one

church

have a good

vest,”
:
The clerk of the Y. M. was appointed
mission agent, and authorized to represent
the Y. M. in the appointment of a missionary by the H. M. Board.
It is hoped we shall have an able representative of the denomination in the
field the coming fall. It we succeed in
this I think some important footholds may
be gained during the year.

There are many churches still destitute
of any misterial labor that will dwindle and

us

Chose 8. M.

was set apart to the

;

conversion of souls have been blessed. The
last Sabbath in July three were baptized,
and tour were added to the church.
The
‘previous Sabbath, four were added to the
Bulwer church, wherehe labors a part of

We hope the cry will be, ** Lord ‘of the
harvest, send forth labors into thy har-

es

with

y

Maine bas one hundred and ninety-six CongrePort MATOON, N.'S. The religious inBOSTON AND MAIN E ‘RAILROAD.
Remittances of money’ for our publicagaticnal churches representing 50,000 population,
terest has been very low for several years contributing $46.000 for charitable purposes.
Summer Arrangemens.
June 22, 1868,
tions may be sent either in Drafts on New |
in the Free Baptist church at Port Matoon, |
Tralns leave Dover for Portland at 10,10 A, M,, 5.45 P.»
A good woman in the church of a Scotch min- York or Boston, and made payable to the
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 p. M.
Bro. J. I. Porter labored faithfully the last ister would not believe that he read his serFor Great Falls, 10.10A, M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
year in conjunetion with myself, and a few mons. 80 she stationed herself in thé gallery order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 P. M,
‘of the burden-bearers continued to pray one day, and found, to her horror, that he had a Money Order, or in Registered letter.
: For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 245 P.M,

soon.

Rev. A. Turner has commenced laboring with the Elk River and Otsego church-

Welch

Revivals. &e.

This was indeed a day of rejoicing for our
Mission Society, on or before the first day of little church at Port Matoon.
Sept. next, the amount of money received
On Sabbath, July 18 five more happy conand expended by such Society for home verts followed Christ in the ordinance of
mission work, the number and names of’ baptism.
]
missionaries employed, and the time deIt was a beautiful afternoon,a large numvoted by eachto the work—the number of ber of people gathered at the SE and the
churches aided, with the general results good Spirit of the Lord seemed to move upof the mission work in such States, Y. or Q. on the hearts of his children in a wonderful
M’s.—Yearly Meeting Mission agents who manner. Converts rejoiced in God and old
have been appointed since the last General’ saints seemed to catch the spirit of other
“ Conference are requested to make their re- days and spoke their feelings in hymns of
port as they are directed in the ‘ Home praise. Sucha day has not been enjoyed
Mission Circular.”
in that place for many years and will not
Stas Curtis, Cor. SEC.
soon he forgotten. Many of those recently
Concord, N. H., Aug. 4, 1869.
added to the church are considerably advanced in years.
Minnesoda Y. Mm.
We expect others will go forward'in
This Y. M. held its annual session at baptism during our next visit-to- the place.
To God be all the praise.
Minneapolis, Juiy 9—11.
:
Tueo. H. CowELL.
The attendance was small but the interest was good. The ‘reports indicate a
EAToN,P. Q.
The F. W. B. church here
small gain in membership in the two Q.
is very much encouraged.
Last November
M's which furnished statistics. There has
we secured the labors of Rev. Seth W.
been a considerable gain in the St. Croix
Perkins, who was installed pastor of this
Q. M. dwing the 'atter portion of the
church in December.
His efforts for the
year. Three churches have
been added.

M. was

ministry in the following order. Reading this.
73
Rev. E PLACE LADD has resigned the gospel
of Scriptures by Rev. Y. White; Sermon b
Balm
pastoral charge of the second F. W. B. Rev, A. Strout; Ordaining prayer by Rev, 8, M. ‘GirlTheintoMagnolia
a City Belle:

Mission for better days, and yet the state of things
‘was very discouraging, but this summer we
are enjoying the blessing.
The Lord has
retary according to a Circular which will be visited us with a glorious revival of religsent to each church or missionary on or be- ion and the work is still going on.
fore the first day of Sept. next.
On- Sabbath,
May 23, it was our privilege
Also the Treasurer or Secretary of all to lead fifteen converts into the water and
Home Mission Societies, whether State, Y. bury them in baptism. In the evening we

M. or Q M. Societies, are requested to re-

Sebee Q

gate to the Penobscot Y. M.

Clerk.

Society during the past year, are requested
to make a report to the Corresponding Sec-

port tothe Cor.

highly interesting season.

to good acceptance.

MISS SAWYERS SALVE.

Rev. Geo, W, Whitney, Buxton Centre, Xe.
- Rev,.G.
D: Garland, Burnham, Me,

or SEAT
i

“A course of lecturesin Chemistry was
given during the past year by Prof. Stan-

Next

church...
er;
a
Post office address of the missionary
agent; A. M, Talman, Norwich, ‘Chenango

aT

am

A ee

a

xy

3

_ Poss Office Addresses.
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sical graduating courses for ladies and gen-
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SPRINGFIELD , ME,, Q. M.—Held its Tune sess
gion at Springticid. The churches were represented and. all the exercises. contributed. to al

Cow RR

T

—

John

8

Care and

wife,

HW Wight aud wife,

2

W O Full rang

wrrett

wife,

!
Th: mas Colson und wife,
i
D a Henry Ingreham and wie,
Jo.eph Farwel (Mavor of Rockland) and wif,
MC
Andrew (Postmusterof Rock lone) and wife,
I K Kimball and wire. William MoeLoon.

Pat up in Boxes at {5 4 ts, 50 eta,

and #1 each,

A gr at saving ix made by t king « large Bux

Pre

mred hy Mins OC. SAW YFR, snd pot oo bv LW,
OHBINS, Wholess). I uggs , Rockland,
Me.= \ Trial Box seat free ny mall on jeceiptoe,

siuy-five cont, bv L, Mm. ROBBINS:

This valuable

Splve ia sold

ena

gn

Trade

pled

hy

Rookbind, Me,

hy wll to rs

JOAN

fi medi.

F , HENRY,

21

Park Row, New York, and ail wholesale I) uegists
Soid by all Di uggists in Dover, N, i
18weowst

etna
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—

121
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*Tis so, I heard cousin John say so,
He’s home from a great college too,
said so just now inthe parlor,

¢ There’s nothing a woman can do.’
I feel it, O mamma,don’t smile so!
I feel it each day press so hard,—
There’s Johnnie can wade, he can shovel,
Imustn’t go out of the yard.
Last week when I wanted to snowball,
And Johnnie he wanted me, too,
Aunt Jane said, ‘Oh,no! little lady,

It would’nt be proper for you.’
I don’t care so much for the snowball,

1 think it is rather rude play,

But it’s just so with-me in the summer,
It’s just so with girls every day.
in the meadows,

They’ll soil their new muslin or blonde.—
The boys,—they just roll up their trowsers,

And go out to wade in the pond.
And, mamma, oh! I wouldn’t care so,
But the speaker that pa heard last night, ~
Said that women all grown up, yes, women,
They never had ever a right.
N
O mamma, I never can bear it!
Mayn’t I be a boy? O please say!
«I won’t be a cry-boy like Jimmie,

Tlldo all you wish every day!”

“ My wee, little lassie, my darling,”
* Said I, putting back her soft hair,
I want you, my dear little maiden,

To smooth away all mother’s care.
‘Who is it, when ‘pa’ comes home weary,
That runs for his slippers and gown?
‘What eyes does he watch for at morning
Looking out from their lashes of brown!
Is there nothing you can do, my darling?

‘What was it that ¢ pa’ said last night ?—
¢ My own little sunbeam is coming,

I know, for the room is so bright.’
And there is a secret, my Mary,
Perhaps you will learn it some day,

The hand that is willing and loving,
‘Will do the most work on the way.
that is sweetest and dearest,

** The work that so many ne’er do,
~

:

The great work of making folks happy,
Can be done
by a lassie like you!’

~Oggregaimain & Recorder.

A:

]
Forgiveness.

“Once,”

she

I was eight years old, and that was such
a long summer! I tended the baby, and
picked up chips, and helped
A-the dishes three times

course,

World.

B—

L.

:

His eyes wandered quickly over all these,
and rising up
‘‘Even with the

world,—yes,I am,I don’t owe one farthing.”
He walked back and forth like a monarch,
seeruingly much at ease with himself.
He

recounted his struggles, and laughed at
the obstacles he'd mastered.
Hislips drew
up with a peculiar twist as he thought of
the close bargains he had made,

his

head,

bent in meditation, gave a quick turn and
a proud look sprang into his cold grey eyes,
honor,

to be

honesty

proud of

that he was even with

There was an air

of self-im-

portance about this man that,

to a close

observer, was only a cover for the unrest
that tried to hide itseif beneath the satisfac-

tion he feigned to posseas ?
*¢ Even with the world,” he claimed to be;

“i yet had be ever once given a poor man the
Had he once done a

deed of benevolence to the needy ; or lifted
a burden from the oppréssed ? Had he
payed the solemn vows he made to God
when death stared him in the face? Had
he cherished the wife he promised

often

have

been

her

so,

to pro-

family to churchon that day?

Had he brought one cheerful, wholesome

her

or talked as though

was an eternity beyond P

Did he ev-

er take time from worldly affairs to do one
thing
for God; © Did he give one farthing

for the

support of

the gospelor aid to any

causethat made men. better? Not one of
these thi ngs di he do; yet he was even
the.

4

§

4 IG

Fk

thousand years

ago,

the

Psalmist wrote, ‘Out of the mouth of habes
and sucklings hast thou ordained strength.”
A dear young girl, whose heart Jesus had
touched,

was

burdened

with

sorrow

anxiety for her worldly, impenitent

fingers

Two or three days after that, the millin-

surpassed

—it was Saturday—when
home two little shawls.

that

atternoon

mamma brought
The wreaths in

the border were lilac

then, and the silvery

stripes

with

were

dotted

green.
I must have been

a little

sprigs

of

years

of

age,

and

father.

soft

vain

somewhat steep hill, a gentleman of .about
thirty years of age proffered his

and beguiled the tediousmess of the way by
a pleasant anecdote, good advice, afd kind
nearly fifty years of age, sat in his gtudy
with.a melancholy countenance and ¥ sad
heart.

His door opened, and his young and

do

you,

my dear child, leave us to ourselves.”

The

gentleman

entered.

and

¢ Well, sir,” was

his salutation, ‘‘ have you. considered my
proposition ?” «I have, and have determined, happen what may, I will not force
or sway, by any act of mine, the will of my
child. She shall be left to her own free
choice.” “ “Then,

sir, to-morrow

by

In the midst of these bitter reflections
again his daughter entered, introducing a
gentleman of some twenty-five years of age,
a-stranger.
‘‘Am I in the presénce of Mr.
G. ?” was his opening remark, which being
affirmatively

answered,

he

continued

by

saying that he was a successful merchant in
New York, and, hearing ot the misfortunes of Mr. G., had come on purpose to
ask the

amount

of

his

liabilities, that

he

might loan the necessary funds to relieve
his wants. Nor was he shocked at the mention ofthe largg
sum of twenty thousand
dollars. He
ded his check, which was

duly honoge’;

the father was once more a

indebted for this munificent kindness from
an entire stranger?” ¢* Perhaps you have

Mamma’s foot hesitated a moment,
get

a cookie,’

:
she

said, .‘for

the

pfan ; his daughter was not homeless ;
found some friend to pay, despite
sneer of his hard-hearted
creditor.

‘ But pray, sir,” said he, ‘““to whom
forgotten,” was the reply, ‘‘ that

Charlie. He didn’t eat much
breakfast.
You will find them in a pan onthe west end

am I

some

fif-

teen years since you aided a friendless boy
of ten years of age to carry his loaded baskof the lower shelf in the cellar.’
et up a hill ; that you gave him good advice
My curls, and my new ribbons, and my | and kindly words. I am that boy; I followshawl floated back on the morning breeze, ed your advice; I have lived honestly; I
as I ran to obey her. Inthe cellar, I reach- have gained wealth, and now, after many
ed absently for the cookie pan. 1 had for- years, 1 bave come to return to you, kind
gotten Which one it was, and the shelf was sir, the bread which you cast so freely upon
higher than my head. Itipped a pan just the waters.”"—Ch. Ad.
a little and put my fingers over the edge.
O dear! a soft, creamy deluge poured in-

Little Folks Preach.

stantly from the milk pan I had disturbed,
over
hat,
curls,
ribbons,
and
shawl,

was unnecessary. I think mamma's serenity was disturbed for a moment, but I could
not see, and she led me quietly to -the
kitchen.”
’
i
* Poor "ittle girl,” lisped Lila.
:

“Did you ever go to church again? asked Harry.
Yes, with you, yesterday,” said mamma.
“But when you were a little girl—that

; Ro gid summer,

T mean,” #ald Harry.

“Yes, the hat was
When
inn thrust all their efforts towards |shawl
was washed. It

the one object they desire to win, they gen-

THE DoGMATIC FAITH: An Inquiry into the
Relation subsisting between Revelation and
Dogma.
In eight Lectures preached before
the University of Oxford in the year 1867, on
the Foundation of the late Rev. John Bampton, M. A., Canon of Salisbury.
By Edward
Garbett, M. A., Incumbent of Christ Church,
Surbiton.
Rivingtons: London, Oxford and
Cambridge.
1869.
Sold by Messrs. Gould &
Lincoln, Boston.
12mo. pp. 307.

three

a fall!

and

Among the new books that have been accumu‘lating upon our table for some weeks past, and
mostly announced by their titles, there are more
or less that especially merit a fuller notice.
We
deal with a few of them this week, feserving formal reviews of others to a later period, ampler
opportunity and cooler weather.
‘Among the
more noticeable new comers are the following:

o'clock
- your property must go into the
hands of the sheriff, unless you find some
friends to pay the twenty thousand dollars.”
This he said with a sneer, and, coldly bowing, left the house. The poor father’s
heart was racked. ‘Iam a beggar, my
daughter homeless ; I have no friend to offer

happy

‘Go

— Author of ** Apples. of Gold,” &e.

words.
They parted; fifteen ears passed
away ; the senior of these two parties, now

of

———

redressed, and the
was never quite so

erally succeed. We see worldly men pros- pretty as it had been, but it was not spoil
. per and grow rich and flourish like a green ed. And Inever wanted to complain be.
“bay tree, for a season, and sometimes we cause Nellie's was brighter.
“wonder why those who live with their highIn spite of all her cheerfuinéss, mémma
‘ambition to do God's will, are not rich grew thinner and paler as the summer wore

And whatsoever a man Soweth, that

Gal. vi. 7,

shall

he also

reop.—

“We are sowing, we are sowing,
In eternity to reap;

Diy by day our harvests growing
For us, after death’s long sleep.”

Preach? Assuredly; day ing day out,
rising up, lying down; in every place, by
example, precept, word of mouth; every

thought, look, action speaks for Jesus, when
their little hearts are in tune, full of faith
and love. Hear what ah infidel’s child said

to her father.

‘Father, why don’t you talk

The fund left by Mr. Bampton for the support
an annual course
of Lecture Sermons on

some
well
lent
men
their

branch

of the Christian

Faith,

managed and has brought forth
fruit. The successive lecturers
of rare ability, and the volumes
discourses take very high rank

theological literature of

the

time.

has been
most excelhave been
containing
among the

They

deal

with living issues. They grapple with the very
difficulties which skepticism is bringing forward,
while resolutely defending the old faith, they
avail themselves freely of the latest methods and
[.

weapons.

They meet

unbelief on its own chos-

en ground.
They are courteous toward science,
and they never forget what we really owe to
modern scholarship and criticism.
They pay.
proper deference to new teachers while standing
firmly by the old Bible.
They perceive the high
office of logic and admit the progressive movement of thought, but they insist on the supreme

authority of revelation

and deny

that humanity

is really outgrowing the need of Christ.

This series of discourses

Sad®

by Mr, Garbett fully

sustains the high reputation gained by his predecessors. His special aim is to meet the plea,
now more and more frequently heard, that dogmatic theology is mot essential to Christianity;
but_ is, instead, a hindrance to its work and a

and holding it to his futher, asked, ‘Pa,
who made this pretty flower?” No answer

dry and

igh

»

/

to meet

liefs.
The argument

is as

:
3
;
full of vigor in substance

as it is of courtesyin method.

and scholarly, the learning
abundant, though
never thrust meedlessly into notice, the spirit is

both kind and dignified, and the whole work

‘to the

will richly reward a careful and studious read:

call

implies

The book before
the fallacy

us is a masterly

underlying

this

He first deals with the Bi-

ble as a ‘supernatural book,” drawing his chief
argument from prophecy and the first chapter of
Genesis; he, argues for ‘ supernatural beings”
by presenting the evidence of the resurrection
of Christ, the Trinity, the personality and power of Satan, and the true gnd the false spiritual-

ism of ancient and

modern

times;

with

the

phenomena

of

matter

insist that

in the

and

of

mind.

broad, calm, comprehensivé' and philosophical ;
but he has read much, thought a good deal and
to some purpose on the lines of his argument,
knows very well how to put things, often suecceeds happily in showing up the fallacies and
follies of skepticism, and has given us a book

WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE, the Reform against Nature, by Dr, Bushnell, issued by Scribner & Co.,
is a volume that can not fail to make an impression.
The author is ‘one of the strongest and
most marked thinkers of the country; his rhetorie is thoroughly unique and taking, even when
it abounds in glaring faults; he has gained a
wide and deferential hearing by his previous utterances, and has here squarely and boldly grappled with one of the most prominent, exciting
and significant questions of the day.
The book
is entirely original in plan and teaching.
It
will thoroughly suit no class of partisans or extremists.
He concedes far too much in respect
to the “wrongs under which women labor, to
please most of those who refuse to endorse any
movement for enlarging essentially the sphere of
woman's effort and the play o her powers; and
then he protests so vigorously against the whole

the book, though unique and captivating, and often exciting surprise and admiration
over the
mastery of language which Dr. B. exhibits, is

open to not a little severe but still just criticism;
and the terrible pictures of domestie discord, so«cial turbulence, political rancor and moral antagonisms which he paints, we cannot help thinking

sprang

much more

freely from his imagination

than they are likely to spring from the bestowment of the ballot upon women.
He confesses

that he was

shocked when

the total and final loss of ‘‘ a considerable cargo
of wise opinions.”
An inspection of the proc.
ess of voting by a company of females might
perhaps modify, at least, the views which he

now holds respecting the terribleness of the pandemonium that he sees about every ballot-box
into which women drop

slips of printed

paper.

And while he insists that the authority of
Scripture goes decidedly aguinst giving to women a share in government, he says some things
respecting Paul’s teachings on the subject of

Spirit gave him he knew, and

“If Paul had béen well

for all other kinds

married, that is, to such

women

production, progress

which in fact he

never

did

learn, and

would have been as much more courteous and
tenderly gracious in his words.”
Bat we have no space in which to deal at

any divinely-given

length with'this somewhat remarkable book.

It

the in-

ence for the simplest human rights, the homage

the production of what Christianity already exhibits, and competent also to supply whatever of

anhood 1s of the highest sort, and it lifts up the

power of 4 progressive

speculative

intellect, the

civilization, and

which it pays to the grace

and sanctity of wom-

religious’ influence may be hereafter needed by

question of female suffrage to the grandest level

the human race. Mr. Garbett capsiders those alleged sources of religion conscientiously and in
detail, showing that they have no such power as

book will gain attention and be eagerly read ; and

truths taught in the Scriptures,~that religion
never has lived and never can live and be a power without a positive creed,~that influential belief rests on

revelation, and

that speculative

not on

intuition,—

philosophy has always failed
|
2%

Xk

16mo.
pp. 240.
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A well-prepared reader, with marks
letters that

serveto phoneticise

80 render pronunciation more
The selections
cellent.

over the

the words

and

simple and exaet.

are good and the letter-press

ex-

LITERARY MISCELLANY.
Punctuality.
“Be punctual,” my father used to say as

we sat around the hearth; ‘‘men will gxpect

you to keep your word, even in
‘ters of
small import.” It is a lesson which I have
never forgotten. It is sometimes said that
volumes are “contained in a single’ word.
It is so, surely, in this

I have, learned

measure
most

instance.

At least,

to use it as a standard to

those around me: and it is a test

rigidly

applied

by the world.

jurist, the tactician, the

The

merchant, and the

to be protested,

and

bankruptcy

and

ruin

to follow”? But why point out isolated
cases, when their name is legion? A want
of punctuality has ruined more than one
man.
No fauit not strictly out-breaking
is more provoking than the sin of promisebreaking. Think of a husband and father
who is constantly’ making promises to his
family, which he never fulfills. Is he not
setting before his household a most palpable example of lying sand deception?
may be urged that it is unintentional

It
on

his part, yet it would be~well for us all to
know that we shall be accounted responsible in the great day for the impressions
we

make,

and

pressions

especially

are

the

when

those

result of bad

im-

example.

A gentleman
of nervous temperament
once called on Dr. Dwight, President of
Yale College.” One of the doctor's boys
was

rather

boisterous,

has

punctual

and

disconcerted

habits

need

despair

of suc-

cess,
And no Christian need
expect to
make advancement in divine life who is
so afraid of being early thathe is really
always late atthe house of prayer. ° Getting what men call a good start in the
world, is worth nothing unless we make
it serve a useful purpose.— Gospel Messenger.
:
’

Among

the Indians.
—

Ev

The Sandusky (Ohio) Register relates
a singular incident which happened in
Lewiston, Logan’ county, a few days ago.
It appears that thirty-three years ago there
lived

in

kins, who

Lewiston

had

a

a boy

four years of age.

missing,

though

search

and

could

- hundreds
for him,

farmer

named

between

three

nowhere

be

One day

Hop-

and

this boy was

found,

of people turned out to

The river was

ged

and the woods searched, but withoutavail,
and he was given up for lost. A few Indians living in the neighborhood were so
peaceable and

suspected.

friondiy thai

The Ho

they were not

family left their

home and settled in Illinois, and their old
neighbors had no expectation of ever seeing any of them again. The astonishment
of the old settlers can be conceived, when,

week before last, a tall man,

browned by

exposure to the sun and storm, and Speak
a wife as, by character and personal attractiony
Ing the broken English of the half civilized
could make herself the mistress every wife should Indians, made his appearance at
Lewiston,
be, in the respectful homage of her husband, and claimedto be
the child missed thirtyI think he would have learned some things about three years ago. °

stincts of the natural conscience, are adequate to

of the

1869.

he heard that there

was a planto "unite the two sexes in common
studies and common college life; but that the
spending of a single Sunday at Oberlin cost him

is the product of a great mind, it gives evidence
of much study and reflection, it is underlain by
a deep and serious purpose, it abounds in rever-

the conclusions

and classified Fondings; with full notes and a
complete index.
By J. Madison Watson.—
.
New York & Chicago: A.S. Barnes &

the nervous gentleman somewhat, whereupon he said to him: ‘My boy, if you
will keep still while I am talking
to your
father, I will give you a dellar.” Instantly the boy hushed down gentle as a sleeping lamb. At the close of the gentleman's
remarks he attempted to leave without
ide
of giving women the ballot and a direct giving the boy his dollar,. but Dr. Dwight
share in the government of the state, that Mrs.
was too fast for him. He put a dollar into
Stanton and Miss Anthony, Mr. Curtis and H.
the man's hands, saying, ‘ You promised
W. Beecher can hardly help looking upon him as. my boy a dollar for good behavior; give
‘the’champion of the conservatives.
He has cer- him that, as you promised.
If, sir, we lie,
tainly written a suggestive and characteristic
our children will be liars also.” Oh! that
volume, one that will be likely to draw the very
this sin found its rebuke in the life and
heaviest fire of which the opposing batteries are
from the pulpit of every minister in the
capable, and one, too, that must operate to bring
and.
out more of thoughtful logic and less of veheIt is a close adherence to the principle
ment declamation from the advocates of female
of punctuality which causes the poor boy
often to go up in the scale of influence
suffrage.
It will do good by calling out abler
and prosperity,
whilst his less careful
writers, and it must elevate the plane upon
wealthy neighbor goes down often to
which the discussion is to be conducted, as well
as dignify the discussion itself. The rhetoric of beggary and
want. No young man who

preva.

of a priestly class, the force of the religious sentiment, the discoveries of the intuitional faculty,

a

choice

mechanic all enforce it,
in turn expect
it enforced against them. And yet, itis to
be regretted that there are those who look
failing sometimes to satisfy by employing dash
upon promises in a very different light.
and vehemence when testimony and logic would
Who has not read such a story as this:
be far better,—~will meet a-want of many minds,
“The Governor failed to sign the reprieve
and be perhaps more useful through its popular
in time, and-a fellow-mortal was ushered
qualities than it would have been in the employinto the presence of the Great Judge, may
ment of a style and method more exact and
be unprepared”? Or this: * Through the
scholarly.
It is a style better adapted to the spoken address than to the written essay, and neglect of an officer a great battle was lost”?
Or yet another: ‘Five minutes’ neglect
would impress the crowded and animated audiand inattention of a merchant's clerk causence much more strongly than it would the soli
xd a large mercantile house in' New York
tary critical reader.
But it. will do great good to

o

and dogmatic faith; but claim that the influence

containing

which,—tlough containing little that is new, and

and results of Christianity in, the world, there is
not needed as an explanation

THIRD

simple illustrated treatise on elocution;

supernatu-

The author is an intense and confident thinker,
clear, pithy, earnest and positive, rather than

Definite

statements and well-chosen illustrations: suflice
to render every poingFtlear, and the views ex-

ral life” is portrayed as it appears in the regenerated human soul; and “ supernatural destiny”

is justified as an article of faith by adducing the
testimony of Scripture and showing its harmony

a

collection of facts, principles

READER:

ful to his own mind.

of

text-book.
Keeping clear of all attempts at
profundity, and satisfied with being simply practical and useful, it tells all, perhaps, that needs
to be told, and offers most of the. helps to com-

INDEPENDENT

ters, and especially by such as have been help-

is a

shape

neral approval.

lent style of argument, and a thorough vindicas
tion of the claims of a positive and dogmatic theology. The opponents of dogma in religion are
wont to

the

pressed will comman:

a contempt

specious and

& Bros.)

in

Christianity as a supernatural religion, and a decided and earnest protest against the rationalizing tendencies of the day, and the attempts to
reduce. our faith to a mere naturalistic level.
The author attempts to restate seme of the posi
tive and prominent doctrines of evangelical belief, and sustain them by such lines of argument
and methods of illustration as are called for by
the later pretensions and drift of skeptical wri-

religious

exposure

(Harper

treatise,

and rule§ can bé expected to bestow.

for almost everything that involves an attempt
to state the facts which

unambitious

position which any

for the spirit of Christianity

that the

plain,

CREDO, the new anonymous volume issued by
Messrs, Lee & Shepard, is a soméwhat fresh and
vigorous discussion of the various features of

of knowledge he was on a footing with his age.”
And he adds this somewhat striking remark:

a way

its.impulse into a field which calls so loudly for
Christian toil and holds out the promise of such
a rich reward.
:

HAVEN'S RHETORIC,

shows the firm believer,
the ripe thinker and the
resolute defender of what is vital in the Christian faith. It deserves a wide circulation, and

ing.

of those who have hitherto képt aloof from this

“sphere of effort, that they might be pressed by

The style is pure

underlie and the specific

in such

of ‘all earnest Sunday school laborers for the sake

the

‘beliefs that enclose it. They would banish all
dogmas, while professing to be the special guar.
dians of the gospel.
i

Men call

As

o

of the suggestions, and the good cheer which
ithas to offer them, and also into the hands

essential

wants of-the human soul, and save us from the
anarchy of ideas and the moral chaos of unbe-,

the place of a positive.

to me about God and Jesus, as mother
does?” said a sweet childish voice of four’ is attributed to them ; and he then procecds, in a
years. The father was dumb, and left the positive way, to prove that the church and min.
room quickly. A day or two before his istry are simply trustees putin charge of the

father loft to join his regiment, Harry
plucked from the garden a beautifil flower,

given us in the Bible, are

woman's sphere and privileges, that will startle
more or less readers. He declares that “ Paul
did not know everything, whether about women
or any other subject of knowledge. What the

life.

‘séems to make one an actual spectator and listens

er and participant. It ought to get into the h#nds

and well-defined faith. Looseness in opinion is
often accounted a merit,
Doctrines are pronounced

The entire pro-

ceedings are given us in such a complete and-adiirable form that the reading of these pages

guide ;—and, therefore, that positive religious
beliefs, founded on the supernatural revelation

neutralizer of its best influence. We are told
that religion is one thing, but that theology is
quito another. Creeds are indiscriminately condemned. A general religious consciousness or
sentiment is made to take

interest from beginning to end.

a large class of readers even, who need an ang
| dote to the flippant and egotistic skepticism that
is daily met, or who desire material for use in
discussing, in 8 plain and popular way, the vital
questions that are in‘issue between the believers
and the skeptics of the nineteenth century.

Oh! how patient and how kind
Jesus used tobe?
He will put his gentie mind,
If I ask, in me.

assistance,

morning, as I stood with mamma g
little three years old brother on the garden
walk, just starting for church, Alas! if I
had only remembered that pride must have
before she reached the gate.

How can little children’s hearts
Bring forth flowers of love,
Unless Christ, the Lord, imparts
Sunshine from above?

assistance at this hour of my severest trial.”

er’s boy. brought a bandbox.
Mamma opened it, and there were our last year’s leghord
flats—Nellie’s and mine—as white as leghorn could be, with ties of mottled pink
and white ribbon, so fresh and pretty! Our
delight was only

ten

heavily laden with wares, to a purchaser.
While staggering uoder its weight up a

old

on the grass
But when we

delicate, blue-veined

our eastern cities, about

tect, or trained up his sons in the fear of ‘Mamma !'" was all I had breath to exclaim,
God? Had he remembered the Sabbath hs Istodd in another instant, blinded and
day to keep it holy; or once taken his dripping before her, But further statement |.

Sobor bo his home

Nearly three

was sent by his employer to carry a basket,

him in, my darling daughter,

crumbling the bread into our bowls of milk,
at supper time, she was the same cheerful
mamma we had always known.

to his observ story and seating himself sur-

best of the bargain?

she must

window with her eyes out
plot where we were atsplay.

Mr. B. walked leisurely through his mansion, passed up the lengthy stairs leading

©

Of

but he laid it on the table and went away.
Mamma looked sober and thoughtful that

watehed

the world ?

day.

afternoon, sitting in her low chair by the

The Family Circle.

all this success, now

a

back, he took a bill out of his pocket-book
and offered it to mamma.
She refused it,

veyed his possessions.

was given; but deep thoughts were stirred
in this infidel’s heart.

«We'll have some nice succotash for dinner,

fascinating daughter, just blooming into
womanhood, entered to announce that a
gentleman desired to see her father. ¢‘Show

as she took the baby and told me to rur and
play a little while.
A buggy was still in the barn, unsold.
One day a gentleman topk it away, and
kept it two or three days. \When he came

— Liberal Chris.

Surely bad he not cause

keep

mamma couldn't spare me to go to school.
She never complained of being weary her-

And God-like to forgive.”

of his

mamma

the weeds out of the garden, and wiped

Christ-like it is the cross to bear,

as he boasted aloud
and business tact.

a time

farm, and prepare a new home.”

So when sweet Pity touched my heart,
An angel said to me:
:
“ Twas but the human feit the smart,—
“The spirit can make free. .
:
Tis possible the flesh to wear
Yet life divine to live;

his lips gave a little jerk,
with dignity he exclaimed,

came

so she was cheerful over staying alone all
summer, with only the children, in the big
house where there had been so much bustle
and company, and bravely helped to get
papa ready to go off to the West, to buy a

self, though

BY H.M,

¢ there

‘| an, whom such troubles couldn’t crush, and

My foe,” I said * shall know my might,”
But when I saw his face
So lost to honor or to right,
So fallen from God” grace,
Strange sadness o’er my spirit stole
Of penitence the germ,
That I had girded up my soul
To battle with a worm.

—

said,

when the papa went away, and the carriage
and horses were sold, and the servants were
dismissed. The mamma was a brave wom-

One day, when wrong had stung my heart,
The tempter said to me,
‘Revenge and Scorn shall hurl the smart
Back on thine enemy.”
Swift on their mission sped the twain,
Hurling their words of fire;
“They kindled hate that sprang amain
From Friendship’s smouldering pyre.

with the

the Lord's, and’

One beautiful Sabbath afternoon, early

in September, mamma and I were out in
‘the garden behind the house, picking ‘shell
beans’ for our lite dinner. Someway I do
not think there was much to make a meal
of in the house, but mamma only said,

ble pamphlef.of 188 pages, which is crowded with

and must always fail when usurping the place
and function of theological science,~that revealed religious dogmas can alone give to civilization
a true character and an abidipg life,~tha
the
natural conscience is an inadequate teacher and

children.’ I was trying to separate an upgaze upon; they may not boast of their ripe bean-pod from its stalk
. without pull- She prayed for him in agony; and how dare
good works; but cry out for God to have ing up the roots whena kind of mist came she approach one so deeply loved and revmercy upon them, and hasten:to settle ac: over my eyes, and I donot remember any erenced, upon this subject so near her,
counts with God, choosing that their sins go | mote till I found myself laughing and sob- “heart!
ie
before them to judgment, to be forgiven and bing and clambering right up, up, to my
But at length summoning all Ler cour age,
blotted out, that their heavenly mansion papa’s shoulder, in the dining-room, and she resolved to speak with him on the allmay be ready when they pass over the val- he was kissing and hugging all the children important matter.
“Father, T wish to:speak to you,” she
ley of death to that house not made with at once, and telling mammaat the same
hands, fitted and adorned for them by Je- time, in his cheerful voice, about. the- acci- said, with a beating heart and faltering lips.
sus. ‘Not alone in dollars and cents may dént to the boat which had prevented his | “Well,.daughter, what is it?" he asked
they desire to be even with the world; but getting home the night before, and about pleasantly.
:
in their example, their influence and their the farm in Wisconsin, without a. tree, or
The burdened heart could contain itself
a fence, or a house on it when he went, but no longer.
Bursting into an agony of tears,
|"life’s work.
:
Leaning upon Christ they may be pos- which - was now nicely ready for our new she said only,
*Your soul, father, your soul!”
|
sessed of peace, and love, and joy, and home, when we should go to it next spring.
That man of the world felt his heart
through his merits be even with God, able Crops had been good, he said, and he had
by losing their willsin His to lay all on the been kept longer than he expected, in order pierced as with one of God's OWN ArTOWS.
‘He could only answer with a choking voice,
altar and” have peace likea river. Even to secure them.
“Daughter, I will.”
with God through the merits of Jesus! O . Mamma grew stronger after that, and
how much better is this, than being tenant- there was a servant in the kitchen, and I | Is not this preaching, effectual, soul-sav:
:
ed in a.mansion with the gold that perish- went to school. But after we had moved ing?
eth, and a conscience that condemneth, and to the new country, and the farm was paid
“We are sowing, we are sowing,
though “‘even with the world,” sadly, dread- for, and comfort and plenty smiled all
Thoughts are seeds cast in a field ;
around, mamma
faded away
from our
Every act that we are doing,
fully in debt to God.
sight.
Every word its fruit shall yield.”
Oce day after she was gone, I found the
Why is not every Tittle boy and girl alive,
The Breakfast Shawl.
little shawl in a chest of drawers. When
wide-awake, on fire to make the world bdetI came to live in a home of my own, I
~ “ Halloo, isn't it a beauty?” cried Harry, brought it with me. It has a fragrance for ter and happier; swift on errandsof love,
catching from his little sister her ‘ break’a’t ‘me now, besides the lavender. To-day I mercy, and truth; running here, running
there, flying here, flying there on deeds beshawl,” and waving it in the air. “A
laid it out for Lilla's shoulders, when it is ‘a nevolent, gracious, gloriotis? To do good
break’a’t shawl, that’s jolly now!" and
cold morning.’ in the breakfast-room.
to this one, to that one; making this one
Harry -laughed derisively. Mingled with
Harry laid the little folded shaw] across the better and happier, and that one better and
his shouts came Lilla’s distressed voice.
back of a chair and went quietly away. happier ?
“Mamma! mamma! my break’a’t shaw!”
In another moment, Lillia had it grotesqueWhat hinders the lambs of the flock being
as if apprehending that her brother was
ly wrapped about her shoulders, and said,
just as zealous, just as active—if not more
about to tear it In pieces.
t of course
“Te ; me another story, mamma.”— —in doing the Master's will, telling how
Harry had no idea of venturing such a
Little Corporal.
good Jesus is, how ready, able, and willing
pieceof rudeness.
to save to the uttermost all that come unto
To be sure it was only a faded square vof
God by him, as the big folks are?
cambric, ard the pattern wasn’t the most
An Interesting’ Story.
When their own hearts are in tune gosgraceful, and there was just the faintest
pelly,
then are they duly qualified for a
suspicion of fringe in the dozen short bits
Cast thy bread upon the waters, and after
of sewing silk that dangled from its edges. many days it shall return to thee. "This" is general onset in the battle-field against sin
But it was soft and fine and smelt ‘of lav- a scripture truth, which, like all truth, has of every kind. Little folks, as well as great
ender, and it had pretty silken stripes.
been verified a thousand times. The follow- folks, must practice what they preach, and
Harry grew quiet as mamma folded the ing story may serve to illustrate the verity preach what they practice, else the cry will
“Thou,
little shawl and took Lilla on her lap with of this text. Allow me to premise that my be, ‘Physician, heal thyself.”
therefore, that teachest another, teachest
a thoughtful smile, and a tar-away look in story is a true one in all particulars.
her eyes.
2
Some thirty years since a lad of one of thou not thyself?”

St
A

Even

be

for. Jesus—they may rot have
mansions
here to dwell'in, or broad possessions
~to

The tears in her great eyes of blue,
I’m only a wee, little lassie,
There’s nothing a woman can do.

And the work

to

and on the holy Sabbath, to do something

« Mayn’t I be a boy #” said our Mary,

,

labor

give of their substance for the support of his

——ti—

They mustn’t run round

men

cause, when they take time out of the week

“« Mayn’t I be a Boy?”

"

18, 1869.

To ————————

in this world’s goods, forgetting that such
are laying up their treasures in heaven.

- He

AUGUST

ay

of philosophic thought, and associates it with
the best interests of morality and: religion. The

| though it may fully

satisfy very few readers,it
can not fail to aid in’ solving one of the most im-

portant problems with which this century has to
ny
p
pen

|

He stated thata Cherokee Indian, wan-

dering through

him from

that

search of his father, and

to the far West.

The report of the proceedings of the third Na-

had

enticed

had carried

in
him

The old chief had treat-

ed him as his own son, and having been
taken away at so early an
age, the memory
of his parents and former life had faded
from
. his mind. For thirty odd years he
lived as an Indian, and supposed that ne

was the son of the old ckief who claimed

to be his father,

A few months

since the

chief, very advanced in age, found himself

on his death-bed.

Shortly beforehe died

he called his adopted son to his bedside,

and informed him who and what he was.
Thereupon,

and

after the old chief was dead

buried, Hopkins

repaired to Ohio in

search of his parents, who he found had

removed to Champaign

tional Sunday School Convention, published by
J.C. Garrigues of Philadelphia, appears in a no-

section,

the field as he was going

City, Ill.

His re-

ap
ce created quitea8 much excitement among
the old settlers as did his
mysterious disappearance a third ofa cen-

tury ago.

-,

. STAR:

a

AUGUST

18, 1869.

=

ng, was completely prostrated, and itis
feared that her reasonwill be destroyed.

* Ascent of Mt. Washington.
N

J

——

a

bh

ANH

“Waite Mr, House, July 29, 1869.
From this’ hotel,

we

took the morning

coach, and after riding about five miles, we

reached the terra

firma terminus of the

railroad preparatory to a

Mt. Washington

The road at this point

visit to the clouds.

presents a unique appearance, For a few
yards the track is nearly level, but we soon

1" “Phere id nothing “mysterious
disappearances. Going up to Albany

on

the boat, a few evenings since, a young
man approached a young lady sitting near
us and
gradually engaged her in conversation.
It was carried on ina low tone of
voice, and yet loud enough to be over-

heard.

She let him know

that she lived

in 44th

street, New

between

York,

such.

but even the web footed penguins. . He
must find it difficult, at times, to provide.
R
dy with suficient
food; for
he swallows masses of tan:led seatan, and
lapge stunes have been fuund in his stomach to the number of twelve. When he
wishes to sleep he floats on the surface,

her country or knowing anything o! justice with a baby at her breast.
:
and is rocked and cradledby the waves of “And, of course,” they will say, ‘no
the ocean.

oe

What has, in all probability,

being

taken for human

x

i

led to their

beings by credu-

Fa

ter Marsh, of Littleton, a plain

man in ap-

pearance, but a man of indomitable perseverance, with but little scientific knowledge,—that, deficiency being compensated
for by an unusual share of common sense,

pastical judgment and executive ability.

heroad was built by Mr. John J. Sanborn, of Franklin,
N. H., ‘the right man

in the right place,”

The’ outer track is

Coming-down on the Hudson River Railroad from Troy, a young lady was sitting

in the seat before us.

A

seat before her turned and

young man in the

began conversa-

tion with her, from which he learned that
she was in Mrs.
's -school at Troy,

was

going down

few

to New York to spend a

days at home.

Byand

his seat and took one by her

the outer rails, this

being designed

only.

and the control of it in the descent, regular

cog-wheel work. Such an arrangement is
rendered nécessary by me steep
grade of
the road, the ascent in some sections being thirteen and a half inches to the yard,

with an average of 1300 feet to the mile,a
distance of about three miles.
As we ascend one

section,

the next may

be invisible, while still another is. seen as
werise, section after section coming into
view as we ascend,though some of the more

elevated ones may be all or most of the time
in view: The track is nearly the shortest
‘distance up the mountain,

curving and zig-

zagging slightly to overcome certain obstacles. The ascent is performed in about
one hour and a half, at

present, as a matter

nt
fr @—

The

following is from the

ror, Mrs.
editor :

Jane

G.

Weekly

Swisshelm,

Mir-

associate

clear,

and the views all that a~ipver of nature
and an admirer of the

-

could reasonably ask.
view were principally
ourlevel,

part of the

and

none

time.

In

wonders of creation

The few clouds in
below us, a few at

above,

the

at least

distance

fora

were

seen small villages, rustic farm-houses and
farms, silvery streams, shining sheets. of

water, lakes and ponds, with deep, dark
ravines below us, as we looked down into
the awful chasms on all sides of us, As we
gaze around us in ‘all directions, ranges of
towering mountains succeed one another in

almost interminable
profusion) their eraggy peaks assuming almost
al shapes and
itions. But such views must be seen to
e appreciated, since they beggar all description.
At about six o'clock we left the alta-cloud
station, situated
confused mass

in terra petra—for such a
of stones in all possible

postures and shapes can be found in no
other part of New England, if in the
world—making
réasonable time down the
first section, all evidently enjoying the occasion.
We had proceeded. alittle more than a
mile,

having

reached

‘ Jacob's

ladder”

with a grade of more than one foot in three,
when an unusual noise was heard under
the engine. The order was given by the
chief engineer of the road, then on the engine, to stop, which was unnoticed.
It
was repeated, when in a second fromthe
time that his hand touched the rod connected with the*‘ socket” the train was ata
perfect ‘¢ stand-still.” An examination revealed the unpleasant fact that an axle of

the
the

father does no more for
of the interests of the

husband and
advancement

family.

This being

thé case, she is enti-

income, to one-half

to one-halfof the

tlefl

he should divide his half as he pleases;
or if he dies intestate, the law should give
it to his heirs. If he have children, the
vidow should get none of it; if he have
no children, she might be one of his heirs.
If she dies before him and has not disposed of her half by will, it should be secured to her heirs;

of Tit, if she

and he

have

should get none

children.

If not,

he

might be one of her heirs.

law

Repeal
which

the slave code for wives—the
says, ‘all that she can acquire

by her labor, service, or act, during
ture, belongs to her husband.’

cover.

This law was made for the old Saxon
swineherds, in the days when Alfred the
Great was king. It gives the husband exactly the same power.over his wife's earnings that the South Carolina slave code
gave to the master over the earnings of
the slave.
Emancipate wives, make them

equal partners with their husbands, and
thus give them the same motives for industry and economy that are given to men,
and see if you do not, with one stroke of
a pen, dash out

nine-tenths of the

extrava-

gance and fashionable folly of women,
multiply marriages four-fold and get rid
of the talk about woman's wages. There
is something wrong when woman is out
in the world contending with men for
wages.
She should find her reward in
her own

proper work, keeping

house

and

raising children; and when the masses of
women are emancipated and paid for doing the work that no man can do, the exceptions who teach school, sell dry goods
and write for newspapers, will
find the
wages-question very easily settled.”

the track,

which

fre-

quently occurs on other roads. No very
sensible jar was produced—nor other injury to the machinery, one wheel remaining in position, perfectly so, and the other
simply rubbing against the side of the enine. While the feasibility of the ‘‘ scheme”
as been fairly proved by man trips, this
incident has answered the oft repeated
question ‘* What would result if an accident
should occur?” And more, it has demonstrated the fact beyond all question—since a
worse

accident, or in a worse place,

could

-searcely have occurred—that the train is
completely under the control of the engineer, while a brakeman is at his position in the car, watching the relative position of the car and engine, having the same
power to stop the train in an instant, and
the flanges of all the wheels are so constructed that it is scarcely possible, and by
no means probable, that the train will ever
be thrown from the track by accident.
The ‘friction brake” consists of an iron
band extending round the whole’ wheel,
tightened at will, the ¢ reverse” stopping
the driving wheel, the

‘‘ rachet” under the

i

\

—tr Gp—

The extent
to which water mingles with
bodies apparently the most solid is very
wonderful. The glittering opal which beauty wears as an ornamentis only flint and
water. Of every twelve hundred tons of
earth which & landlord has in his estate four
hundred are water.
The snow-cabped
summits of our
highest mountains
have

dren; the judges are incorruptible, and
such an exquisite sense of propriety prevails in their courts that they would swoon
in“mingled indignation and shame on discovering, as the

baby

cried, and the sheriff

announced why madam, the judge, was
about to retire—that she was not going to
take a drink herself! So deadly would be
such a departure from long-established
usage. Two weeks ago we said that this
queslion should be discussed ; but now we
eel that the

argument is ended, that noth-

ing more need be added, pro or con, that
Mill has' written the ¢‘Subjection of Woman” in vain,

and

ried apostle
ton.

that,

at last.

powerof affection.

—

In asserting this, am I

woman may make for a more extensive rec-

to be, it is a shame for man, it is

for humanity to be.

I merely

this, that whatever woman
inthe world, with brain

a shame

insist upon

may accomplish
or hands, will

draw its vital efficacy, its talismanic virtue
from the heart ; apd that her strength in all
these various shapes of action and of influence, in its root and

essence,

strength of the affections.

The hiding of a

woman's

ever

bein the

and

power must

steadfastness

of

her

will

love.

be

the

fervor

And her

most triumphant characteristic is love, culminating in its highest expression—that of

control of both the engineer and brakeman,”
with other means of control not as easily self-sacrifice. A thoughtful writer his ob.
explained. Indeed there are eight meth- served the contrast between the sexes even
ods of stopping the train, all independent, in their play. ‘ The boy,” he says, ¢ gets
and each sufficient singly to stop the train. together wooden horses and a troop of tin
Six of these. are available in the descent, soldiers, and works with them. The girl
and the most important of thera are under takes a doll, and works for it.” This is
woman's great peculiarity—the work
of
the control of both.
:
In fine, the enterprise has proved a de- self-sacrifice—working for others.— Rev. Dr.
°
cided success, and the projector is now Chapin.
reaping a rich harvest, the travel being
very large, especially since the weather
The Sea-Elephant.
has not been very warm thus far this season, If the carriage road isa * triumph of
At présent, the true sea-elephant is
engineeing skill,” this must be regarded found only in the
Antarctic ocean; a
as a far greater one in all respects, the monster not unfrequently thirty feet long,
‘“ eighth” wender of the world.—Mirror and and measuring over sixteen feet in circum-

no use! Here's ene of the craters sarchin’
for.us with a lantern !”
WHEN WILL girls learn better than to
hastily ‘marry a stranger of whom the

know (nothing?

Sad

examples

married

them,

very short
been

just

a

week

ago,

after a

acquaintance.t§Thej;week had

spent in’ traveling

and at the beach,

one of the
girls having loaned her man
over a hundred dollars towards the expenses of the trip. Last Saturday the girls
wére at the station house weeping, !as the
villains had been arrested for bigamy, each

which are boiled

for

our dinner

have,

in

Yes, whatever

your trade or profession, ex-

cel in it if yon can. Bear in mind that any
kind of honest labor is honorable, but choose
well. “In whate’er you sweat, indulge
your taste.”
If you like the free life and honest labor
of a farmer, do not drag out long years in
the study of law or medicine, for

only

.go immediately to the farm, and in the

diffused through five and a half pailfuls of youlove enjoy that

water.
Inplants we find water thus mingling no less wonderfully.
A sunflower
evaporates oneand a quarter pints of water
a day, and a cabbage about the same quantity. A wheat plant exhales in one hundred and seventy-five days about one hundred thousand grains of water.

y

that would

be ‘¢ vanity and vexation of spirit ; ” but
life

perfect peace of mind

peculiar to every individual that feels he

in his forte,

doing

what God designed

should, and who will never have to

that cold, humiliating,

is

he

realize

and sickening

feel-

ing, that his life has been a failure.

Suffer not that feeling to creep over you,
but be up and doing.
¢‘ Look well to. .the
ways of your footsteps.” Keep clean the

The sap of plants is the medium through
which this mass of fluid is conveyed.
Iu house of clay in which God has placed you.

forms a delicate pump,up which the watery
particles run with the rapidity of a swilt
stream.
By the action of the sap various

properties may

be

communicated

to the

growing plant.
Timber in France is, for
instance, dyed with the various colors mixed with water, and sprinkled over the roots

of the tree.

Dahlias are also colored

by a

similar process.

Touch not, taste not that which - will corruptit.
Go not to your grave a compositign; one-third whiskey, one-third tobacco,
abd the remaining third corruption, so filthy
that even the ghouls and ravenous worms
would scorn to touch you.
:

Be true to yourdelf. Deal honestly and
plainly with your fellow-men. Remember

that-

:
‘The pleasure is as great
In being cheated as to cheat.”

Literary Women,
By
a

Literary women are not so entirely unlike the rest of their sex as sdme people
imagine.
Grace Greenwood tells the following little story, which illustrates the
point. “A lovely young friend of mine
once met Miss Martineau and Mrs. Somerville at a literary soiree. Being exceedingly
an

modest,

my

introduction

watched

them

friend

dared

beings

so

to

afar

off with

not

exalted,

the

seek
but

intense

interest of true genius-worship.
At last
she saw them sitting together in a secluded window-seat, conversing in a deeply
interesting manner.
Thinking that the
subject under discussion might be the
track of the

next comet, or some

profound

question of political economy, she resolved
to

draw

near,

and,

unperceived,

catch

—From ‘Stand for the Right,” in

Phreno-

logical Journal.

Items.
i

WHAT grows bigger the more you contract it
Debt.
“WELL, WIFE, you can’t say I ever con-

tracted bad habits.” ¢‘No, sir; you generally expanded them.”
CONFINE your expenses, or they will
confine you.

Most of a fisherman’s income may. be
classed under the head of net gains.
LABOR, with keen eye and strong will,
will turn up something.

dyed brown, to wear

with my

brown

satin

do better, my dear.’”

Madam,

A MILESIAN hearing sundrygeports rath-

Judge,

"PERSONS who marry thereby diminish
their chance of being arrested for crime.
A majority of six thousand of the men ar-

Baby.

rested

in New York last year were single,

In No. III of his “Summer Letters” to and the majority of single women over
the Evangelist, Rev. T.L. Cuyler treats of married was nearly as large.
Woman's Rights in a notice of Dr. Bush“SoLDIERS must be mighty dishonest,”

nell’s book, whom he styles “The Tennyson says Mrs. Partington, ‘as it seems to be a
among American Theologians.”
Who isthe nightly occurrence for a sentry to be reTennyson of American Poets?
Dr. Cuy- lieved of his watch.”

ler should have chosen him for his simile,
as Tennyson has not the great pleasure of
being an American.
Dr. Cuyler is horrified at the possibilities of the future if
women are enfranchised. Firstly, he tells
more

honest,

of

dignified

women

something
pation in
has never
an election

come

that

GENTLEMAN

saw

a receipt

the

cf

dyspepsia

and

the

polls, have

has

a crop

charm that almost
beauty.
‘what

No

harvest.

:

belongs to good

that they
manners,”

are observed to carry very little of them inWHAT

S#«ll.’

to

compensates for lack of |

PEOPLE who oftenest assert
know

tor,

Mary

ready

THERE is a certain softness of manner
which, in either man or woman, adds a

to practice.

Tammany ‘repeater’ could excel that.”
So, according to the Democratic stand-

nearly

She was wealthy before the war.

changed her dress, and offered a second
vote : when asked her name by the inspec‘I am

cure

and pure, when all

yet to learn. Woman’s participolitics, to a very partial extent,
wrought this revolution. When
was held in Essex county, New

replied,

advertisement

to

elections will be

Jersey, at which women voted, some of
the sharpest tricks were played by the fair
sex.”
For example, a certain Mary Jones
came and voted ; a few hours afterward she
she

for

an

might be had by sending two postage
stamps to the advertiser.
He sent his
stamps, and the answer was, “Digin your
garden and let whisky alone.”
THERE is a young lady in Harris c unty,
Georgia, who has ploughed, oats
cultivated without help five acres of cotton

the following story :
‘“Those who claim that
sorts

A

THE LOCAL

SAID

OF THE

LECTURER.

The lecture last evening was a brilliant afard, in Gotham, Mary has shown her ca- fair. The hall ought to have been filled.
pacity for voting, and should be enfran- We are sorry to say only forty persons
The speaker commenced
chised by especial act of the Legislature. were present.
by Saying that he was by birth an ecclesiasIn order that our Democratic friends ma
American.
ference! His powerful teeth are formida- have Mary always, we would like to finis tical deduction; gave a learned descripble enough in appearance, and above them the story.
The sun was beginning to tion of the devil, and his skill in sawing
he raises, when
he is roused to anger, his touch the clouds that hung over Orange trees. Among other things, he stated that
Disappearance of a Lady.
inflated trunk,
which ordinarily hangs Mountain with his flaming fingers, when a the patriarch Abraham taught Cecrops
loosely over his upper lip.
His whole quiet, but determined and rather cunning- arithmetic. We trust the eloquent divine
A Jouug lady of French birth, named body “is covered witly stiff, shining hair, looking female approached the ballot-box. may be induced to repeat the lecture at
Alzein Patvin, aged seventeen years, left and underneath his fik-goat he has a layer “It seems to me I've seen you before,” some future day,
.
her home in Montreal, on the 15th of June,
of fat at least a foot thick, which protects said the sedate. Jerseyman, who stood WHAT THE LECTURER SAID OF THE LOCAL.
to visit friends in New York. The lastseen him effectually against the terrible cold of guard at the palladium of his country’s libDear Sir—In a report of my lecture in
of the young lady was on a Hudson River the polar regions. The two awkward feet, erty.
‘‘Aren’t you Mary Still?” No,”
Railroad train on the evening of the day mere stumps encased in fat-like coverings, wus the simple rejoinder of this remarka- your beautiful eity, you have made some
referred to. The conductor, when applied are of little avail to the giant when he ble woman, “I'm Mary yet.” * And” she few'mistakes, which I wish to correct. You
to for information, told friends of Miss Put- moves on firm land. After afew yards he continued, souo voce, as she walked away made me speak of myself as by birth an
vin in N, Y. that he saw a young lady begins to groan and to rest, while the after depositing her third vote, *‘yo're still *‘ecclesiastical deduction ;” but what I said
was, that
I. was not by birth, but only eccleanswering the description given, on the whole huge body
shakes as if it were one green.”
Instead of speaktrain, but he was unable to say whether vast mass of jelly-like fat. Here he falls
Secondly, he makes the following sup- siastically, a Dutchman.
ing of the devil ‘“‘sawing trees,” I spoke of
she left the cars at Thirtieth Street depot or an easy victim to the sailors, who come in position :
at some intermediate station. He also said search of his ivory and his oil; they walk
“With the ballot comes public office. It’ him as sowing tares. Ihave said nothing
that he saw her in conversation with a man fearlessly
through the thick crowds and isa delicate point to touch; but none of the of Abraham, but spoke of the Arabians as
who appeared to be a stranger to her. knock them over by a single blow on the woman's rights champions have told us how nomades of patriarchal simplicity. I said
and inAlthough
three ‘skillful’ detectives have. note. The giant
opens his enormous
ubli¢ affairs are to go on while Madam the Cecrops was the founder of a!
tha people in agriculture.
Ta
been endeavoring to find a clew to her mouth and shows his formidable teeth, but
yor or Madam the Judge are forced in- structed
Very truly yours.
whereabouts since that time, up to the as he cannot move he is virtually helpless. to retirement by the pressing duties of
resent writing, not the slightest trace of | Very different, however, are his motions in housekeeping and maternity. Just imagTwo IRISHMEN stopping at the Island
er, further
tha
e de
d, h
his own element; as soonas he is under ine a Judge of the Supreme Court retirin g| House, Toledo, lit their gas, and, with
been fh. huiiheyapore 8
tvin, the water he swims
with amazing
rapidity, from the hench to— ‘nurse the baby !'?
windows open, sat down -to.enjoy a chat.
mother of the young lady, when informed turns and twists like an eel, and is thus enOur righteous city Judges, whose breasts
by telegraph, at her daughter was miss. abled to catch not only swift fish and sepias, are fall of the" milk of human kindness, The hungriest of Toledo mosquitoes soon
flocked in, and drove them desperate. The
¢

a
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PACIFIC RAILWAY

$6,600,000.
We beg leave to announce that we have accepted the -

Kaas Pie Rave Compe

agency of the

:

g

ss

New Seven per Cent.,

Thirty Year Gold Loan, Free from Tax.
This Loan amounts to $6,600,000,

$y

!

First Mortgage Land-Grant and Sinking Fund Bonds.
secured upon the extension of the Railway from near
Sheridan, in Kansas, to Denver, Colorado, a distance
of 237 miles, of which 12 miles are completed, and the
rest is under construction. It is also a Mortgage op
on Rolling Stock and Franchise of this first-class R.
way, besides now running through the State of Kan
:
sas,

Be

And in successful operation for 437 miles

. A BARof iron, placed exactly north and

west of the Missouri River, and earning
\dy.
enough to meet all of ite expenses and existing obli-"
gations, besides
od
A
:
More than the Interest upon this new Loana

of them Kaving a wife living.
south upon the

roof of a house, will, after

the exposure of a year, become magnetized
to

such

an extent

that it will,

when sus-

In addition to this the Bonds are also secured by

pened by a string, always point north.

first mortgage of the
GOVERNMENT LAND GRANT OF
THREE MILLIOVYN
CRES,
extending in alternate sections on_either side of the
track, from the 394th mile postin Kansas to Denver,
The proceeds ofthe sale of these lands are to be invested by the Trustees in the 7 per cent, Bonds themselves up to 120 or in U, 8. Bonds, as

@bituaries,

SARAH C., wife of

E.

Putman,

and

| A Sinking Fund for the Redemption
of the

Bonds.

The lands embrace. some of the finest portions of
the magnificent Territory
of Colorado, including a
coal field and pinery. The Company also holds as an
asset another tract of

daughter

Three Millions

of J. and 8. E, Eeles, died in the village of Good-

of Acres in the State

of

erich, Mich., April 12, 1869, aged 24
years, 3
.
Kansas,
:
months and 1 day. She had been married a little | and although jot le
ed as a security.
for this Loan,
“more than a year and was a me mber- of the Good- -their possession
8
ely tothe Company’swealth
erich F. W. Baptist church for two years. She 2] credit. We po ob the .
. P ny bs
was loved by all previous to conversion,
but on
alue
of
the
Company's
property,
covered
receiving the love of God she became very useful in promoting the interests of Zion. She was
by this mortgage, at $23,000,000

a woman of more than ordinary ability

and

in-

net, while

telligence,but all she possessed was consecrated to
Christ. She faithfully filled the place of organist. In her every day walk she was truly “ a
light to the world,” and many by her influence
have been led to virtue and happiness. She leaves
behind her, a companion, father, mother, younger sister,’and a babe.
A more solemn gathering
was never witnessed in Gooderich than at her
; funeral, where young and old assembled to pay
their last respects to one who was highly ésteemed by all.
Her place at home
and
church is
vacant and none is able to fill it.
She has gone
from a world of suffering to rest with her Saviour in the mansions of glory.
The funeral services were conducted by the writer.

ime

grace,in the midst

of constant

THIRTY YEARS TO RN

FREE
Sota,

~The

FIRST
Better

summons

INVESTMENT,

than

Government

Securities,
oe

The attention of investors is invited to these
recommend

as one

well
of

the

at their market value, without commissions.

Pamphlets, with maps giving full information, sent
on application,
4

DABNEY, MORGAN § CO.,

No. 53 Exchange Place, N. Y.

JM.

K.

JESUP

Im32

The

§& CO,,

No. 12 Pine Stree¢, N, Y.

Bank

of California,

San

¥

CAPITAL,

Francisco.
-

SURPLUS,

-

ge

-

$5,000,000,

GOLD,

- 1,200,000,

6

AGENCIES.

AUSTIN,

WHITE PINE,

ly EV 4DA,

RUBY CITY, IDAHO.

A GENERAL BANKING AND EXCHANGE BUSINESS TRANSACTED BY THE BANK
AND AGENCIES, yor deposited with us for investment in Farm.
ing Lands, City or other property on the Pacific
Coast, will be paid by Telegraph or otherwise in any

part of California,

Oregon, Idaho, and in the Mining

istricts of Nevada, through the Bank and
as above, on the most favorable terms,

Agencies

LEES & WALLER,
Bankers,

And Agents

for the BANK OF CALIFORNIA in New
4132

York.

- THE WONDERFUL

BOOK
-CASH.
PORTABLE,

|’

CHEAP AND ORNAMENTAL.
Great
Inducements.
This Patent Portable Book-Case

is just

the thing

for Clergymen, Physicians, Lawyers, School Teachers, Book Stores, Libraries, &c.
It is the cheapes
and bestin the market.
It is Portable, can be set up
in ten minutes, and as quickly taken down without
the least injury.
No tools, screws or nails are required.
The
Case is seven and a half feet high and 4
feet wide, having eight shelves, and holding 250 volumes.
‘It is made of Black Walnut finish: d in oil,
and is packed in a neat box 4 feet Jong and 14 by 16
inches square, and sent to any address on receipt of

in

health, and trusted for a time that she had received through him the forgiveness ofher sins,yet
after sickness came upon her, she walked for
many weeks, perhaps through the influence of
her disease, in great darkness of mind.
But the
Lord was merciful to her, and caused his face to
shine upon her, so that for a long time before her
death she enjoyed almost continually the peace
of his presence.
To those who were with her as
she wasted away, it seemed wonderful that she
endured suffering with so much
patience, and

for the

happy

most profitable investments in the market.
Gold and Government Securities taken in payment

MARY JANE MORRILL, daughter of Wm. and
Elizabeth ¥'. Morrill, died in Stowe, Vt., June9,
after a sickness of more than -a year, aged 23

$20.00.

tion to

end fpr circular containing cut and descrip-

EZRA

3t32

"OR

HASKELL

& €O.,

Dover,

N. H.

LEY
|
|Familray
bay
LL
Impl
reliable,Knits

to depart.

Her friends, although they feel that the vacant
place can never
be
filled,
thank
God, in
their deep sorrow, that he led her away with so
kind and tender a hand, and with so evident tokens that he was present with her as she went
down into the river,
Com,

are

the Agents reserving the right to advance the rate,

of ‘pleura pneumonia and scarlatina, aged 1 year,
7 months and 27 days.
She had a very lovely

waited so calmly

CLASS

secured bonds, which we

Jordan,

when

They

The Boxnds will be sold for the present at
i
96, and accrued Interest, both
in Currency,

HATTIE A., daughter of M.
A. and A. M.
Young, died in Upper Gilmanton, March 18, of
pleura
pneumonia, aged 1 year, 6 months and
10 days. She was an unusually intelligent and
iuteresting child and is greatly lamented.
Funeral services by Rev. E. Smith.
NELLIE B., only child of Arthur H. and Emma
J. Lamprey, died in Upper Gilmanton, May 12,

Saviour

Agents of th€ Loan, before accepting the trust

in every respect perfectly sure,and‘in some essentials
even

tian fortitude. During all her sickness, her soul
was stayed on the Saviour.
She found it hard to
leave her husband and family of seven children,
but the Sisialting frace of God enabled her to
say, ‘‘ Thy will,
ord, be done.”
She was an
excellent neighbor, a generous friend, a tender
mother, an affectionate wife, and a devoted Christian.
She died as she lived, trusting the Saviour.
B. F. PRITCHARD.

the

in

coupon will

to give the Loan an emphatic endorsement as a

She suffered much, but bore it with Chris-

She had sought

payable

;

which it runs, carefully examined.

died in Cape Elizabeth,Me.,July 20,aged 40 years.
Sister Jordan possessed all those Christian qualities which- constitute the fitness of a soul for
heaven, or what is equally important a fitness to

-years.

is made

New York, but each

had the condition of the Road,and the eountry through

Christian character-and has done what she ould
in her feeble health to carry forward the cause of
God, not only by her prayers and exhortations
but by endeavoring to stay up the hands of her
companion in his arduous duties of preaching.
She was resigned to her last sickness, which was
very. distressing, and has gone to receive her reward.
She leaves a beloved husband and six
children to mourn their loss, which we trust is
her eternal gain. Funeral services by Rev.
A.
K. Moulton and D. Moody.
CoM.

and. affectionate disposition, and endeared herself to friends and neighbors during her brief
stay on earth. Funeral sexgices by the writer.
»
O. F. RUSSELL.

TAXATION,

On $1000 Bond in New York, $35 (gold) each half year,
Ld
te
London,
£768.10,
¢
4
“t
Ld
“
Frankfort,
87 flr. 80 krtzs,

lieving that she might be more useful with the
church where she lived. She always maintained a

M.

in the city of

ing rates:

REBECCA, wife of Rev.’ N. B. Smith, died at
North Weare, July 11, aged 57 years.
Sister L.
experienced religion some, thigty-two years ago,
and united with the F.W. Baptist church in Newport. Afterwards her husband having been called
to labor in the gospel ministry in various places,
she connected herself with different churches, be-

A.

GOVERNMENT

e
Payable in Frankfort, London, or New York
at option of the holder, without notice, at the follow-

E.

E., wife of Capt.

FROM

the Company paying the tax.
The principal of the Loan

worldly business, giving literally of hig hard
earnings to ‘aid every benevolent ‘enterprise.
He was one of the first $100 donors to our first
$10,000 fund for our Biblical School.
Few laymen in any part of our denomination have attended so many Q. M’s,Y. M’s and General Conferences as Father Rich;and his counsel, prayers,
and alms, made his presence like *¢ cold water to
a thirsty soul.” Through the rich grace of Jesus,
he made life a real success to himself, to his
family, to the church, and the world.
Although surrounded with the kindest friends, such
was his strength of faith, and ripeness for heaven
that he longed to go home.
A vast assembly attended kis funeral on the 4th, feeling that a true
Christian warrior had gained a glorious and eter-

MRs. MARY

/

from May 1, 1869, and will pay
Seven per cent. Interest in Gow,
semi-annually, on May 1 and Nov. 1, and-are

successful

nal victory.

is merely

The Bonds have_~

WW.

and

the Loan

$6,600,000.

Dra. JosErpH Ricu*died in Jackson, Me., July 2, aged 82 years.
He experienced religion and
joined the F. W. B. church in Thorndike sixtythree years ago.
Father Rich was a devoted
Christian worker with hand, heart and purse.—
Always busy, energetic and persistent, he, attained a large development of every Christian

live.

about me ain’t true!”

i

y

GOLD LOAN
A

of suc

marriages are constantly OeouIHing.
A
Lawrence paper says that two girls (had
been at work at Lowell, and had laid up
some money; wher: two Englishmen, who
had just arrived, made love to them and

S——S——————=—
ly

wir

many million tonsof water in a - solidified

wherever

her instincts demand—if she truly follows
her instincts, Lam sure she will not go
wrong. Iam sure of this also, that wherever man may lawfully go, woman may
lawfully go. Wherever woman ought not

*‘Jamie, Jamie, it's

panion with a punch.

Particular Notice 1 Persons wishing obituaform.. In every
plaster-of-Paris statue
ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
Good Advice. which an Italian carries through our streets
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
—
——
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
for sale, there is one pound of water to four
{
E
.
pounds of chalk. The air we breathe conWhatever be your calling, be proud of it. Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
tains five grains of water to each cubic foot Are you a shoemaker? Try to make a bet- single square can well be afforded to any single
of its bulk. The potatoes and turnips. ter shoe than any other man can make. obituary. Verses are inadmissible.

ognition of her rights, or a larger field for
her powers ? No ; I am not doing any
such thing. Let woman do whatever her
faculties can achieve—Ilet her go

strayed into the room, caught the eyeof
one of the travelers. He roused his com-

Un-

attempting to mask the great questions of
the day with ¢ a glittéring generality?” Am
1 disposed to deny any lawful claim which

cr

which had

began to doze, ali ghtning-bug,

the unmar-

is vindicated.—Church

dress.’
Then answered Mrs. Somerville er against his character for veracity, eximpressively, through the ear-trumpet of claimed, in an honest burst of indignation,
Harriet Martineau: ‘I think you cannot “Thank fortune, halfthe lies that are told

us, nor thrown from

The true

the crags far below

Curious Facts about Water.

nowadays all the men are chivalrous; the
women marry for love, and long for chil-

power of woman is in resistless

Where Woman’s Power Lies.
~

upon

drag them-

and hoard up some of those grand revelaA CORN extractor that has never been
tions of genius and bold speculations of
science. She stole noiselessly up to the patented: the crow.
window, and, hidden by the curtain, listenHiaH houses are mostly empty in the uptened: ‘I willtell you what I mean to do,’ per story.
said Miss Martineau, laying her hand emLuck is ever waiting for something to
phatically on the arm of Mrs. Somerville,
‘I mean to have my white crape shawl turn up.

the engine had broken, the one connected
with
the firjving wheel, and yet we were

not precipitated

they

their raw state, the one seventy-five per
«The husband and wile are equal -part- cent. and the other ninty per cent. of waners. The husband is outdoor head of the ter.
firm, and the wife indoor member.
Her
If a man weighing one hundred and forty
work in the house is of ag much impor- pounds were squeezed in a hydraulic press,
tance to the welfare of the family as his seventy pounds of water would run out, the
work out of doors. No family can be well balance being solid matter.
A man fis,
managed unless the wife and mother faith- chemically speaking, forty-five pounds of
fully perform her part; and if she does this, carbon and other elements, with.nitrogen

This
of caution, the road having encountered so, of fal that he and she accumulate.
him, and
much opposition and prejudice that unusual half should bé hers if she survive
prudence seems
anded.
.
The day was unusually fair ard

wounded

selves painfully inland, and hide behind a
large rock to die in peace unseen by others. ‘If they are prevented from thus retiring, they shed tears, as they also wee
bitterly when they are ill-treated by crue
sailors.— Putnam's Monthly.

side, and rode

Woman’s Wages.

for the propulsion of the car in the ascent,

are mortally

bY be changed

made of two-inch bars, fastened to timbers, with her to New York. Before they partwith about the width of the rails of an ordi- ed she promised to meet him on the cornary track. A central rail is constructed of ner of certain streets the next day.
Such things are of daily occurrence, and"
wrought iron, shaped somewhat like a
sluice, through the upright portions of that they often result in “mysterious disapwhich, und rods of iron about an inch in pearances” is not to be wondered at. Evfliameter are stretched, resembling
a lad- ery parent supposes his child to be able to
e care of herself, and girls are left to
.der with a bottom to it, the * thimbles”
aboutan inch apart. = This rail is laid, of travel alone, exposed to the wiles of bad
course, to have
the ‘* thimbles” horizontal, men and women who, like the devil, are
to serve as gearing for the cogs of the driv- continually going about seeking whom they
ing wheel. The weight of the car rests on may devour,—N. ¥. Observer.
:
IR

woman of Mrs. Stanton's age would be
either elected or Appointed a judge, for our
fellows and the
Legislature would go for
the young ones.”
:
“But,” thirdly, and by way of propheey, continues the doctor, ‘‘perhaps inthe
halcyon days which female suffrage is to

abrupt asceat, the track be- and such street and avenue; that he must lous and superstitious mariners of early
ing elevated on trestle-work,. to render the not write to her there, but a letter ad- ages, is the beauty of their eye, and the
rise at this point accessible, the dressed to the care of Miss B—, her deep feeling they manifest at critical times.
i.
grade of this section being 1700 feet to the school friend at——, South Tenth St., Wil- They not only néver attack men, but un‘mile. And here I may remark ‘that the liamsburg, would reach her. When the like the sympathetic seals, they also aban- inane, some of these ancient usages
don their wounded companions, and pur- will be voted out, and the- next generaa novel structure, being
planned, young lady runs off with the scamp who
and the construction of the road, &c., exe- flattered her into this arrangement, it will posely turn aside so as not to witness their tions will be brought 3p ‘on the bottle.” ”
The preacher is doubtless right; for
sufferings and their agony.
When they
cuted, under the supervision of Mr. Sylves- be called a mysterious disappearance.

commence an

ec

which, however, they never allow to be clerk, who was summoned to devise sortie
touched in court, not even by a motherless defense against
them,
told them em to ¢!close
g
t
child; will
tbis-brilliant.|
sally ‘that they will laugh over their bot- acted on the suggestion, and =m themthe sheets. Just as they |.
bet
tes at, the very thought of 4 woman I ving’ .gelves between

everything.
FRaewTs wiv. aie
fly PRE
Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO, Beth, Mo.
.

12134

Constipation,
INDIGESTION,
DYSPEPSIA,

AARON RICKER died in Lebanon, Me., May 11
aged 83 years and 11 months.
He experience
religion some years ago under the labors of Rev.
T.
Stevens, and ever afterwards: lived a consistent Christian life. He was an affectionate husband, a kind father and a good citizen.
During
his sickness he often said that to live was
Christ, to die was gain.”
He was often heard to
say as he drew near the swelling tide. ‘‘ Oh, how
recious Jesus is!” His sickness, was extreme,
is death triumphant.
He leaves to mourn an
aged widow and nine children,
The funeral

Doctor PITCHERS “CASTORIA.”

church, by the writer.

afflictions, TRY IT, AND SEE.

services were

attended

at the North

Lebanon

W. C. GupTILL.

TABITHA EASTMAN died at her residence in
Whitefield, N. H., Sept. 22, aged 75 years. She
eXpetjente] religion in early youth and united

with

Sick

the school of Christ, she

delighted

in

its ruler,

diseipline and lessons ; as soldier in the Christian
army, she wad ever at her post, and with her

armor on, She was
practieal Christian.
eavenly flame, and
more.
ough her

& whole-souled,
Religion was to
her. path shown
earthly life has

earsest and
her a vital,
more and
ended, she

has entered upon that lifé where there is no
night, and no weeping. May her holy walk, and
hristian

riends.

ipae)

blessed

be:iblee

to her

numerous

G. H. PINKHAM,
{
7

and

Bilious

Ho! all ye suffering clergymen,
and
SOLD

Rev. JOHN STEVENS,

troubles
in

of

the

numerous

all others

in like

BY

Biddeford, Me.

Price, 256 Cents per Bottle,

became a member of the Whitefield church at
its organization,of which she continued an ex-

her course.” She lived in Whitefield a little
more than half a century.
As a scholar in

Liver

laints, may
be greatly
relieved, and,
nstances,
finally cured, by the use of

the F', W. B. church at Lisbon. She atterward

emplary and faithful member until she “finished

Headache,

Bowels, and the thousand and one sufferings, which
are being endured in c.nsequence of the above com-

4w290

OUR BOOKS IN BOSTON.
A full supply of Freewill Baptist
Books may be
found at Woodman and Hammett’s, 37 and 39, Brattle
St., Boston, Mass, They furnish our books to all parties desiring them, at our published rates, Bee thei
advertisement in another column;

For Sale. _.
2
tar

A Good Change for Investments
CITY OF DOVER BO!
for. sale. Im.
quire of the sub
at the Morning
se, Dover N. H.
Ls R. BURLINGAME.

ag.

night

Erie

by

Railway

a newly

electric light.

The Pinte

$150,

isto

be

discovered

.

Indians

ing changed the
that it rains now
of civilization.

accuse

the whites of hav-

climate of Nevada.
They. say
more than before.
the coming

The suspension bridge at Niagara Falls ispronounced
unsafe
by eminent
epgineers, and

many travelers avoid crossing it.
Six boys were out on the Ohio

:
river at Cin-

cinnall in a skiff, on Sunday, when, their
capeizing, three of them were drowned.”

boat

Two years ago a young man near Madison.
Indiana, was taken sick and fell into a deep
sleep from which he awakened but a week or
two since.
On opening his eyes he asked if
breakfast was ready, aud fell to with biennial
appetite,
A great land slide of five acres took
Stockport, New York, last week, from
dermining of the quicksand belowit,

place at
the un.
A crev-

embankment at Niagara Falls, near Table Rock,
on the evening of July 26, a distance of 180 feet,
He was instantly killed, his body being mawngied
in a dreadful manner.
THEY HAVE an Ida Lewis out West,
As a
gentleman and his wife were going to the ferry,
about five miles above Bellevue, Ohio, they got
into water 15 feet deep.
Miss Lenora Smith,
hearing their cries of distress, hastened to their
assistance.
and in an old sKiff, half full of water,
propelled with a stick, succeeded in saving the
man, and with his help rescued the woman, two
horses and wagon.
:

A Chicago surgeop
recently removed four
‘and a half feet of mortified intestine from a ruptured lady, spliced the remaining portions and
restored his patient to good health. This is one
of the most remarkable feats of modern surgery.
Senter’s majority for Governor of Tennessee
is 50,000.
"At the coal mine, near Massillon, an iron cage
containing eight men. fell forty feet to the bo'tom of the shaft, severely injuring all of them
—breaking their ‘legs, arms and ribs. Medical
assistance was immediately called, and all are
now doing well.

State

ALABAMA.as well

Another

five

years

will

see

such

State

out of debt and a large fuud in- the treasury, if
the present prudent management is continued.
James Hannan
was drowned at Fairhaven,
Vi; Jast-Sea day, while tishing in [hman pond.

‘

an extent have these

outrages

They

can

be

d« tegted. it is suid, by the following

graved at right angles, so that by folding a note
once, and bringing the two ends together, the
engraved edges will cover each other perfectly.
When this test was applied.to the alleged .coun-

!

terfeit it was found that one of the sides was onesixteenth

of “an

inch

shorter -than

secreinry Fish gives as a reason for the seizure of the Spunish gunboats, which are being

Then, too. the do's or periods

built in New

feit,

that

they

were

intended

the gunboats

to

leave

our

waters,

to

TE

How

miles

back of

Canada is gathering an {mmen\e wheat crop.
The people.of Buenos Ayres, by means of hos
pitable enperprise, have managed to secure in
the past year nearly thirty thousandiimmigrants
frow Europe.
Crops in Prussia promise to be large enough
this year to makes up tor last year’s dearth,
s
.
i
i
tAdvices from New Zealand give intelligence of
shocks of severe earthquake ia the island,
A
war has broken out in the Samoan or Nuvigator’s Islunds, over the choice of a king,

Peuvple

are

coal,

snd the sespromise what

dying

by

huudreds

and the towns und villages are deserted,
Toe marriage of the Crown Prince of Denmark sud the Princess Louise, anughter of the
King of Bweden, was celebrated on the 28th.

en-

counter Intely had with the Spamsh velunicers,
It is urgod © at if belligerent rights were sceord-

ed to the: Qubuns by the United States, within

thirty duys tney

would

huve

possessionof the

whole island outside EHuvuns, and the capture

of thus oity would be: tertain tua short time

therenfor.
;

iy i"
Rain
success,

~ ©

Rah

>

J-

>

4

hau Camp-meoting was 8 marked
Less

remarkable

~ was not less beneficial.

than last year's,

it

The setting forth ofthe

the

notion

that

Without leaving her

conquer’
the

‘world,
tue flesh, and he devil. The best fout-

be his comparative

standing

among racers.”
And
Sir John Fenwick wax
perfectly right, as the history not only of running horses but of trotters, has amply proved;
or there is not to-day a successful trotting horse
in America

which

nas

not

in hr s veins

sire,

Cattle for the shambles are more
cally fed and more rapidly raised to
if they

have

been

sired

hy

economia larger

a

need

be told.

And

throughout

the

whole

range,

the cost of securing the services of thoroughbred
males is as nothing compared with the value of
the

result

as shown

Method

in

the progeny.

of Making
i

My “ideal

—

loaf”? ix made

@

from wheat

:

for them to be

ushered into, made

a state of things,

then

laboriously

tugged

ashore

hy

WouLp

YOU like to know

thinks on

what

not

having been wet and moldy either before or
after harvesting, and not having been heated

tain all the elements necessary to keep the gystem in order under any ordinary condition of
life, is universally admirted by all who have
given attention to the suhject; and that there
are objections to the usual manner of making
bread, is also well known by all scientific men;
and the question has
become an important one,
How
ghall wheat
bread be made a reliable
‘“ staff of life,” in-tead of the broken reed which
it is now admitted to he?
It is estimated that nmety-five per cent. of
bread used in Boston is made of wheat flour,
out of which has been taken, hy the process of
grinding and bolting, all hut about five per cent.
of its muscle-making
and life-supporting elements, so that fifteen barrels are required to
furnish as many of these elements as one barrel
of unbolted wheat
meal.
The
nitrates
and
phosphates are inseparable by mechanical means,

Woman’s Suffrage?

in

1 think it

of which fifteen per cent. is of tle
phosphates.— Phil. of Health.

BAKED

nitrates
-

POTATOES.—Potatoes are more nutri-

tious baked than they are cooked in any other
manner; and they relish better with those who
have not been accustomed to eat them without
seasoning.
Wash the potatoes clean; but do
pot souk them.
Bake them as quickly as pos-

sible without

burning in the least.

As Aoon as

they ure done, press each potato in a cloth so
as to crack the skin and allow the steam to es-

cape.

If this

is omitted, the best of potatoes

will not be mealy.
They should be brought immediately to the table, as they will svon become

solid and lose their flavor.
STEAMED
POTATOES. —Potatoes are much
more nutritious and palatable if they are properly steamed, than

cleun and

place
If the

them in u steamer
potatoes

the secret of having
is in steaming

they are boiled.

them

over

meuly

very

rapidly;

and

matter.

seriously and ‘earnertly

Let Christian women,

our land is full,
what

are our

think:

responsi

bilities in this matter, and it serms to me there
can be but one decision. The interests of our
children, particularly the happiness of our
daughters, is deeply concerned in the issueof
this movement. Oppressed and suffering women, Christian sisters, HfL thin, toil.-worn bands ro
opens, yleid ; kneeling in the mire
ness and dewphir, “Open this gate of

of wretched.
refuge, that

my sister come not where I am.” God speed this
glorious movement, und bless the church that

firt at the sepulcher,”and sways first in deeds of

tenderness and love.

=oil

as without a

of steam und u detention of

steam in the steamer by a close lid, the potatoes
will be hard and appear not 10 be done, however long they may have been cooking.
They

to steam

until

wanted,uy stesmed

potatoes

po simple

a remedy
and

eusy thut

doubtless

many

size and

been

ineffectus)ly applied,

power;

and

these

experience,

The

con«ists of

a hot foot bath only; but the water must be as
hot us ean powably be endured, and the feet,
ufter buving been kept in from fifieen to twenty
minutes, must be immersed in cold water, to

prevent catching cold.

An instant relief will be

’
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Day

Series.

d-a-half books, 16 cents

each; on the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents
each; on the 75 cents books, 8 cents each,

11, 1869.
soeneves B85

atatisassensnssecenera dBi?

Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications; or will be filled with the
books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholessle prices.

Address,

. L. R. BURLINGAME,
:

Dover,

+ Hs

THE QUARTERLY.

however small in numbers, be without an
organ.
By a faithful, persistent and united

effort, any church can secure some one of
‘he organs now offered as premiums.
Let
every one who reads this go to work now,
and continue to work through the year in
getting subscribers for the .Star, and by and
by he will be rewarded. The offers which
we now

make

liberal.

are

numerous,

varied

and

subscribed for,

THE

QUARTEKLY. ;

We will pay

a reasonable compensation for the

first No. of the current Yolyme-6T
Thi ‘‘Quarterly,” to any one who will cause the same to be
sent to this office.
:
I

KADEORD

ACADEMY.

The sixty-seveiith y. ar of this School for Youu

Ladies will open Sept.

Look at them.

Premiums for New Subscribers.
We offer the following premiums for new
subscrivers to the Star.

IL.
For one new subscriber and £2.50,
- ith 12 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send any one of the following books.

just published,or immediately to be publis h- J

ed, for the Sabbath School and the Family,
bysMrs. L. MariaC third, viz.
*¢ The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,
. ** Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,

1.

The revised and

gdvar

course of stusy in Judes Latin and French or Music.
Superior facilites are afforder tor the study of Grvek,

German; Painting avd Diawing
Through the liberality of friends a new>building has heen erecred
which will be completed in a few weeks; and will
afford arcommodations svperior 10 there of 1 y oth.
er Institution 1 ryonng ladies in the count
Terms
in the preparatory department, per year x 6: and
in the higher course, per Year, £20.
A putie ation

may be made

to

Miss

A.

H. Jou sox,

Principal;

Bradford, Mass, or iu Baston to Ur KR
AND RMON,
atthe -Mrssionnry House,
JD: KING-BURY:—
Sradfond. Mass, July 13 1809.
Hwsl

A FAMILY MEDICINE,
The PAIN

KILLER

is a purely vi getable compourd ;

and, while it ix a most effioxen® remedy vor pein. it is
ap riecily safe medwing, even in the most unk hful

. ** Making Something,” 184 pages; or,

havds,

. ** Jamie and Jeannie, » 155 pages; or,

certain cure, and has, without doubt,
i more suecessinl in curing the various kmds of Cholera than

. * The

Birth-Day

Present,”

by

Price

Mary

of

each

In India. Arica

the book entitled ** Sunny Skies ; or Adven-

turesin laly,” 261 pages; or,
2. ‘Bright Days; or Herbert and Meggy,”
257 pages. Price of each book 81,50. Ur,
8. For two new. subscribers and $5.00,
(with 20 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send a copy of the new * Book of

Price $1,00.

Or,

to pay postage) we will

send

other form of

or adhite, it iy an

any other known remedy, or

cin.

the most

slmost

skilful Physi

and C hina, where this drondiu

disease 18 wore or less prevalent, the Pam Killer is
cousidered by the natives, as well as kuropean residents in those climst: 8, a sure rem dy

Tue Pay KILLER is weed with great success and
pabsiaction in-our «ery best families.
It is the favo-

rite meoiciae

It
1. For two new sabscribersand $ 50}
(with 16 cents topay postage) we will send

Worship.”

For Summ: r Complaist, or sny

howel disease in. children

. “* The Boy's Heaven,” 151 pages; or,
*« A Rainy Day at. School,” oy Mada.
pages ; or,

Lobam Clark, 174 pages.
of these books, 75 cents.

i

of

our

missionaries in

heathen

lands,

where they use it more than all el® together for the
diseases

that

abound

iu

these

wim

climates.

It

should be kev't in #very house, and be in readiness for
sudden attacks of rick ness.
Sold by al! druggists,

PERRY DAVES & BON, Marufucturers & ‘Proprietors
PRroviDENCE, .R. I.

4130

GREAT SUN-SUN CHOP

4. For two new subscribers and $5.00,
(with 28 cents additional to pe y postige)
we will send one copy of ¢ Butler's Theology,” 456 pages. Price $1,60. Or,
5. For the same, and (20 cents additional
one

copy

of

** The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479
pages.
Price $1,20.
For

three

“5. rs and
newo subsc

we will

send ** Life

$7,-

to pay

Scenes

post-

trom

the

‘we will semd a copy of the new $500.00.
prize volume, containing about 400 pages,

entitled ‘* Andy Luttrell,” and
pronounced
to be a superb book for the Family and the

‘Sabbath

School ;—or, we

volume of more than
competition

will

400

for the

send

the new

pages, written in

$500,00

«¢ Shing Hours,” which,

prize,

oh, Sond

entitled

excel-

The Instinct of the Stomach. Take no medi
cine that tha stomach loathes. The instinet of tha
dominant

«regan

trusted.

It

accepts

TAR-

The rep eouration
a toning, pwiifying, regnlating
fie-hing remedy assimilates with the sys em, aud in-

stomach,

rence, high religious tone,and in many other

vigorates the

respects, is fully equal to the book last men-

the appetite.
2133
SOLD

tioned
Price $1.50. ‘Or,
8. For three new subs.ribers and $7,50.
we will send the ** Sabbath at Home,” for

be

ay

RANT'S LFFEKVFSCENT SELTZER APFRIENT — and
why? Because in the del cious febrifuve it recognizes
while

it gently relieves

howels, induces a healthful low of bile, and

BY

ALL

the

restores

DRUGGISTS.

for January.
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six new
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Any one having sent for one of the PreTreatise.
miums offered last year, and not having received it, is ,requestedto inform us of the | The New Treatise, just revised by order
fact, as we have recently learned that some of the General Conference, can now be had
of our letters sent with money to pay for on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
premiums have been lost. We wish to make Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
good our promises.
2 cents each for two or more copies. OrBy a united effort on the part of the ders are solicited.
°
church members and Sabbath school scholars, the Washington Street church, Dover,
obtained, last year, a sufficient number of
The current volume of the Quarterly cannot
new subscribers to provide itself with two now be furnished to new subscribers, We have
good organs. Let other churches go and pnited about one hundred more than there were
do likewise, and let no one of our churches
subscribens at the outset, and they have all been

Havana.
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four Gospels.” Price $2,00.
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2. For three new subscribers and $7.50.
(with 16 cents additional to pay postage)
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are con-

Brains can no more be made or, worked

I am most anxious
remedy

elements
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phosphorus than Egy ptia
bricks can be made
without straw.
Why not, then, apply these plain. Tas “to
raising children; and cultivating their minds,
as we do to the raising of wheat, and hus, and
bees, and developing
their = properties
and
powers.
No man who undepftands his business ‘would
expectto raise wheaf
in soil in which is no
nitrogen, lime, or phosphorus, or make
hens
profitable on food containing no lime for egg
shells, er-keep bees on a desola e island where
no flowers could be found.
Why, then, expect
to develop brains on white bread, griddle-cakes,
aud doughuuts?— Pail. of Health.

to give thowe who are similarly affected the benefit of my

If

sumed, and must be supplied, in proportion to
muscular exercise, That mental exercise does
thus consume phosphorus, is proved, as I have
elsewhere shown, by chemical analysis; proof of
the above
assertion is
therefore
complete.

would

hardly think it worth trying.
As, however.it
completely cured my poor feet, which had suffered for fificen winters with ehilblainy, and to
which all possible lotions and wulves, &c., had

it grows,

development.

OUR.
6 30

State sup.....5

phosphorus,

which

Master and Pupil,sescaees
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si 1.50
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¥) bh 85 e.

Ex SAW

proportion to mental efforts, just as muscle contains nitrogenous elements in proportion
to its

bes

agsivst chilblaing which is

Liveensc

of producing mental efforts, and that phosphorus
is consumed ‘and carried from the system in

¢ome solid much | souner thun bolled ones do,
I know

in

and which is necessary for its

quality,

palatable

should steam until the skin cracks, and a fork
will ensily peoetrate the center. If not 10 be
brought
to the tuble goon, they should continue

women, of whom

the

‘contains

00 @21 00

Hn
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in the dining-

Series,
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Live Turkeysiby 8.. 138
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R
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Western...e....21 9. 23 Western, nbs . «81380
SEEDS.
FEATH

the soil is deficient in phosphates, the grain will
be deficient in this element, and the proportions
which it contains within ‘certain limits are in
exact accordance with those of the soil. Now
the ultimate purpose of wheat and all its elements
is evidentlyfo supply these
elements to the
human system, and that a part ofthese elements
are intended to give mental support, is proved,
I think, by the fact that the brain contains
phosphorus in proportion to its activity or power

boiling

of n good

them

them

ing been denied this right, have never thought
about the

condensation

arg

Wush

rapid

noble

which it gets from

and

a great mistake when one says, “women do not
desire the ballot.” Some are, perhaps, too timid
to express the desire. some afraid of being unfashionable, and many, from the very fact of havmuch
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room as well as in the school-room—the caterer
and cook
being
important auxilaries to the
school-master.
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of our children may be developed
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tem, and that the muscles can be trained, and
their power developed by appropriate food as
well as appropriate exercise, so that the brains
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and nerves to be dependent: for the development,
and health, and the vigorous. exercise of their
functions on food containing phosphorus.
This subject, being somewhat néw, and, as it
seems to me, of vustimpartance, requires a little
in detail the reasons for the belief that the same

laws apply tothe brain’as to
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dependent for development, and vigor, and health
on food containing nitrogen, proves the brain

thorough-

bred Shqrt-horn.
Cows for the dairy are better
and more profitable in proportion to the number
of thoroughbred sires whose blood they carry.
The commonest and coarsest sow will give fare
more easily kept and advantageously
sold pigs.
if these are sired by a thoroughbred Essex, Seftonorother bar of fixed type, That the same
rule holds good in the poultry-yurd no breeder

is dependent

on food, is an idea that may at first strike the
mind as absurd, and unworthy of investigation:
but the same process that proves muscles to be

g very large

proportion of thorough blood, derived probably
through several generations from the side of the

size
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For eleven new subscribers and $27,50, (with $1,36 additional to pay
age) we will send the first and Man Minis
umes of the Cyclopmdia.
Price $10,00.
«1. VIL.
For sixty. peu. subscribers and $150,00, we
will & ve one
of Baker
and
Randall's Five
Octave Single Reed Organs,
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of Strong

tock’s Biblical and Tncologienl Cyclopedia.
Price $5,00.
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$212,560, we
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to

may

except cold water and a little salt.
Thar superfine white flourbread does not con-

realizes her individual responsibility to

duty, possibility, and blessedness of the highest
to<duy tukes the front rank in championsh
of
life, will never injure the church. Sne needs all | the rights of those who were “last at the ip
cross,

. the. stimulus she . can | have

stock, whatever

ly fair, and free fron® smut or other disease;
silly

Heaven,
and ‘pray for its advancement, Fallen
id degtuded women, to whom ne door
of pity

Paragraphs,

Sir John Fenwick, in the reign of Charles II..
said that * every blood horse, even if ‘he be the
meanext back that ever came out of Barbery, is
80 inflni ely superior in courage, stoutness and
quality, both of bone and sinew, as well as blood.
to the best cold-blooded mare that ever went on
a shodden hoof, that he cannot fail to improve the

As she

Maine

:

wud vieto rious in every

in

variety of farm stock, from horses to poultry.

before or after grinding: carefully Kept clean
after being properly ground so as to need no
sifting snd. pot being bolted, it retains every
part that belongs to it, and needs no addition,

.

Advices from Cuba give tavorable seeounts
of the operations of the insurgents. The Cuvuus
are represented ae being successful in all tnerr
sLrategle Operations

Phe
as

will not be, probably, for some duys,

Tour Royal Highnesses left Stockholin for the
Custle of Hugs a1 8 o'clock in the evening, wher
they wereto rewsin some time, An unmense
numberof persons were present atthe festivities, which took place amid great rejuicings,

clearly

row-hoats attached to them.
The stalwart crew
worked lustily, and sung heartily over their labor, and. getting ashore. seized hold of the cable
and hauled it into the telegraph-house, at Rouse’s
Hammock, whither the electricians also proceeded to adjust the. instruments,
The cable
was landed at a few minutes before 5 o'clock, on
which the Chiltern fired a salute. The com~
muuication with the French coast is perfect, and
the cable is in good working condition,
The
wires from Kingston station to Duxbury are
nearly all up, but there is as yet no communication from Duxbury to Ro se’s Hummock, and

A fearful and unknown malady is now raging
amouy the inhabitants of the interior of the state
of Vera Uruz.

offered.

so

oughbred stock.
But it is within the power of
every one of them, or it soon would be if they
cared for it, to breed
«nly
from
thoroughbred males.
These, belonging to a fixed type or
race, perpetuate their peculiarities with much
greater certainty than do mongrel ored animals,
and they will almost always overcome, in a
great degree, the defects of mongrel females,
thus constantly elevating the grade of the animal
towards the type of the purer race.
This rule holds good with reference to every

own fireside, she has all the means of knowing,
that man
has, the general condition of the
world .in regard to science, art, philanthropic
movements, temperance, religion, and polities,

boats were

Tae Pictow cowl dg ders aud miners say that it
But they

he

THE FRENCH ATLANTIC Cable was successfully landed at Duxbury,at 5 o'clock, on.the
evening
of the 231. The commander of the expedition 1x Sir William Canning, and the chief
electrician, Mr. Willoughby Smith.
The Great
Exstern was assisted by the steamers Chiltern,
William Cary, and Scanderia.
After coming to
anchor, two large hoats were brought astern of
the Chiltern, and a plank platform placed across
their decks, thus bracing them together.
On
these the shore end of the cable was coiled. The

Ltwmade 8 big noise, but burt nobody.

port tuwns at $4 a ton,
they cannot perform,

distinct.

their temporal wants ®

Somebody has been trying to blow up the British Parlisment with a tin case filied with pow-

they wil laud plenty of it in Boston

others
engraved

nees will best bring about such

other resi

the duty oa

very

what more natural than that she should wish to
help secure such ones? and. who shall say that
it will unsex herthus to do, by quietly dropping
the names of such in the ballot-box?
Who shall
say that she is not as really ‘doing for her family,
aye, and other families too, as when, a few
moments before, she was ministering to some of

The English lect is assembling in the Mediterraucanto prevent by force disturbance between
Turkey and Egypt.
A dresdiul accident occurred recently in the
cowl wines nthe wountain disiricis near Dresden. Tue loss of life was appaling—over 300
persons being killed outright.
No particulars
are au bund, but the accident 1s suid to have been
attributable to the Stormy eather,

abolish

in

pure, not only through
healthful home influences, but by the legislation of uncorrupt public
men?
After having made up her mind from
such data as she can gather what public nomi-

dents,
About 10,000 of them marched on San
Cristobal but were defeated by the governwent.
Tory were afterwards reduforced nud continued
to threaten the city.

the United States wil

should

SUPERLATIVELY

atmosphere

Mexican advices say the Indians of the State
of Chitpus, on the froantier of Guatemala, have
revolted and sre comwitting serious depredations.
At Chamu'a and
several other large
towns they have raised the stanuard of insurrec-

der.

E.”

her family, her community, her country, asa
true. Christian woman, she feels that nothing
within her power to do should he left undone,
whether near or remote, that wiil have the least
moral bearing . on either of these relations.
If
she be the ‘mother of a large, ungrown family,
who can feel like her the importance of a puhlic

Another eruption of Vesuvius is expected.

aud

they are

voting will unsex woman!

Ecuador is in a state of war.

wurdered the curate

in the genuine

esgle’s wings are not
the genuine.

FOREIGN.

tion sud

while

in its detection

but

—

Suow fell in the country fifteen
Moutreul on the 5th.

“FF.

These tests confirma Spinner in the belief that
the note is bad. The counterfeit purports to te
of new series, No. 53. letter D, which will assist

if ihey do leave without his permission, he will
sed afier them a force which will astonish the
dons, and compel his authority to be respected.
ESR

after

the other.

Spinner’s signature do not appearon the counter.

release the Spanish fleet now doing coast duty
around Caha, aud permit the fleet to” réinaugu
rate a Peruvian war, Ile says he does not intend
to perinit

place

tests: The plates Af the genuine notes are all en-

An Américan has received $1.000 in gold from”
a Grima
railroad company, havieg had his
ankle broken by an accident:

York,

taken

no
To

A NEW COUNTERERFFIT of the ten-dollar greenbacks has appeared, which puzzles even experts.

A beautiful sppeimen of marble, much saperi“or to Italian, has been
received at the Land
Office, Washington, from a new quarry dicovered recently on the Fort Leavenworth reservation,

is troubled

in Madison county that Governor Smith has is
sued a vigorous proclamation, on ac count of in”
formation that citizens are whipped. otherwise
outraged, and even murdered, hy disguised men,
and that neither citizens nor officers seem to take
steps to have offenders arrested.
The Governor
directs the Sheriff to proceed’ immediately by
pnsse comitatus, and by calling on the military
to arrest offenders and assure ample protection
to citizens.

debt.

the

as Tennessee,

with men who disregard the laws and show
respect for the property or lives of citizens.

Five years agoit footed up some $9,000,000; it
has since been reduced to $2.600.000, and of this,
$800 000 was paid off July 1st, leaving only $1,
800,000.

heroic

EDWARD HALPIAN, an elderly man.®ll éver an

and deep beyond soundings, has appeared on
the land adjoining the sunken
portion, and
fears are entertained that this tract will. soon
fall.

well with her

For a man who is thoroughly in earnest, farming offers a grand field for effort; but the man

Thoroughbred Males.

ice of several inches in width, fifty feet in lengths

Indisna is doing

—
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to

to $153.

line of the

illuminated

the fare be-
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and

Farming.

That mental and nervous power

a

The whole

Boston

New
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For the week ending, Aug. 11, 1869.
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or of Ohio.
San

Ipa

tion, —Seva.

Sr

worship

declined the Democratic nom-

The Pacific Railroad has reduced

it will be invited to the Vine-

TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES

NEW YORK WHOLESALE PRICES.

experienced from the burning and itching sensa-

young lady of Newport, who was instrumental "who is only half in earnest, who thinks that
in saving the lives of some eleven persons, and. costly barns, imported stock, and a nicely-rolled
who does not think any more of herself for hav- ‘lawn are the great objects of attainment, may
accomplish pretty results, but they will be small
ing uone what she considered her duty, is being
ones. So the dilettanti farmer, who has a smatpestered to death by curiosity hunters, who
crowd at the rate of a hundred a day, to look at’ tering of science, whose head is filled with nos.
trums, who thinks bis salts will do it all, who
her.
doses his crops now to feebleness and now to an
IT IS STATED that’seventeen different foreign ‘unnatural exuberance,
who dawdles over his
governments carry on diplomatic correspondence
fermentations while the neighbors’
oxen are
with the State Department, at Washington in
breaking into his rye-field, who has no managing
the Spanish language.
Only England, Liberia
capacity, no breadth of vision, who sends two
and the Sandwich Islands communicate with vs
men to accomplish the work of one—let such a
in the English language.
Several governments
man give up all hopeof making farming a lucra~
communicate with us in the French language,
tive pursuit. = But if a man, as we said, be thorbecause it is supposed to be: the most polite,
oughly in earnest, if he have the sagacity to see
. For instance, Holland, instead of treating us to
all over his farm, to systematize his labor, to
good Dutch, uses French, and Turkey also.
All
carry out his plans punctually and thoroughly;
semi-barharous people communicate in French.
if he is mot above econouiies, nor heedless to the
teachings of science, nor unobservant of progress
THE QUESTION as to the ownership of the so
elsewhere,
nor neglectful of such opportunities
called Jeff Davis mansion in Richmond, is soon
as were the Yale Agricultural Lectures—Ilet him
to be brought into court,
It was bought by the
But even
city in 1861 for $47.000, with the intention "of work; for he will have his reward.
such a one will never eome to his* four-in-hand.”
giving it to the confederacy as a residence for its
except they be'colts of his own raising; pr to
presidents. The rebel Congress declined to accept
private concerts
in his own grounds, except
it, but authorized its renting forsthe nse of Jeff
Davis: Tt fell into our hands when Richmond was
what the birds make,—D. G. Mitchell.
captured, and has been under the “control of the
War Department
ever since. The Richmond
city eouncil now sets up a claim to it, and is go——
|
®
ihg to present s big bill for rent, which, it is
It is not within the means of the very large
presumed the Department will refuse to pay and
majority of farmers. in this country or in any
then a suit is to be brought.
other, to raise only. or chiefly, expensive thor-

: ination for Governor of Ohio.
‘George H. Pendleton has accepted the nomination of the democratic convention for Govern-

tween

love-
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Rosecrans.

Bural and Domestic,

Twenits

=

Miss

in New Mexico,
* Gen.

in

1869.
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Protestant place of

hope

represented

yard or to Hamilton next year. Yarmouthhas
asked for it, and the place is one of the best, except its accessibility, which is not the worst by
a great deal.

| MISCELLANEOUS,
The White Mountsins were crested with Snow
.
on the morning of the Tth,
The Indians are becoming very troublesome
all along the Texas frontier.
There is only one
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ure in it was its cosmopolitan character.
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Portable Steam Engines, Shafting, Turning Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Toolsof
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw MIN
=Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Irom
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and

51)

Gas Works,

